


OIN THE REVOLUTION -
UY YOUR INTRODUCTION 

The easy-to-read Workbench 
environment and how to make it 
work for you 

The kind of applications 
programs you need to build a 
system on the Amiga and how to 
use them effectively 

TO THE FtJTldRE 
The new Amiga 
represents a revolution in 
personal computers. This 
book is the authoritative 
introduction to that 
revolution. 
The Amiga Handbook by David 
Lawrence and Mark England takes 
you behind the scenes to examine: 

The custom-designed chips that 
al low the Amiga to outpace 
machines many times its price 

The wide-ranging built-in 
libraries that control the Amiga's 
graphics, sounds, animation and 
speech 

The 'Intuition' user interface that 
controls Amiga's windows and 
icons, and the more traditional text
based Command Line Interpreter 

Programs in the powerful Amiga 
BASIC language to make the Amiga 
read a story, produce colourful 
graphs or simply print out a bill 

his is the first book for the Amigo. 
Buy the book and join the revolution 

--------~------------------------------------------
To Peter Marshall, Pitman 
Publishing Ltd, 128 Long Acre 
London WC2E 9AN 
Please send me copies of The 
Amiga Handbook ISBN 0 946408 91 2 
at £7.95 (plus 90p p&p) per copy. 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ payable 
to Pitman Publishing Ltd 
Alternatively please debit my Visa D Access D 
American Express D 
Account number Expiry date ___ _ 
Signed _ _ _ _ ___ _ _____ _ 
Name (capitals please) ___ _____ _ 
Address ___ ____ _____ _ 



Probably the best Commodore magazine in the universe! 

••• NEWS 
OVERVIEW 5 
First prosecution under new software 
laws... UK games go to USA ... 
Commodore reduce price of PCs 

PRODUCT UPDATE 78 
Commodore launch new music systems ... 
productivity programs ... printer crossover 
switch 

••• FEATURES 

15 
The future of compact disc lies with 
computers. lt's first use was hi-fi sound. 
We explain the technology and review a 
selection of the best discs around. 

MUSIK MESSE 20 
Not a musical shambles, but a report from 
the largest music event of the year, held in 
Frankfurt 

ARCADE ACTION 27 
Out reporter's been off again 'working' 
hard in the amusement arcade, testing out 
the latest and greatest. 

MOVIE SCENE 29 
You've played the game, now see the film! 
Commando features in this month's film 
reviews 
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= Compact Disc 

C16 + PLUS/4 
PRODUCTS 

Looking to the future of two major areas in 
computing, memory and music, that are 
linked together by compact disc 
technology 46~ __ ~ __________ ~ 

MADE IN THE USA 8 More invaluable product information for 
Meet the computerised politician and C16 and Plus/4 owners 
other weird and wonderful gizmos from BEGINNERS BASIC 54 
the States 
MEMORY 10 
Memory may light the corners of our 
mind, but how has it advanced in terms of 
data storage? 

CD STORAGE 12 
Watch out... the Gigabytes are coming! 
We look ahead to methods of storing an 
encyclopaedia on one disk! 

~ 
GAMES NEWS 30 
Shock, horror - Felix threatened! Never 
fear, he's made it through with the latest 
gossip 

And the lesson for today is ... loops and 
control 

AMIGA HARDWARE 
Meet Daphne and Agnus and 
what makes these beauties tick 

128 MEMORIES 

56 
discover 

60 
We're well into the 128 mode with this 
month's memory maps 

UTILITIES 70 
Look out for this two-part guide and you 
will really get the best out of your 
computer! 

••• CONSTANT 
FACTORS 

COMPETITIONS 42 
Fantastic prizes to be won including a 
Compact Disc player! 

.•• REVIEWS 
MUSIC EXPANSION 
SYSTEM 17 
Commodore have a winner on their hands 
with the Music Expansion System 

MIDI SEQUENCER 24 
A MIDI package for your 64, fresh from 
the States 

GAME KillER 74 
A device that will let you keep on playing ... 
and playing ... and playing ... 

PRINT SHOP 76 
Posters, headed notepaper, cards - you 
name it, Print Shop can do it! 

MEGA-REVIEWS 33 MUD PAGES 48 TOOLKIT IV 77 
Play your cards right and you could 
become a Kung Fu Master, or at least a 
comic baker 

CHOICEST C16 45 
Whet your appetite with this little 
selection of C16 goodies 

CHARTS 50 
All change! But who's where and what's 
what? 

Helpful hints, loads of gossip and a map! 

BOOK REVIEWS 50 
Discover how to amuse yourself to death! 

MACHINE CODE 62 
How to avoid those tedious data 
statements 

BASIC 67 
Unravel the plot and discover 3D graphics 

Comprehensive disk utility for your 1541 

-----,"N EXT MONTHII--

Exclusive preview of the 7th Commodore 
Show ... memory maps for the Plus/4 ... 
guide to computing ... incredible prizes to 
be won! 
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VizaWriteClassic is a high performance, easy-ta-use 
word processing program designed for the 
Commodore 128 compute< 

VizaWrile Classic is the successor 10 the VizaWrile 
word processor for Commodore computers. 

VizaWrite Classic takes full advantage of the 
colour, graphics and memory capabilities of the 
Commodore. Creating the full power and style of a 
dedicated word processing station, without the 
expense. 

V;zaWrile Classic includes word processing 
features that improve all aspects of document 
preparation and printing. 

Full 'newspaper-style' columns, high resolution 
dot-matrix printer fonts and true proportionally 
spaced printing mean high quality presentation. 

Serious word processor users expect their 
document to be formatted as they type, into pages. 
VizaWrite Classic does this instantly. No preview is 
necessary-tabs, indents, centeringandtextcoJumns . 
are always in-view. 

A phrase glossary, full function calculator and 
integrated spelling checker mean fast and reliable 
document content. And much more. 

VizaWrite Classic, aneasy-to-use word processor 
with Classic features. Clearly presented and easily altered. 

Editing 
• Copy, move and delete text by 

highlighting. Highlight by 
character, word, sentence, 
paragraph, page or searching. 

• Full screen and document 
scrolling, up to240characterpage 
width . 

• Find and replace any sequence of 
characters. 

• Go to any page, instantly. 
• Merge almost any other word 

processing file directly into a 
document- including Easy Script, 
Superscript, Paper Clip and 
Omniwriler. 

• Glossaryarea , forquickinsertion 
of frequently used phrases into a 
document. 

• Full function calculator Add, 
subtract, divide and multiply
directly or using figures in a 
document. 

Formatting 
• Page-based 'What You See Is 

What You Get'-word wraps and 
formats text, instantly, as you type . 
Alterations to layoul are quick, 
easy and immediate. 

• Format lines are used to set 
margins, tab stops, indentation 
and column drops. 

• Simple to remember format 
symbols for tabs, indents and 
column processing. 

• Automatic paragraph indentation, 
numerical tabbing, righlalignmenl 
and centering. 

• True 'newspaper style' columns, 
with variable width control, plus 
full editing and printing features. 

• Format and file compatible with 
VIZAWRITE 64 and OMNIWRITER. 

• ForusewithBO-columncolouror 
monochrome monitors, with full 
colour control. Runsin 128FAST 
mode. 

Printing 
• Multi-line headings and footings 

with automatic page numbering. 
• Multipleand collated print copies . 
• MaH-Mergesimplyandselectively, 

print up to 4-across labels with 
ease and speed. 

• Mail Merge can also include 
information from VIZASTAR 
database files. 

• AswellasCBMprinters, VizaWrite 
supports virtually any parallel or 
R S232 connected printer including 
EPSON, STAR, JUKI, BROTHER 
and SPINWRITER. 

• Proportionalcharacterprintingon 
JUKI, BROTHER and other 
'DIABLO compatible' daisy wheel 
printers. 

• Built-in proportionally spaced 
'NearLetterQuality' fonts for use 
on dot-matrix printers, CBM, 
EPSON, and compatibles . 

Plus Integrated 30,000 Word Spelling Checker 

VIZA r -----------Please send me further details about VIZAWRITE CLASSIC for 
the CommOClore 128 

Name 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SOFTWARE 
Order now, or fill in the 
coupon for more details. 

VIZA SOFTWARE LTD. 
Chatham House, 14 New Road, 
Chatham, Kent ME4 4QR. 
Telephone: (0634) 45002. 

Company 

C~5 J 



... news ... news 
STAR WARS 

SPRITES! 
The US is showing great interest 
for its Star Wars programme i n~ 
believe it or not - Sprites ! 
However, they're not exactly 
the sprites we know and love on 
our Commodore screens. 

At the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory near Oxford they 
have invented a potential 
'speed of light' weapon called, 
yes, 'Sprite' . It is a Krypton (Is it 
a bulle t. Is it a Superman? Ed. ) 
fiouride laser pumped by an 
electron beam. And we all 
know what that is, don ' t we? 

The original research was 
done as a part of a programme 
set up to perform experiments 
involving large pulses of lights 
fo r peaceful purposes in UK 
universities. 

The US government Agency 
running the $26 bill ion Star 

Wars (Strategic Defense 
Initiative 501), programme, 
regards this kind of laser as a 
promising method of 'zapping' 
decoys, designed to confuse 
defences, from the ground and 
leaving other weapons in space 
a clear view of genuine targets. 

We can authoritatively deny 
the rumours that the author of 
CCI 's occasional Sprite Corner 
series is in any way involved in 
creating weapons for the 
United States' Star Wars 
programme. Anyone intere
sted, however, in offering their 
own Sprites for space should 
contact, 
Lt. General James Abramson 
Strategic Defense Initiative 
Organisation 
Washington D.C. 
US.A. 

UKORUSA? 
US software is in a dire 
condition , with some software 
houses on the edge of 
bankruptcy . So Peter Holmes of 
Bug-Byte told CCI after a visit to 
the Consumer Electronics Show 
in Las Vegas recently. The 
problem is the lack of 
investment and the weakening 
of creativity. 

" In the UK, with its 56 million 
people crammed into a small 
is land, wi th high unemp
loyment in places like Sheffield 
or Leicester, the pressures on 
kids are so much greater," he 
says. "For many of them, who 
form themselves together in 
teams to write software it' s the 
only way to get out, for status 
and for money. Except in New 
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Advertisement 
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York, in the States people are 
much more laid back!" 

Bug-Byte has been reversing 
the usual trend and selling 
games software to the US. " We 
have found there is a real 
demand for UK ga mes, 
especially for the Plus/4. And 
much of the stuff being released 
in the UK now that comes from 
the US and is highly promoted is 
two or three years old and not 
rea lly top quality," Peter 
Holmes told us. " If you want 
the best games software today 
that people rea lly want to play, 
except for one or two US 
companies, there is nothing to 
compare with UK programmers 
and software houses! 
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Dear Reader, 
We live in a synthetic world. No, not a plastic, nylon or terylene 
globe but a world of synthesis - where differing factors are 
brought together into a single, preferably satisfying, whole. In 
this issue of CCI, you will find the main theme is 'Memory -
lighting the corners of your mind' . The phrase comes from 
music, a song, but describes possibly the most important 
qualifying factor of a computer, its storage capacity. So Memory 
and Music ... brought together into one theme; synthesised and 
examined in a way that no other magazine has approached. 

The synthesis of musk and memory is not, however, 
accidental. Commodore's launch of the exciting new music 
expansion system encourages the use of the full facilities of a 
Commodore and all computer owners will benefit as the scope 
of their machines is hugely expanded by the increasingly 
popular CD Storage technology. So the timing is right to bring 
both sharply to your notice. 

Though we hope that after you have read the music - memory 
features, you will know a great dea l more -certainly enough to 
impress your friends! - about both, nevertheless beware ... for 
knowledge as power can bring its own problems, especially 
when politicians combine with computers, as our US 
correspondent points out. The games vvorld too concerns us not 
just with mega-reviews but seriou5ly, as a new device we cover 
lets you become, at least for games purposes, immortal. There 
are, in this issue, as always, many other varied fields in which we 
combine between our covers for your interest. 

Bringing together in synthesis ... CO itsE>lf, each month, is 
intent on combining many di fferent aspects of the Comm~dore 
universe into one coherent picture. Vile are hopeful that it is 
presented in a useful way that informs and entertains you and 
maybe serves to help you toward more satisfying syntheses in 
your own world. 

Yours sincerelv, 
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Barry Parkes 
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Julian Rosen 
Antony Mael 
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Sherri Gi lkes 
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Ii Tasword is pretty unique product. It's 80-column display is well readable and backed up by a wellthoughtout 
program that really can hold its own in professional use." Commodore User November 1985 

TASWORD 64 is a new member of the highly Yourtextis printedjustas you setitouton the screen. 
acclaimed TAsWORD family of word processing TAsWORD 64 comes complete with a quality 
programs. Eighty characters per line on the screen is manual and TAsWORD 64 TUTOR. This teaches 
just one of the features of this versatile program. you word processing using TAsWORD64. Whether 
With the eighty character display you know that you have serious applications orsimply wanttolearn 
WHA T YOU SEE IS WHA T YOU WILL GET when about word processing TAsWORD 64 and 
you print your text. No need for text reformatting T AsWORD 64 TLjTOR make it easy and enjoyable. 
before printing and no need for horizontal scrolling. 

Another remarkable feature 
ofTASWORD 64 is the price! 

CASSETTE E17.9S 
DISC E19.9S 

C1:V 

Available from good software stockists and direct from: 

u~~m@~ 
Oneofil 

( I SOFTWARE , ) 
Springfield House, Hyde Te"ace, Leeds LS2 9LH. Tel: (0532)438301 

If you do not want to cut this magazine simply write out your order and post to: TASMAN SOFTWARE, DEPT cd ,SPRINGFIELD HOUSE, HYDE TERRACE, LEEDS LS2 9LN 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to TASMAN SOFTWARE Ltd OR charge my ACCESS/ VISA number ................................ . 
ITEM NAME __________________________________________ _ 

ADDRESS _________________________________________ __ 

OutsitkEuropeiddEl .50mm1per;lMI. 

PRICE 
£_----
£--- - ----
£ _--- -
£_--- ---

TOTAL £ _______ _ Telephone ACCESSNISAo,ders:Leeds(0532)438301 9 f/II!f!!! 
PleasesendmeyourFREE brochuredescribingTASwORD64 0 rl<khere _ ~~ 
AllpricesinciudeVAT,poslageandpackaging .... ~ eCI 

1 ______ -----------------------------------------------________________________ ______________________________________ _ 



... news ... news 
LASKYS TO SELL 

CHEAPER PC 
It was announced recently that 
Laskys are to become the first 
high street retailers to sell 
Commodore's full range of [BM 
PC clones. Commodore also 
announced a substantial price 
drop, with the PC 10 now 
selli ng for under £1200. 

To add to the package Laskys 
wi ll be giving away a copy of 
'Easy', Micropro's latest word 
processor, worth £165 and half 
an hour of telephone support 
from a special hotline. 

Optional on-site mainte
nance will also be provided 
under Commodore's existing 
'PC Cover Plus' scheme, and 
training too can be given if 
required. 

Chris Kaday, acting general 
manager of Commodore said of 
the deal; "We see the Laskys 
deal as a major coup for 
Commodore. As far as we're 
aware it is the first of its kind and 
I believe it heralds a new trend 
in PC retailing". 

QUILL ON LET'S 
CNET FLIP 
Compunet has recently 
announced that games written 
using the Qui ll adventure 
writing system are to be offered 
as telesoftware, for 
downloading over the phone. 

Compunet incorporate 
protection into the qui11ed 
games and then se11 them for 
between £2 and £5 . 'Quill 
Corner' as it is to be ca lled will 
have adventures written by 
members and non members 
alike, and anyone wishing to 
get technical advice on 
preparing a game should 
contact Alan Lenton on 01-965 
8866. 

To capitalise on the sucessful 
launch of their Disk Nibbler and 
Flippy Disks, Computatili Ltd 
have recently announced some 
excellent special offers that 
really make these products 
value for money. 

The Disk Nibbler allows you 
to make both sides of a disk, 
read/write - and the Flippy 
Disks are specially designed to 
work well with the N ibbler. 

Perhaps the best offer is to 
buy a box of Flippy Disks 
(R.R.P.£23) for £19.95 and get 
a free nibbler IR.R .P. £9.95) 
thrown in. For other offers 
contact Computatill on 
061 - 6528006. 

BITS FOR LESS 
People who need anything to 
do with computing could do 
worse than get in contact with 
DNCS. The new DNCS 
cata logue can provide you with 
anything from highly 
complicated leads, through 

disks, paper all the way to 
modems and hardware 
accessories. 

The cata logue is available 
free, and for more details you 
should contact DNCS on 
0706 - 67567. 

COPYRIGHT 
CATCHES THEM 

Police in Wandsworth, South 
London have, whilst following 
up a lead, ra ided a software 
retailer; in what could be the 
first prosecution under the new 
software copyright laws. 

The shop, Soft Focus, was 

raided by four plain clothes 
officers due to the alleged sales 
of copied TABS accounting 
packages. A man is helping the 
Fraud Squad with their 
enquiries. 
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Feature 

MADE IN USA 
The Commodore 128 is beginning to sa il 
off the shelves in big numbers. That may be 
one reason · why Commodore's bankers 
cheered, b it on the biscuit and rolled over 
their around $200 million of loans to the 
world's largest small computer marker. As 
one banker sa id "If you owe your bank two 
thousand bucks and you can't pay, you're 
in trouble. If you owe your bank 200 
million bucks and you can't pay, then it's 
the bank that's in trouble". 

As the pace of C.128 sales qu ickens, its 
not only doing Big C a power of good but 
the software houses are chasing the ~~ bandwagon, too. New packages are L,;;. _________________________ I 

appearing all the time Digital Solutions are , ______________________ ~-----~----.., 
putting out well receive'd 128 versions of 
their Paperback series of WIP, Database Knowledge Really is Power skills as a forerunner of a · new and 
and Spread Sheet at about $50 each; or, if Technology is a fuct of life today that even necessary generation of techn~cal whizz-
you already have 64 versions, you can politicians have to face, But how many kid politicians. Others see im, using

f update at $15 a throw. Commodore has really do anything more than nodding access to information as a source 0 

launched its own 128 Perfect series ofW/P, intelligently dressed in a whitecoatonvisils personal power, ·as a threadt tO
h 

public 
Calc and Database, too. By the way, to high tech manufacturing units? liberty. Ask them ,in Concor , ~ eState 
C128 prices are drifting down. You can However, John Sununu

t 
the Governor of capital, and theY'll . tell you w at New 

pick one up at $289 .00 now and that the State of New Hampshire, is not one of Hampshire does today, Washing lit bon doeds 
includes a W/P package worth $69.00. that kind. He preaches that the computer tomorrow. They don't say if it wi e goo 
The word is that by year's end 200 little has a vital place in public decision-making for us. 
green ones will buy you this, the most and, unsurprisingly as a Massachusetts Joe Gene Parris. 
popular new machine on the market. Institue .:of Technology trained engineer ,.----------______ .. 

Meanwhile back atthe ranch, the C.64 is and self-taught programmer he puts his games, you can re-create present day 
still top hand and the river of software flows ideas into practice where it matters _ in matches or put together your own fantasy 
on . Do you want 'Peace of Mind'? Natch. running his State's business. Through a PC teams and let them slug it out. Even at 
Who doesn't? Well, the Down-to-Earth and a modem in his office he canl with a $35.00 its good value. 
brand has got a package that cla ims to secret password, tap straight into an IBM Electronic Arts have brought out a 
deliver it. (Oh yeah?) There are four 4361 mainframe on which he has had follow-up to Wizardry and Ultima 1I1 - It's 
application programs: 'Home Inventory', reorganised fin(}ncial reporting systems got 4 classes of magic user, 128 color 
'Private Messages', 'Vital Statistics' (No, installed. He and his staff use Lotus 1 2 3 monsters, 16 levels, full scrolling 
not 38-23-37 but · bank accounts, Spreadsheets. At home, or in the dungeons, and a 3D city in 400K worth on 
insurances etc) and an invaluable 'Credit guvernatorial limo

i 
tie uses a portable HP 2 disks. And you can even use the 

Card Gauridan' . If you've got Amex to bring work from the office but he is not characters created in Wizardry and Ultima 
Platinum plus 49 others it will take them al l. above fixing and using one of his eight III. Wow! 

You can also get 'The Works' from First children's Commodore home computer, Simulation addicts are still keeping well 
Star. ('Give him the works, Eddie!) 13 when necessary. stoked . Signal is offer ing 'Train 
Programs on one disk for $49 .95 running His high tech 'getitdone-now!' attitude Dispatcher','Locomotive Switcher' and a 
from Typing Teacher and Graphics Painter has rubbed some, other New Hampshire submarine destroyer. StrategiC 
to Address Book and Math Races (Yup, politicos very much the wrong way. When Simulation 's has released 'Colonial 
Math Races, I kid you not). he tried to buy $2.5 million worth of DEC Conquest' - a turn of the century yarn 

One extraordinary - and very laudable - computers for use in schools, without where the U. S., England, France, 
development is the release by APT of askinganyoneels€, indoding the teachers, Germany, Japan and Russia battle for 
California of a free - yes, free - Actionaut the legislature jumped In and blocked the global supremacy. Everybody wants to 
robot game. APT (bless their public spirited project. rule the world. nicht war? Or run the 
cotton socks) say 'entertainment software A furthercomputer~based row-onethat world. Fitnesswise, that is . Like, you know, 
should be more widely available and poses very basic problems about who gets Sportaid . Jump to it now with Aerobics 
affordable' . All in favor say 'Aye'! Each aCcess to what in government- has blown (from Spinnaker) or Syntonic's CATO 
copy of the program wi!! reproduce copies up over a new $5 million integrated (Computer-Assisted Training Optimizer) or 
and APT is actually encouraging users to financial software package he has had Cody's Compu-Coach or you can watch 
copy it for friends. For a $3.00 registration installed on the State's mainframe. Sununu your fat intake (why should you want to 
fee, you get complete documentation and refused, at first, to let anyone but himself watch your fat intake? Ed.) with Nanosecs 
a subscr iption to the Actioneer newsletter. and his team see what was in the database. 'The Nutritionist', Softsync's 'The 'Model 
The program is both fun and trains you in The State Congressmen were furious D iet' or Practicorp's 'Total Health' . 
elementary programming. It was created 'They'ligetwhatthey need' he said sourly. If you really want to get into tip-top 
by award - winning game designer Bob It took months of negotiation to get the condition, you could lug about your 
Fulop. What do those APT g.uys eat.. .. air? computerized Governor to give a leading computer and stuff in the System Go 

State pofitician a special password to let Carry-All. It' ll take your keyboard , your 
It's a New Ballgame. 

On the game front, an outstand ing new 
baseball biggie is out just in time for the start 
ofthe season. (Ex-President Richard Nixon 
used to pitch the first ball of the new season 
for Washington.... And look what 
happened to him!) Statis Pro Baseball- by 
Avalon Hill - is a baHgame fan's dream. It 
lets you rel ive past pennant races and 
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him review some, but only some, of the d isk drive and all the rest, not forgetting, of 
data. course, your 64 or 128. For just $49 . 95, it's 

Sununu is also reSisting the New yours, made ~ or at least sold - in the U .S.A. 
Hampshire's State Supreme Court ruling 
that allows citizens to copy public 
documents. He claims that the right to 
copy does not extetld to computerized 
data. Some people see New Hampshire's 
Republican Governor and his computer 

Joe Gene Parris 
(Next month more Made in U.S.A. and 
you'll meet the 11 and 12 year old 
nationwide computer stars the 
Commodore Kids!) 
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* FROM THE MAKERS OF WORDSTAR * 

JUST LOOK AT 
THIS WORKLOAD 

--

SUPERSCRIPT 
WORDPROCESSING 

From the makers 
of WORDS TAR 

Most wordprocessing packages will 
do the bare minimum. SuperScript can't 

wait to do the lot! 

Takes on writing, storing and editing all your 
correspondence and other documents. - SPECIAL MAIL ORDER PRICES-

And 

Next 

Then 

Onto 

produces letters, invoices, price lists, 
contracts, labels etc. 

runs personalised mailings with lists or 
database output. 

creates and revises top quality 
presentations reports and tables. 

typing term papers, technical reports or 
notes. 

COMMODORE 64, ATARI 800XU130XE £49.95 
COMMODORE 128, APPLE IIcllle £79.95 
UPGRADE FROM EASYSCRIPT £39.95 

And e\1en adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides and 
does percentages. 

At the same time giving all round editing and printing 
facilities such as block-cut-paste, insert 
and typeover, full search and replace. SuperScript comes complete 

with Comprehensive User Manual. 
Not to mention print review, layout options and 

simplified document selection. 
And much, much more! 

UPGRADE FROM EASYSCRIPT 
TO SUPERSCRIPT - JUST £39.95 * Improved performance * * Maths * * Spelling checker * * Print or view * * Integrate with SuperBase * 

(on Commodore 128) 

ORDER NOW 
By calling MicroPro 
on 01·879 1122 Ext 210 
quoting your Access or Visa no. 

G 

Also available from 
aU good dealers. 

.11 
MlcraPra. 
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LIGHTS THE 
CORNERS OF 
YOUR MIND 

Storage is perhaps the most topica l 
subject in the world of computing at the 

moment; due mainly to the vast increases 
in speed and capacity of storage media that 
apparently appear every day. 

Ten years ago, a mainframe would have 
been considered amazingly powerful if it 
had had anything more than 32K of 
available RAM; and computers tended to 
be left runn ing continuously - el iminating 
the need for massed storage. Storing data, 
when this was necessary, consisted of a 
slow and unreliable attempt at putting the 
data on to 2" reels of tape. 

With the advent of true micro-ch ip 
technology, the average memory size for a 
home computer rocketed up from as little 
as 1 K in 1981, until now, in 1986, anything 
less than 128K is considered restricting, 
and 1 Megabyte business machines are 
commonplace. To cope with this increase 
in adressable RAM, the size and speed of 
basic storage methods increased 
dramatically, while the prices plummeted. 

Storing data is an absolute 
essential 

To describe the development of storage 
media it is best to start w ith the original 
methods and see how and why they 
developed. Once people realised that 
storing data was no longer a laborious 
bore, but an absolute essential , major 
electronics companies started pouring 
money into research on how to make data 
safe and transportable. 

Using tapes was the obvious method; 
having been seen as a successful storage 
medium for music it was on ly a matter of 
time before someone used them for 
computer data. To this day tapes are still 
the most common form of storage for home 
computers , being cheap and relatively 
reliable. 

Using flexible tape has many problems, 
and it was these that led to people trying to 
develop new and improved methods of 
keeping data. The first problem with tape 
storage is speed. There are difficulties in 
record ing enormous amounts of high and 
low level signals onto tape (distortion as 
well as quantity) - one small drop-out on a 
tape can be the difference between a 
successful load, and many hours of wasted 
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Although home computer users still rely 
on cassettes as the primary input device, it 
soon became apparent that the up and 
coming technology of disk drives would 
prove to be an essential part of any serious 
computer users equipment. 

Advantages of disk drives 
It was special features that made disk 

drives so much more popular with business 
users. Firstly disk drives were a great deal 
faster - on average about 10 times faster! 
and much more importantly they allowed 
random access. This meant that whereas a 
tape needs positioning before the loading 
takes pace, the disk automatically does 
thi s. More importantly, however, it means 

that data can be taken from individual files 
at speed, something that normal cassettes 
could never do. It also meant that when 
saving data created on the micro, no longer 
did you have to worry about where it 
would be put, the disks operating system 
would automatically take care of that too. 

However, even this storage system 
caused problems. Disks are so thin and 
flexib le (especially the large capacity 8" 
ones) they tend to corrupt easily especially 
in a frantic office environment, where disks 
are frequently moved from machine to 
machine. 

More Advanced 
Techniques 

This problem, together with the ever 
growing need for more capacity - mainly 
to keep pace with RAM -, saw people 

Vast increases in speed and 

capacity of storage media 

appear frequently. Francis 

Jago looks back over the 

origins of storage. 

developing more advanced techniques for 
producing disks. Soon 80 track double 
sided double density disks were avai lable 
and for a whilke these seemed to be 
adequate, as these disks allow you to put 
much more data on a normal disk, in most 
cases up to 500K. 

W ithin months, however, companies 
such as IBM sta rted releasing sta tic Hard 
'Winchester' Drives that - from £2000 
upwards - were capable of storing vast 
amounts of data safely, and accessing it 
amazingly fast, average access time being 
measured in microseconds. 

By , 984 hard disks had become an 
accepted medium for anyone usi ng a 

business machine, and w ith sizes 
advancing from 5 to 40 and even 60 
megabytes (60,000,000 bytes of 
in formation) within two years, wh ich it 
seemed possible would prove adequate for 
almost everyone. 

Moving Sideways 
Meanw hile many companies were 

developing what can only be considered as 
sideways moves. Sony, Hitachi, and other 
large Japanese groups decided that one 
way in which to reduce the dangers of 
los ing data on a disk was effectively, to stop 
them being floppy. There soon became 
available 3" and 3.5" drives w here the 
media was conta ined in a neat, inflexible 
plastic cover. This did not necessarily 
change actual storage capacity, but the 



dangers of corruption were reduced 
enough to justify to many users the 
expenditure of setting up such a system, 
using them as Commodore have just done 
with the Amiga. 

Another disk related media that received 
a lot of publ icity during 1985 was Waferl 
continuous loop drives. BBC owners could 
purchase a micro cassette drive called 
'Hobbit' that wou ld effectively do 
everything a disk would - only cheaper, 
around £100. Unfortunately, th is fa iled 
due to lack of software support, as did 
Entrepro's wafer drive for the 64, which 
also claimed to make disks redundant for 
around £ 100. 

Diverse Forms of Storage 

disks have proved impractical. Another 
problem was getting-the operating system 
to cope with this amount of inaccessable 
RAM - admitted ly more of a software 
problem, but one which in my view has 
seen the death of what could have been a 
very promising idea. 

Now RAM has dropped in price 
dramatically, 256K could probably now be 
picked up for around £75, to such a degree 
that a friend of mine actually worked out 
that it wou ld be cheaper to get 5 

As well as the portable media I have r~ .... ___ .. 
already mentioned, there are a number of IJi 
more diverse forms of storage, each of 
which has its own claimed advantages. I __ --:~'\ 
One much talked about concept is RAM ~~32~~~~~ disks, RAM (Random Access Memory) 
being the section of memory used to run 
programs. This involves sectioning of a 
large chunk of RAM, and convincing the 
computer that this area can be used to store 
any data, rather than putting it on a disk. 

Megabytes of RAM than to purchase a hard 
disk! 

Bigger and Better 
As you can read in the article on laser 

disk technology (e lsewhere in this issue), 
the search for faster, bigger and better (OK 
JR, Ed!) disks is still going on, and with 
computers such as the Amiga, which can 
theoretically access 8 Megabytes of RAM 
instantly, and use it either for running 
programs or storing data, th is is not 
surprising! 

One possibility that might be developed 
more for business applications are ROMs 
(Read Only Memory). Popularised by the 
BBC micro (although in a small way) I see a 
great future in producing programs that do 
not need to be loaded or saved into 
memory, but are simply accessed each 
time you need them. Again the speed 
increase would be noticable to say the 
least, and ROMs prices too have lowered 
dramatica lly in price, with a 16K chip 
having dropped from £25 in 1983 to less 
than £8 now. 

In conclusion, it is easy to see that a 
computer memories increase, so people 
will see the need to have databases with 20 
or more billion characters. With compact 
disc te .... hnology now being appl ied to 

. storage, it will not be too long before you 
will be able to purchase business machines 
w ith a gigabyte of memory. Whether this is 
like having a car that can travel at 300 miles 

The ma in advantage of this is, once 
again , speed. As the data does not need to 
be retrieved, hence access times are 
reduce dramatically. As always there are 
limitations; until recently RAM has been 
prohibitively expensive, w ith 256K of RAM 
costing up to £600, and as such, large RAM 

!!!!l __ .l an hour and runs on normal roads, I leave 

CENTRONICS 
INTERFACE 

MODEL 920081G - DOES IT ALL! 
Full Commodore graphics and special 
characters, tabs, dot graphics etc. Plus 8K 
buffer. 

£64.99 

-------------- ALSO-------------
MODEL 92000 -less graphics 
MODEL 92000/G - with graphics, no buffer 

£49.99 
£59.99 

All models software transparent - no d river needed. 

Connect to C16 or Plus 4 (with optional mains adaptor). VIC 20 , C64 or 
C128 or daisy chain to disk chain. 

Includes printer lead - nothing more to buy . 

FCC SYSTEMS LIMITED 

THE LODGE, MOORLANDS ROAD 
MERRIOTT, SOMERSET TA16 5NF 
TEL: CREWKERNE (0460) 73442 
PRESTEL MAILBOX 046073442 

Prices include VAT 
Please add £1.00 p+p 

DEALER ENoUIRIES 
MOST WELCOME 

you to decide. 
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Feature 

Laser Disks 
HowTheyWork 
Cassette ... flexible di sk ... hard disk ... 

As computers become cheaper, more 
available and comprehensive and users 
increasingly sophisticated in their 
demands, a major key to computer 
progress is seen as the capacity to store 
ever greater amounts of data. You want 
better game graphics you forget 
cassettes and get a disk drive. You wa nt 
more storage for your b igger databases . 
you get a Winchester hard disk . But if you 
reaJJy want to sto re, say, a technical 
manual or an encyclopaedia or any other 
huge amount of data, unless you are 
prepared to use many disks, you need laser 
storage - Compact D isk (CD) where you 
a re already able to retain 500+ megabytes 
on one small 5.25 inch disk or a million 
bytes (a gigabyte) on a 12 inch disk. 

Average access times are about ' .5 
seconds. Data transfer rates o f about ' 75 
Kby tes per second <Ire .lbut 10 times slower 
th.ln comparable ordinary disk drives. The 
speed problems are largely associated w ith 
poor error rates on all opt ical disks 
(approxim.l tely 110 or 1 error every 1000 
bits of rnforrn at ion). 

In can"umer video o r audio disks this is 
not a rea l probeJm. In video it shows up as 
an instant blanking o f one or two scan lines 
per frame or as a click or gap in sound. But 
computer data errors ca n be crucial and 
some of the CD's ex traordinary storage 
capacity is used by error correc tion codes 
w hich reduce erro r rate to 1 12 (1 error in 
every trillion bits), roughly equal to most 
hard disk drives, so counterbalancing 
speed loss. 

However, the drawback of op tical d isk 
(laser) techno lgoy is that, so far, it has not WORM (Write Once Read 
developed the erasable, w rite many, read Many) 
many, capacity of other storage. Burn a WO RM drives are now coming onto the 
ho le, which is essentia lly what the laser market. These allow users to write data 
technology does, in inscribing data o n an o nto a disk and read it back as many times 
optical disk and it is not so easy to fi ll it as desired. This technology cannot be 
again for future use. extended to the Write Many (erasable) 

Audio CO, for ex- ~, I/., disks because forthewritingoperat ion, the 
ample, is just a pre- ~';\'-----, ~ laser beam is intensified and burns or melts 
recorded read only a spot on the disk. When read the spot 
disk that cannot be reflects a reduced amount of light back to 
changed or re-written. the photo sensor, producing the binary 
The data is imposed effect again. 
by creating tiny holes The process sometimes causes gas 
or pits on the surface ~ ~. bubbles to distort neighbouring bits and 
of the disk. A focus~ed ~ ''\ also requires a very low melt ing po int as the 
laser beam in the laser has so little time as it passes over the 
p layer ' reads' the pi ts on the reflective disk . In an attempt to overcome these 
surface which is protected by a plastic problems, some extraordinary material s 
cover. The laser light is either reflected are being developed such as te llarium 
back from the surface of the disk or lost in a suboxides, silver halide compostitions and 
'pit' - forming a b inary - yes or no, one or gold-p latin ium alloys. 
zero . All the p its are configured in one long 
sprial track more than three miles in length. 
Theoret ically, a CD has 625 ,000 tracks per 
inch - some 600 times as much as a 
conventional disk drive. 

About 20 thin metallic stamper disks are 
produced from one master die and a 
thousand fi nal disks from onestamper. This 
punches the ti ny p its in the d isk. It is cheap 
and qu ick, once the manufacturing 
technology is successfu l, which is not so 
easy as tolerances are down to 1/4 micron 
to red uce data error. M agnetiC disks on the 
other hand, are recorded w ith each bit 
placed in real time, a much slower and 
more expensive process. 

O ne major problem w ith CD 's is that 
they are themselves slow in ac tion . 
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There is a considerable shortage of world 
compact d isk production capaci ty. 
Polygra m has the largest plant in the world 
in Hanover, West Germany. Rapid 
expansion is planned in Japan and the U .S. 
and the U. K. 's only CD producer, Nimbus, 
has jut announced an £8 mill ion expansion 
at its plant in Wales. N imbus have said their 
order book is standing at 5 times their 
capacity. U. K. sales o f compact disks were 
' .2 million in the last 3 months of 1985 
three times higher than the same per iod last 
year. 
Even though world capacity is expanding it 
is not expected to match demand as sa les 
o f players rocket as prices fal l. 

Erasable Disks 
The erasable disk is clearl y the aim of the 

future optical market. It is predicted that 
erasable drives w ill reach the public in late 
1987. 

However, erasabil ity requires the 
solv ing of many problems. The Write Once 
technology o f burn ing holes in the surface 
w ill not work if you need to use the same 
spot again for new data. There must be 
developed means of only temporarily 
affect ing the surface of the disk 

A combined process of magneto-optics 
looks the most favouarable option at 
present. For th is the optica l disk is coated 
wi th an extremely thin layer of a highly 
magnetic substance. When a w rite 
opera tion takes place, the laser beam heats 
up a tiny spot to very high temperatures 
and ca uses the spot temporarily to lose its 
magneti sm - this is a well -known 
phenomenon called the Curie Poin t. As the 
substance cools, it assumes a magnetic 
di rection infl uenced by an external fie ld -
which fo rces the magnetic fl ux lines into 
one direction or the other . 

For reading purposes, the laser power is 
substantially red uced and, as it passes over 
the disk, the reflec tivity (or lack o f it) is read 
in exactly the same way as in o ther laser
read processes. What happens is that the 
change of magnetic flux causes a slight 
altera tion in the plane of polarization of 
reflected light, w hich the laser picks up. 

The same spot can be re-magnetised at 
least a mill ion times before any degradation 
occu rs. The disadvantage of th is erasable 
system is that it is at present extremely 
expensive both fo r manufacturing and 
materials. It is believed that O ptimem w ill 
lauch a 5.25" magneto-optical drive in the 
second half of 1987, and that 3'12 inch 100 
megabyte erasable drives wi ll reach the 
market by 1988. However, looking even 
further ahead there is research being done 
in which a specia l dye is used on a polymer 
material that can be melted and remelted 
many times - a potentially much more 
economic process . 

The penetration of the storage market by 
optical drives is sti ll small. Probably no 
more than 1500 drives of all si zes have so 
fa r been sold. But there can be no question 
that, as the technology rap idly spreads, so 
the price fall s will bring the lasel drive and 
disk to every sector of the computer world. 
By the end of the decade, the laser d isk, 
almost unknown a year ago will be just 
another familiar storage medium. 

Anthony Mael 



M agnetic media - tapes and disks -
have considerable limitations in 

storage. The problem of trying to increase 
the data capacity of magnetic storage is that 
it is limited by the number of bits per inch 
which can be stored, the number of tracks 
on the surface of the disk and the distance 
between the read head and the magnetic 
surface . 

The present capacity of an ordinary 3.5 
floppy disk is 5 megabytes. By 1993 this is 
forecast to reach about 200 megaytes. But 
even now an ordinary CD ROM can store 
500 megabytes and 12 inch versions such 
as Optimem 1 gigabyte (1000 
megabytes). 

Optical disks have advantages over 
other magnetic media in that they are 
cheaper and have a hugely greater storage 
capacity . They are especially useful for 
military purposes as they are not affected 
by intense magnetic fields - as would 
happen in an atomic attack. Of course, as 
yet, their life span is still unknown. It is 
claimed that 10 years is the least period 
likely but that is based on accelerated 
ageing tests . Estimated eventual prices are 
around predicted to be $50 per disk for a 
minimum of 500 Megabytes. 

computer CD - ROM's however, provide 
a combined audio and computer data 
option, which is useful for interspersing 
voice or even music, if that is needed to go 
with the computer data, in, for example, 
spoken instructions or error messages. 

CD started as read-only which has, of 
course, the considerable limitation of 
being a one-way medium, and many 
applications require input or interaction. 
You can already buy for under £1,000 a 
CD computer player, a Hitachi, that will 
store 270,000 bytes - that's the equivalent 
of 1000 mini floppy disks - on just one 
compact disk. 

Feature 

language, can be recorded as digitised 
images on a laser disk. 

Microsoft organised recently a CD-ROM 
conference, in Seattle, USA to bring the 
technology to wider audience but also to 
attempt to get accepted software standards 
especially for 550 megabyte ROM's. 

Hardware compatibility is being sought 
by US grouping called High Sierra. This 
comprises some 12 major software and 
hardware manufacturers such as DEC and 
Microsoft and aims to help standardise disk 
volume structures, directories and file 
systems. 

The kind of CD application already 
planned is putting onto laser disk the entire 
records of the US Patent Office. This 
mammoth task, for which Optiemem, a 

The Gigabytes 
Are Coming~" '0/' 
Philips released the first video disk player 

- with 12" disks in 1 980. Its main 
disadvantage was that it was read only. It 552 Megabytes 
was not possible to record onto the disk. 
Some games that had an imation used 
video disks but the video disk fai led to 
make a real impact. It was too expensive 
and other companies refused to 
collaborate. 

Philips in conjunction w ith Sony then 
brought out the CD (Compact Disk). CD 
was originally designed not to store video 
material, but digitised computer data and 
audio signals. For music and other sound, 
digitised audio signals are converted to 
analogue signals to play through oridinary 
amplifiers and loud speakers. There is now 
most importan tly, a generally accepted 
format for all CD players and prices are 
falling to under £200 for a CD player and 
£10 fora disk. 

Compact disks for audio and for 
computer data are virtually the same. 
However, the players for these are very 
different as the computer CD - ROM (Read 
Only Memory) players have a substantial 
amount of built-in error correction circuits. 
For music (or speech) it is possible to 
tolerate an occasional jump or mini-sound 
gap, but this is unacceptable for a 
computer, causing a loss of data. Some 

To make the CD compat ible with a PC
normally able to deal with only 32 
megabytes - Hitachi have come up with 
the bright idea of splitting the disk into 32 
megabyte sections each with its own 
directory etc. There is in any case another 
way out; which is to use LaserDos. This 
permits the complete 552 megabytes to be 
accessed as one M5 or PC Dos drive. 

There will certa inly be a market for Read 
Only disks, for example, encyclopaedias 
and other library functions; for electronic 
publishing and interactive media such as 
games. 

Nevertheless, the biggest growth areas 
will be in WORM (Write once read many) 
and er·asable disks. There is some doubt 
whether the home computer market wou ld 
be quickly opene.d with CD drives costing 
£1,000 up at present but business uses 
abound and sales of CD drives in the US, 
where 1110st development is going on, are 
estimated to rise from $5 million in 1985 to 
over $lOO million in 1988. The largest 
number of laser drives has probably been 
sold in Japan by companies like Hitachi 
and Fujitsu. Japanese, a pictographic 

U~HT5lMl! ~ 
OF~Mt"D 

subsidiary of Xerox Inc. is supplying the 
drives, will require 30,000 gigabytes of 
storage. 

Another Optimem application is for a 
large US insurance company whose claim 
contracts will go onto 10 laser drives to 
serve around 2000 PC's. George Dundon, 
Optimem's UK Technical Manager, points 
out that the technology is no longer untried 
or revolutionary. liThe drives have been 
deliverable for two years. It is the 
cusomters who have been hesitant', he 
told CCI. Optimem 12" drives cost around 
$13,000 and disks about $400 at present. 
But, Dundon points out, they can be very 
cost effective. Magnetic tapes are officially 
required to be re-spooled or refreshed 
every six months. 50 the cost of 
maintaining a large tape library is 
prohibitive. Whereas one laser disk holds 
50 tapes and needs no maintenance. 
Dundon predicts, too, that optical disk 
drive prices will soon prove competitive 
with Winchesters. 
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PRESTEL 

FREE Electronic Mail . .. International 

Telex . .. 10 National Chatlines (Interactive 
Bulletin Boards) ... 70,000 users across the 
UK . . . Teleshopping ... Multi-User 
Interactive Strategy Games 

Instant computer news ... Hardware and 
software reviews . . . Technical features . . . 
Hints and tips 

FREE and discounted quality software to 
download direct to your micro - 24 hours a 
day 

300,000 pages of information on the huge 
Prestel database 

for just 20p a day 

r-------------, 
I To: Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London EC1 I 

Please send me ;J. brochure on Micronet 800 

I Name I 
I Address I 
I I 

Micronet 800 I Telephone No I 
8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5EJ I I 

Telephone: 01·278 3143 Age Micro 
L. ________ ...;. ________ L ______ , ___ ~ ~=.J 



Inside Compact Disc 
When Compact disc was first 

announced to the world in 1980, 
few people believed just how rapidly it 
would overtake the older black vinyl LP 
disc. Fewer still rea lised that Compact disc, 
as envisaged by its inventors, Ph il ips and 
Sony, held a potential far beyond that of a 
carrier of high fidelity music. 

In fact, by the time the exhaust ive 
procedure of printing an international 
standard had been achieved, a list of 250 
applications had been added - and just 
now some of these are beginning to appear 
in the market. 

Compact disc has become a genuine 
success as a neater and more accurate 
source of hi-fi music than its predecessor . 
Indeed, sa les of discs and players are rising 
so rapid ly that disc pressi ng plants still find 
it diifficult to catch up w ith the demand . 

Very recent ly a further development to 
be ca lled COl (Compact Disc Interactive) 
was announced, the detailed specification 
of which are expected to be completed by 
the end of this year. In 1987, a new 
generat ion of players may be lau nched 
which w ill deal with music and COl discs, 
as well as the exist ing advanced computer 
information storage discs ca lled CD-ROM. 

COl, by the way, refers to a new type of 
Compact Disc that can carry many parallel 
speech channels, video and computer 
graph ics as well as text. It can be expected 
to act as a simple peripheral to many home 
computers, including those from 
Commodore. However, don't rush to the 
store yet - it will be a while before softw are 
houses get round to it, but when they do 
watch out! 

So just why is the Compact disc such a 
usefu l all -purpose device? Perhaps the best 
way to explain this is to describe in simple 
terms just what the disc consists of, and 
how it is played. 

The Compact Disc Format 
Anythi ng recorded on a compact disc 

has to be in the form of digital signals. This 
is because the disc recording consists o f a 
series of small pits, each of which can 
represent between one and eight bits of 
data , arranged in a continuous spiral track 
from the disc centre to the outer edge. 

In total, some 20,000 tracks can be 
arrranged across the disc radius, allowing 
for some 7Gbits of date to be recorded. Of 
course, not all of these bits belong to the 
record ing engineer, since some are used 
for error detection and correction, some to 
provide synchronisation and some to 
provide an index of contents of the 
recording. Finally, a certain percentage are 
also reserved for special purposes which 
could include the provision of graphics to 
accompany the music! 

All this does begin to explain why the 
disc is so versatile. The part ofthe data that 

The Compact Disc is a 
marvel of modern 

microscopic engineering. 
Its future will take it into 
the world of computers. 
Here Basil Lane examines 

the first use it has been put 
to - hi-fi sound. 

is reserved for information - amounti ng to 
between 550Mbytes and 620Mbytes - the 
bits could be an encoding of anything -
music, video, computer programs or text. 
A ll this is based on the assu mption that they 
conform to one or other of the various 
Compact disc standards. 

The disc itself is formed from a th in rigid 
piece of polycarbonate plastic, 1 2cm in 
diameter, moulded in a press . One face of 
the press consists of a stamper which 
contains the recording as a spiral of raised 
bumps. The disc surface that carries the 
spiral track is then coated with a th in film of 
reflecti ve aluminium, which is itself 
covered w ith a further plast ic coat and 
printed w ith the disc label. 

Actua lly putting the record ing inside the 
plastic is useful to the player because it 
' reads' the disc by shining a tiny laser spot 
onto the track. The power of the reflected 
light is sensed as the track passes 
underneath. By the way, it should by now 
have occured to some readers that the only 
way to read the disc is through the side 
opposite the label, where the moulded pits 
trapped inside the plastic now look like 
bumps. 

The physical size of the bits on the disc 
remain constan t because the speed the 
disc rota ted in recording, and 
subsequently in the player, varies from 
200rpm to 500rpm as the track is followed 
from inner diameter to the edge. 

The Player 
Currently, the p layers intended for CD

ROM disc drives for attachment to 
personal computers are different to those 
used to play music. Since the latter are 
rather more important, these will be briefly 
described to explain how they work. 

Un like the players used to replay hi-fi 
LPs, the CD player doesn't need to revolve 
the disc at absolutely precise speeds. In 
fact, th is is con trolled by counting the time 
interval between one synchronisation 
pulse read off the disc, and the next one . If 
there is an error , an elec tronic c ircuit 
changes the speed to the right val ue. 

As mentioned earlier, the disc 

information is with the aid of a laser beam 
used to illuminate the w idth of just one 
t rack. The light is shone through a complex 
lens assembly which focusses it to a tiny 
spot. If the disc is w arped and the spot of 
light is defocussed, clever sensing devices 
can detect this and continuously refocus 
the lens. 

Where the laser strikes a smooth part of 
track representing one or more zeros, the 
full beam is reflected back into the lens. 
This reflection is split from the outgoing 
beam and directed onto a photosensi tive 
diode. AS a bump passes under the beam, 
the light is sca ttered and the photodiode 
'sees' a drop in light power, which it 
registers as a 'one'. 

Beca use the 'reading head' and the disc 
are never in contact with one another, dirt, 
finger prints and scratches don't 
necessar ily cause a problem . This is 
because at the surface, the laser beam has 
not reached focus and is only partially 
obstructed. M ost light still gets to the track 
and can pass back to the sensor. 

However, in the event that some bits get 
lost because the surface imperfect ion is 
large enough to completely obstruct the 
beam, the error detect ion system comes 
into operation and the lost data restored. 
This is done fa irly simply because each 
block of data is repeated further round the 
track and can be used to substitute for the 
original in the event of an error being 
spotted. 

Steering the laser head is a delicate job. 
For a start, the separation between tracks is 
only about 1.4 micro metres, and it is 
possible that some discs may have an 
eccentric centre hole causing an apparent 
track wobble of up to 50 micrometres. 

Surprisingly, the steering is also done 
using the reading head to see where it is in 
relation to the track. Servo circu its 
constantly monitor the head to track 
position and when an error occu rs drive 
the head to the ri ght place. 

The data stream coming from the 
photodiode is spl it into several 
components - to control disc speed, to 
provide tracking information, to detect and 
correct errors and, most importantly, to 
extract the digi tal sound and pass it directly 
to a digi tal to analogue converter. Th is 
turns the data back into the originally 
recorded sound, free from disc or player 
imperfections - a glor iously accurate 
rendi tion of the sound the recording 
engineer intended you to hear! 

The compact disc systems therefore, 
although described superfic ially here, is 
surprisingly complex-and its disc a marvel 
of modern microscopic engineering. It is 
hardly surprising that although its first use 
has been for hi-fi sound , its future will take 
it much further into the world of computers 
and television. 
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Compact Disc 
Glen Miller Orchestra: In 
The Digital Mood 
(GRP Records 
GRP-D-9502) 
I first heard this CD in a nightclub of all 
places, and made my mind up then and 
there that I had to have a copy no matter 
how much I had to pay. Well, that was 
over a year ago, and I've finally managed 
to get hold of it, even. Though the price 
was a trifle on the high side for such a short 
disc (15 quid!). 

What can you say? The man was a 
genius, pure and simple, and his 
mysterious death one of the major 
tragedies in the Qistory of popular music. 
This disc contains 10 of his' best known 
tracks played by 18 of the top session 
musicians in the world/and produced by 
another maestro Dave Grusin, ably helped 
by his partner Larry Rosen. You name it 
and it's here - In the Mood, Chattanooga 
Choo-Choo, String of Pearls, Ka lamazoo, 
Pennsylvania 6-5000 and the classic 
Moonlight Serenade. 

There's nothing more that need be said, 
but go out now, this minute and pester 
every CD shop you ca n get this disc. Don't 
rest until you have a copy in your hand, 
and whatever you do, never lend it to 
anybody or you w ill never see it again . This 
has to be one of the true masterpieces of 
the recording industry, and certainly the 
best CD I have ever heard. 

Beethoven: Symphony 
No.9 'Choral Cleveland 
Orchestra/Dohnany 
(Tel arc CD-80120) 

This is probably one of Beethoven's best 
known works, and the ma in theme from 
the fina l movement is definitely one of the 
most- hummed pieces of music there is. 
This recording of the 'Choral' symphony is 
totally digital, and was recorded in the 
Masonic Auditorium in Cleveland, Ohio. 
The sound quality is excellent. and the 
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If we're aroused your 
interest in CD players, 

here's a selection of 
reviews of what's available 

to play on it! 

balance attained by engineer jack Renner, 
exemplary. 

Beethoven composed this symphony to 
suggec;t hope, and 'a happy ending', and 
manage~ this by the simple expedient of 
beginning the symphony in the key of 0 
minor, and finishing in the key of 0 major, 
with little fli rts into F and B- flat in the 
meantime. 

The sound here is lively, and the chorus 
perform well, as do the soloists, notably the 
bass Robert Lloyd. Playing time is well over 
the magic hour mark, and coupled wi th the 
sound quality makes this a disc to buy. 

Phil Collins: No Jacket 
Required 
(Virgin CDV 2345) 
This is the third album from master 
musician, arranger, producer, engineer, 
etc. Phil Collins, and it won the award for 
the Best Album of The Year at this year's 
BPI awards. The CD is of very high quality, 
despite being only an analogue recording, 
but the techniques that Mr. Coll ins uses 
employ modern studio resources to the 
full. 

Ther disc contains the hit singles 
Sussudio, One More Night, and Don' t 
Lose My Number, plus eight other great 
songs. Qual ity throughout, and Phil Collins 
use of drum machines alongside normal 
acoustic set-ups lends that unmistakable 
'Coll iins' sound to the rhythm section. 
There's some fine playing here by Daryl 
Stuermer on guitar, and The Phenix Horn 
section, as well as the incomparable Mr 
Collins. 

In my opinion this disc deserved the 
award that it received, and ranks as my 
favourite disk of '85 . It's well worth the 
extra money for the CD, but check that you 
get one that plays, as some of these British 
press ings by Nimbus have had a few 
problems. 

Stanley Jordan: Magic 
Touch 
(Blue Note COP 7 460922) 
If there are any budding guitarists out there, 
then don't listen to this disc. If you have 
ever heard a guitarist that inspired you to 
try to play the guitar, then this guy will put 
you off it for life. He's too good! Stanley 
Jordan was discovered bus king . in the' 
subways of New York, and signed on the 

Sounds 
spot to Blue Note records. Jordan has 
pioneered the method of guitar playing 
known as 'double tapping' , and he is 
probably the greatest exponent of this 
style. 

When you hear this disc you may find it 
hard to believe that there is only one 
guitarist here, and that there are no 
overdubs on the sound at all - but it's true. 
Everything here was recorded fi rst take 
with just Jordan playing gu itar. And to your 
average guitarist- in-the-street it can be 
sickening. I only wish I could play like this! 

The recording here is totally digital , so 
the sound quality is pretty damn 
impressive, like the guitar playing. Note for 
note, this has to be one of the finest jazz 
recordings around at present. 

Sting: The Dream of the 
Blue Turtles 

(A & M Dremd1 ) 
This is the first solo offering from Sting since 
he left the Pol ice, and has received much 
critica l acclaim from the public, and other 
musicians alike. The disc contains a 
selection of Police-like material, but with 
a much more jazzy feel to it. Sting has 
managed to get himself a backing bank 
compriSing of the cream of the modern 
jazz world of New York, and members of 
the band include Omar Hakim on drums, 
Darryl Jones on bass, and the wonderful 
brandford Marsalis on saxophone. Tracks 
here include If You Love Somebody (Set 
Them Free), Russians, and his new single 
Moon Over Bourbon Street, a qwuaint 
little ditty about a real life vampire tha t lived 
in New Orleans. The music is forceful for 
the most part, and, as I say, somewhat 
reminiscent of the Police in places . 

Having forsaken the bass fo r the guitar, 
Sting has managed to come up with a 
creditable and polished solo debut, that 
sounds as good technica lly as it does 
musica lly. Definitely a CD to get your 
hands on. 

Compact Disc Reviews: 
Chris Spalding Which 
Compact Disc? Magazine. 



W en folks, due to mucho 
popular demand (thanx for 

writing dad!), I'm back for 
another look into the acion
packed w orld of arcades. This 
month I'll try to talk not just about 
the most recent games to hit the 
arcades, but ones which, very 
shortly, will be hitting the home 
computer market. 

First, however, I'll bring you an 
update on one of the games I 
mentioned last month, which I 
had not managed to get a foll go on 

Nemesis by Konami. 
Graphically superb (as it should 
be for more than £2000) it 
combines many different 
horizontal scrolling ideas to 
create one awesome one. 

To play Nemesis sucessfullyyou 
must travel along blastin' 
everythint in sight and also keep 
your eyes open for the all 
important pods. These allow your 
craft extra facilities that can be 
selected when you most need 
them. Such essentials as Rapid 
fire, and multiple guns make 
killing the enemies a little easier 
(rather like Rambo with a nuclear 
warhead?). OVerall Nemesis is an 
excellent, if pricy game, and one 
that I would recommend to 
everyone looking for a good 
exciting blast stightly 
reminscent of the Defender days. 

Next I'd like to deal with what 
can only be described as my game 
of the moment - Space Harrier. 
Everyone who has spent any time 
in arcades over the last two years 
will have played one of the Star 
WarslEmpire Strikes Back sit IN 
games. Playing these for me has 
always been more enjoyable as 
you do not have the distractions of 
others playing next to you and can 
therefore get really involved. 

Space Harrier has taken this 
idea an awful lot further! In my 
view it has moved much more 
towards a simulator in real terms, 

and Space Harrier comes out of it 
as the most thrilling game I have 
ever played. It uses a complex set 
of hydraulics to make the whole 
cockpit (into which you must 
climb) move in an uncannily 
realistic and dramatic way. 

AJthough it is another 
expensive game to play - the 
continuous play mode making it 
very easy to just keep on pumping 
in your 30·SOp's - I found the 
adrenelin rushes really awesome; 
not unlike what I imagine driving 
a Lamborghini Countach at 160 
mph through Picadilly would feel 
like (only with dragons going for 
you!). 

The game i tsel1 puts you as a 
dragon-slayer whose sole purpose 
in life is to travel through many 
screens blasting everything that 
comes into sight, until - having 
finsihed a level- you come face to 
face with the truly evil dragon 
who you must shoot repeatedly 
before he engulfs you in flames. 

Stereo speakers, tremendous 
effects and crystal clear graphics 
all add up to a game that (if I had a 
few grand spare) I would love to 
keep in the spare room. When 
playing this game it is asifyou are 
transfered to a different world; 
one where all the wallies who are 
causing you grief cease to exist, 
it's just you against them! 

To get back to arcade games 
which are to be converted to the 
64/128, Imagine have recently 
announced that they plan to 
convert the hugely sucessful 
Green Beret game, and Elite, in 
keeping with their trend for 
Capcom games, have signed up the 

rights to Ghosts and Goblins, 
another arcade favourite. 

New games that you can expect 
to see in the arcades within a few 
weeks are really quite plentiful, 
and with the ATE show (the 
arcade world's biggie) h aving just 
finished we should see some 
surprises. Ones to keep your eyes 
open for are Timber, by Ballyl 
Midway, in which (surprise, 
surprise) you playa Lumberjack 
and definitely Bally Sente's 
Shrike Avenger, which is another 
Hydraulically controlled game. 

Another one to look forward to 
is section Z from Capcom, using 
Jet Pac like graphics it looks like 
yet another sucess for the 
company of the moment. 

Finally I'd like to talk about 
Nintendo's newest game, Arm 
Wrestling. All you fans of Punch· 
Out and Super Punch-Out will 
appreciate this one as, with dual 
screens and a variety of 
opponents it promises fun for all 
the family. 

That just about wraps it up for 
this month. Hopefully next month 
I'll tell you some more about 
Shrike Avenger, as well as any 
new developments in the Arcade 
conversion world. 

Francis Jago. 
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~!DIMENSION~~~ 
27/29 High Street 

t ltd Leicester LE1 4FP compu ers . Tel: (0533) 57479 

(: commodore 
ANAGRAM BUSINESS SUITE OFFER 

Originally developed lor the professional range of Commodore computers, these 
packages have been adapted for the non technical user to operate in plain English 
on the 64. 

This suite is undooblably the most powerful, flexible, yet easy to use software of its 
type devooped for the 64. 

PURCHASE LEDGER 
# Keeps track of all invoices outstanding, with accumulated year to date 

informaliofl of Su~iers , Nominal balances and VAT. 
#. Prints remittance advK:es, and posts paymenlto the appropriate supplier. 
#. Powerful report and summary printing facility includes Invoice lisls, Nominal 

transactions, Debit notes, Invoices outstanding, Discounts available, Payment lists, 
Outstanding balances, Supplier names and Addresses list and Label printing. 

SALES LEDGER 
# Maintains comprehensive customer details, with invoices remaining on account 

untit pai<I. 
# Trade and settlement discounts allowed lor, with VAT automatically calaJlated 

on invoices and credit noles. 
# Statements generated automatically at anytime, showing payments made, 

invoices outslanding and credit notes. 
#- R9fXXI printing includes customer names and addresses, Sales list, Aged 

debtors, Customer balances, Payments and DisCount taken lists. 

CASH BOOK 64 
# Produces trial balance at any time. 
# Maintains file of analysis headings, with roonthly and year to date totals. 
"# Mows monthly budget figures for comparison w~h actual figures. 
:# Report printing includes cash book, Aucm trail, Budget summary, Bank book, 

Prof~ and IossIBaJance sheet, VAT analysis and budget perlormance. 

STOCK CONTROL 
# Comprehensive Stock Information includes reference codes, description, min. 

stock levels, cost and selling prices and analysis codes. 
# Displays physical stCldl: levels al any lime. 
#- Allows approx. 550 stock items per disc. 
I Report printing includes Stcx::k levels and movement analysis, Inactive stock, 

Price lists, Sales analysis, Stocktaking ~st aOO StoCk valuation analysis. 
OFFER PRICE PER PACKAGE £ ~ £49.95 

SUPERSCRIPTISUPERBASE OFFERS 
Superscript, the greatly enhanced version of 

Britain's biggest selling word processor. Easyscript, 
combines sophisticated yet easy to use word 
processing with bum in 6pellcheck and Mailmerge 
facilities. 

Superbase, the finest database produced for 
Commodore Micros provides applications ranging 
from a simple to use filing system to a highly 
advanced fully programmable database. 

Both programs can be utilised indepelldently or as 
a fully integrated paclcage. This extremely powerful 
business duo is now available at the following 
reduced prices: 
Superscript 64 
Superbase 64 
Superscript 64 + Superbase 64 
Supet sa ipl128 
Superbase 128 
Superscript 128 + Superbase 128 

~£49.95 
~£59.95 
~ £99.95 
~£74.95 
~ £74.95 
£~£134.95 

MICRO SIMPLEX ACCOUNTS OFFER 
The most powerful yet easy to use Accounts and V.A.T. package 

produced for The Commodore 64 includes the following features: 
* Analysis of Receipts * Profit and loss Account * CUmlnt Bank and Carll 

Balances * Unpaid Bills Record * QuarterlyV,A. T. Record * Supports 
VAT. Schemes A to F * 50 Elpenditure Anaf"is Hlldings * Periodical 

Income and Expenditure Reports * 
Complete with comprehensive manual and optional user club 

membership form. ~ - E99.95 

MS2000 MOUSE OFFER 
The ultimate graphics ulilitylorthe 64/128 

.100 poinlsper inch resolution * Highly advanced soHware, wilh 16 colour 
selection * Simple to use on-screen menu * Hard copylO prinleroption 

Tape version ..£i'HlIT £57.95 
Disc version .£&8:InT £59.95 

By fa r the best such package for the C8M64 -
the hardware is excel lent, the software technically stunning - DEC. pew. 

The best mouse forthe 64 so fa r - combining high standards of engineering with 
ve ry clever , efficien t and creative software - FEB eel. 

VISASTAR XL8 OFFER 
Visastar XL, the combined 8K cartridge and disc 

based Spreadsheet, Database and Graphics package 
is the only product of its kind produced for the 64 and 
128. Selected records from the database can be 
transferred to the spreadsheet for calculation. Screen 
or printed copy can then be obtained, or using the 
powerful Graphic capacilities, professional Graphs, 
Piech arts or Three dimensional barcharts can be 
produced automatically to screen or printer. 

Built in Wordprocessing commands al low 80 
column messages, Text editing, Headers, Footers 
and page numbers to enhance reports. 

VISASTAR XL8 64 £~£79.95 
VISASTAR XL8 128 £~ £99.95 

VISAWRITE CLASSIC 128 OFFER 
Visawrite Classic is a high performance yet easy to 

use Word Processing program which is designed to 
take full advantage of the advanced features of the 
Commodore 128: 

# Wordwrap and text fonnnatting as you type. 
# Built in Spellchecker. 
# 80 column display on either colour or 

monochrome monitors. 
# Full function calculator. 
# Near letter quality fonts for CBM or Epson 

compatible printers. 
# Combines with Visastar for powerful mailmerge 

faci lity. 
OFFER PRICE £~ £79.95 

CAD MASTER LIGHT PEN OFFER 
The Trojan Cad Master package combines a top 

quality light pen with superbly designed graphics 
software. 

The extensive command menu includes freehand 
draw, Paint, Fill, Geometric shapes etc, combining to 
create an easy to use but surprisingly comprehensive 
Graphics Package - undoubtably representing the 
best value package of its kind.~ £16.95 

COMMODORE 
Future Finance (Planning Package), Disc ..... . . . 
Eaayscript (Word Processor), Oisc .. . ........ . 

UHCt - E17.95 
.£l5:8Cr- £24.95 

AUDIOGEIIIC 
Wordcraft 40 (Wordprocessor), Cartridge ....•. . 
Magpie (Database), Cartridge+ Disc . . ... ... . . . 

HAIIDIC 
Easycalc (Spreadsheet), Cartridge .. ... . . .•... 
Diary, Cartridge . . .. .. . ... . . . . ...... .. •... 

PRACTlCOII' 
Inventory(Stock Control Package), Disc ...... . . 
64 Doctor(Hardware Diagnostic), Disc .. . . .. .. . 
64 Pack (UniqueApplicaUons Pack), Disc ...•. . . 
Practicalc 11-Advanced Spreadsheet willi 

DatabaselWordprocessing facilities, Disc ..... 
logolfEducational Language), Disc 
Practicalc (Spreadsheet), Tape , . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 

~- E24.95 
.£I8:9S" - £24.95 

.£49:tlr - E14.95 
,£28M" - £9.95 

~
~
~-

,l:i&:tS" -
~

:£38:t5' -

£14.95 
£9.95 
E9.95 

£49.95 
£9,95 
£9.95 



THE MIDLAND'S LARGEST HOME COMPUTER STORE 'J~~ NOW IN STOCK 
THE NEW COMMODORE 
MPS 1000 PRINTER 

# CBM Serial and Centronics Interfaces. 
# Friction and Tractor Feed. 
# 100 cps Draught Print Mode. 
# 20 cps Near Letter Quality Mode. 
# Supports Commodore Graphics. 
# Pica and Elite in Enlarged, Emphasised and 

Condensed Modes. £249.95 

COMMODORE 128D BUSINESS PACKAGE 
COMMODORE 128D 
GREEN SCREEN MONITOR 
DPS 1101 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 
MICRO CLERK SOFTWARE £849.95 

COMMODORE 128D OFFER 
Commodore 1280 with built-in 1571 Disc Drive 

and Green Screen Monitor 

£575.00 
COMMODORE 1571 DOUBLE SIDED DRIVE 
COMMODORE 1901 COLOUR MONITOR 
Commodore 64/128 Green or Amber Screen Monitor 
Commodore 1541 Disc Drive 
Commodore 128D 
Commodore MPS 803 Printer 
Commodore 128 
Commodore 1570 Drive 
Commodore 128 + 1570 Drive 
DPS 1101 Daisy Wheel Printer 
Box 1 0 Commodore Compatible Discs 
Commodore Compatible Data Recorder 

Currah Speech 64 

£269.95 
£299.95 

£99.95 
£159.95 

£499.95 
£119.95 
£269.95 
£199.95 
£449.95 
£199.95 

£15.00 
£24.95 

£19.95 

COMMODORE MUSIC SYNTHESIS 
PACKAGE 
SOUND EXPANDER 

This module, used via TV or external amplifier, 
uses F.M. chips which are significantly more powerful 
than the commodore's SID chip. The eight available 
channels produce extremely realistic sounds, allowing 
complex chords and melody lines. Driven by pop 
down menus, the powerful sound facilities of the 
expander create a viable composing tool. £99.95 

SOUND STUDIO 
This powerful synthesis software contains a stored 

library of 60 sounds and the ability to create your own 
sounds via screen menus. It also contains a multi 
track recording facility with powerful 6 track midi 
sequencer. £14.95 

5 OCTAVE KEYBOARD 
Professionally built with full size keys to utilise the 

above modules. 
This package represents a breakthrough in 

computer controlled synthesis and compares in 
quality and specification with systems costing many 
times the price. £79.95 

COMPLETE PACKAGE PRICE £149.95 

PERSONAL CALLERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

ALL OFFERS STRICTLY SUBJECTTO AVAILABILITY. 

MICRO CLERK 128 q~ 
The remarkable new MICRO CLERK paCkage;~~ 

represents a totally unique concept in all·in·one r~ ( 
Business Software. /. qJ I) 

The main BOOK KEEPING system, designed V 
specifically for the small business/retail user, is driv 
with simple pull down menus, and caters for all VAT 
schemes. Full Double Entry accounts are 
automatically produced, with the facility to view ProfiV 
Loss summary or Bank Balance at any time. The 
following features are totally integrated , and can be 
used on screen at any time: 

# TYPING. Simple to use Wordprocessor including 
Mail Merge and Calculation . 

# FlUNG. Card index Database with report 
generator for printing lists and address labels. 

# CALCULATING. Spreadsheet for Cash flow 
forecasts, Costings, etc. 

# JOTIER. Note·keeping facility which can be 
used at any time anywhere within the package. 

# Excellent Instruction Manual, and Free 3 Month 
Telephone Hotline Support. 

With MICRO CLERKS ability to cope with all these 
tasks at one time, this powerful yet extremely simple 
to use package will allow the user to cope with the 
majority of everyday business needs. 

£ 99.95 

MICRO CLERK 128 
PURCHAS~SALESLEDGERS 

These ledgers totally integrate instantly and 
automatically with the main package, ensuring cash 
book, nominal ledgers, profit & loss and balance 
sheets are always up to date. Full search, print, sort 
and mailmerge facilities of the main package can be 
used for report purposes. 

# Full Purchase/Sales Daybooks. 
# Flexible Invoice/Remittance Advice printing. 
# Aged Creditor/Debtor lisls. 
# Customer/Supplier Statements at any time, or 

automatically at end of month. 
# Allows for Discounts, Part Payments, Refunds 

and Credit Notes. 
# Invoices inclusive or exclusive of VAT. 
# CustomerfSupplier recorded by name or account 

number. 
PRICE £99.95 PER PACKAGE 

OFFER PRICE -IF PURCHASED WITH 
MICRO CLERK £69.95 PER PACKAGE 

Please add £::1.00 towards carriage and packing on 
any software order. Har~r& orders add C 1.00 
under £:60.00 value, and £5.00 over £60.00 value, 
Toorder, either send cheque/P,O. with coupon or ring 
(0533)5747'1/21874 with AccesstBarclaycard number. 

: -s::; to~ o:;,z,. ~H~, ~;"-Si;' ;,;~ ~d: - -... - :; -
I 27129 H~ Street, Leicester LEI 4FP. ~ _ 

• ITEM QUANTITY PRICE 
• · . • 
• 
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: Addr.ss . 

• 
• 
: Telephone 

TOTAl __ _ 

• PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 



Although you w ill be reading this 
sometime in April it will still be 

sometime until the products mentioned 
here - jf any - wi ll appear on the shores of 
the UK. 

CO brings you news of all the major 
computer shows from all around the world 
but here is something completely differen t! 

The Frankfurt M esse is a huge exhibition 
site situated in the centre of Frankfurt, West 
Germany. Every year a music trade fair is 
held, the largest of its kind in the world. To 
give you some idea of what it is like, this 
year there were 827 exhibitors from 32 
countries. This year, as last year, Great 
Britain was the leader in exhibi tors w ith 
104 companies ranging from 
manufacturers of amplification equipment 
and mixing consoles to dist ributors with 
world wide exclusives on sound 
equipment. 

The show held during the long winter in 
February is a meeting place for all and 
sundry, the inventors showing off their 
wares to the huge Japanese combines 
launching the very latest in sound and 
keyboard technology. l'\Jot only do you see 
the very latest musica l instruments but you 
also hear the la test gossip and changes 
wi thin the industry . 

"The year of the sound ~ 
sampler" " i 
1986 is set to be the year - in electronic 

music terms - of the sound sampler. If you 
thi nk the Commodore Sound Sampler or 
Microvox is pretty good then the 
specification of the Akai S900 should 
astou nd you w ith 12 seconds sampling 
time at 40kHz sampling frequency with a 
response of 20Hz to 16kHz rising up to 48 
seconds of sampl ing time at a frequency of 
10kHz. Don' t forget that this type of 
instrument produces eight note 
polyphony! 

Although most of the equipment seen at 
Frankfurt is dedicated, whether it be 
suquencing, sampl ing, synthesis it must be 
said that computers are begin ning to be a 
common sight now amongst the grand 
pianos and pipe organs . Last year was 
when M IDI (Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface) software rea lly hit the music. 
instrument industry. This year it is better 
less of it , but with wider applications. 

The problem as no doubt many of you 
have found out is that some software is not 
compatible with some M IDI interfaces and 
vice-versa . Unfortunately as in the 
computer industry the software developers 
and distributors make more money selling 
their hardware and ensuring that the end 
user (that's you! ) is trapped into their 
system. This has been 
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/' / fI esse I' 
Vince Hill reports from 

Frankfurt's Musik Messe, 
the largest music trade fair 

of its kind in the world. 

common w ith regard to MIDI software and 
it will never sort itself out. 

Admittedly several manufacturers have 
brought out software which states it is 
compatible. Ra inbird w ith The Advanced 
M usic System is just one example where 
using SIEL or JMS interfaces sometimes do 
not work. The reason here is that 
Commodore released several versions of 
the C64 and SI El and )MS amended their 
specs on the interfaces accordingly, did 
anybody te ll Island l ogic/System that? So 
depending on what interface version the 
software developers worked w ith you 
might or might not have problems! This 
also applies to Music Sa les/SFX and the 
Sound Sa mpler where you need to get your 
Sampler hardware changed if you have 
either of those units, the latter being made 
more difficult as Music Sales still have not 
released their MIDI interface which is 
meant to be compatible with all! 

"Commodore prevent /' 
display of Amiga software" 

So walking around the 58,000 square 
meters of the Music proved to be 
interesting to see which new manufacturers 
had developed software which was 
compatible with other manufacturers 
interfaces and what computers were being 
supported . For those of you who are 
experienced in computer music 
technology will be aware that the 
limitations of the CBM 64 fo r M IDI 
purposes is due to its limited memory. In 
any other circumstances the C64 would 
come out on top but now the computer 
musician is wanting an d demanding more. 
However that is not to say that there was 
nothing of importance and tha t the new 
software fo r the 64/128 uses the potential 
of these computers to the full. In the main it 
was the Apple lie, Big Mac, IBM PC and 
Atari 130XE and 520 ST that had their 
futures within them . Due to the fact that the 
Amiga was not being launched in Europe 
until 5 March 1986, Commodore had 
issued an edict sta ting that no softwa re/ 
hardware should be displayed. 

Starting off at the M usic Sales stand, 
w hich showed a variety of existing 
product, there was a sample of the 'Home 
Entertainment Console'. Th is was a five 

octave keyboard which had a CBM 64 and 
154 1 disk drive built-in . It was quite neat, 
the QWERTY keyboard slid out in the 
centre and although housed on this sample 
to the left of the unit, the disk drive will 
eventually be housed on the top and look 
just like an Emulator (that's if you know 
what an Emu lator looks like of course!) . 
The monitor had not been decided upon at 
the time but this w ill sit dead centre and 
let's hope they make it colour! 

The console contains the Sound Sampler 
and Sound Expander as standard . The 
Sampler has been updated to give eight 
second samples but only in a monophonic 
form. There wi ll be three or four sampling 
rates available and the sounds of both 
sampler and expander can be mixed and 
played together w ith the sampler taking top 
note priority. Added to th is w ill be a 
version of the Music Maker 2 and some 
play-along albums, all these may be 
'booted' up from a menu which appears on 
power-up. An interestinng concept th is as 
you can of course use the CBM 64 in its 
normal mode for playing games and any 
other utilit ies you find usefu l. The price? 
Well as always' it has not been decided yet' 
but I think it will come in at around 
£400.00. 

Commodore are supporting the musical 
ability of their machine w ith the packages 
which are around, although for you disk 
users out there - tough luck! All the 
packages are designed for cassette 
software only but th ink about it, buy the 
cassette packages and then get disk 
updates for only £4 .99 each piece of 
software other w ise you will have to buy 
the required units singly. 

Although not on display but well in the 
pipeline are the Composer and Sound 
Editor packages for the Commodore 
Sound Expander. The Com poser sofware 
will be rea l-time based w ith full music 
notation. The notation, however, wi ll be 
produced by transferring the seq uence file 
into the notator fi le, full print out and lyric 
features w ill be present as well as having 
eight polyphon ic tracks each capable of 
thei r own individual sound . The system is 
designed to be used w ith or without the FM 
module attached although no one told me 
why any one would want to use it without 
the Expander (answers on a postcard 
please!)? / 

"Programming can be j::J 
heaven or hell" ~ ,
The FM Sound Editor w ill conta in 

programming for FM drums as well as the 
preset sounds . As owners of the Yamaha 
OX series synths know, programming car) 
be heaven or hell! So the software will be 



easy to use, i in memory. 
programming all the features inherant to Passport or Sequential Circuits M I DI The program disk now has four 
the FM chip and will be able to be used as interface you are in luck. Software for the complete kits on it, all of the individual 
a straight keyboard package when linked Commodore ranges from the Studio 1 samples may be loaded off singly and then 
to the Sound Expander. Once your fi les package which allows 16 sequences over 8 re--entered into another kit . 
have been generated these may be cross tracks: 16 M IDI channels per track; step The extra soundset disk V2 now contains 
referenced to the Composer and hopefully time and real time entry; sequence 40 samples both single and complete kits 
the existing software which is sold with the appending track merging; live solo and this being the previous soundset 1. A new 
Sound Expander. mute contro ls; tape sync; digital delay; sou ndset V3 is in preparation . 

Music Sales are cu rrently working on an auto correction; auto punch-in 's and A MIDI package is also available 
add-on module for the Amiga which out' s; internal, external and MIDI clocks; allowing the Digidrum user to p lay the 
features FM tone generation , A to D and D 14 veloc ity settings per track; interactive sound samples ' live' via a suitable MIDI 
to A conversion plus MIDI , all for £125.00 veloc iity contro ls; program; pitch and interface and MIDI equipped keyboard or 
or thereabouts! modulat ion wheel editing, plus after touch drum pads. 

On the SIEL stand there was nothing editing! Within the program there is a 24 I was unable to see the cassette versions 
really new fo r the CBM 64 except for a segment Cut and Paste Song mode with of these programs do there may be some 
tu ition package which works with their MK four song sets plus a transposing song differences between the disk and cassette 
range of keyboards and any MIDI mode to save on memory. Not bad - eh? versions. 
keyboard via their interface. The software Syntech do have a MIDI-Studio version The prices of the TRON Digidrum 3 in 
loads up in any 01 four languages plus 01 the Studio 1 w hich is designed lor the the UK is now £79.99, Soundset V2 _ 
options for RS232 or M IDI. The basis of MIDI beginner or M IDI curious. A very £17.99 and the MIDI software should be 
these exercises are seen on the main menu nice additon to the Studio 1 is the Song £17.99 also. For those people w ho already 
w ith such titles as Finger Twister, Melodic Player. As the C64 is so limited in the have the Digidrum they can get the version 
and Harmonic Exercise, Reperto ire and number of MIDI events and dueto the slow 3 program for £14. 99. A ll these prices 
Sequencer. access time of the 1541 , Syntech have include VAT and postage and packing. 

Four stave notation is seen on the screen developed the song player to auto load I use the company name TRON as due to 
w ith a keyboard graphic at the top of the pre-arranged tracks w hich have been a legal dispute in Holland the name of the 
screen, it showsyou whattop[ay, if you get defined by the Studio 1 sequencer. product is now TRON Digidrum and not 
it w rong it tells you and so on . .... . Border Twenty-eight songs can be stored allowing Syntron Digidrum. 
screens change colour w hen you get the an entire evenings songs to be ready in /J 
exercise correc t and the software has a set memory w ith full editing, sequence 
01 demo tunes on it so that you can see and looping lorsolos and enhanced playback. "German Software" 
hear what is being played. Nice idea and At last the ' live' musician has a chance to From a German firm comes the first 
when it comes out we' ll see if it works! use low cost computers within his set-up . software for the Korg DW-8000 and EX-

justto Ii II you in, SIEL (UK) Ltd who were Two other programs from Syntech 8000 synthesizers. PA Decoder have 
the distributors of SIEL products in the UK include the DX-TX Master which is a launched two new programs. The Sound 
have now officia lly handed over programming too l for the Yamaha DX-TX Design and the Dump program (an apt 
distribution of the SIEL range to Chase series of synthesizers. It includes 320 name!) allow complete sound banks to be 
Musicians, it is nct currently known library sounds and allows easy editing and loaded and stored, 85 banks each 
whether the computer peripherals are storage. You can direct the sounds to any containing 32 sounds may be loaded in, 
being handled by Chase but the product module that you might be using, there are and it is capable of loading and dumping 
line should still be available through good three editing screens and three sounds can single sounds. The programming is done 
computer and music outlets. be triggered from the computer keypad via three operating pages plus a useful help 

Joreth Music who initia lly developed whilst editing, fou r separate printouts of page (or it wi ll be useful w hen w ritten in 
their extremely versatile AL25 M IDI and programs and parameters are available. . Eng[ish!) and the waveforms produced 
sync interface have now added to their There is also an additional disk of 320 may be graph ica lly represented on screen. 
system w ith a real time linker system . This sounds available. Last but not least is the Rittor Music Europe Ltd who established 
allows recording whi le [oops are playing, Keyboard Controller which allows one themselves in the UK last year have begun 
sub- loops within parts of the Joreth real master keyboard to slave MIDI instruments to make progress in the UK market place 
time system with 128 sub-loops avai lable on any of the 16 MIDI channels. Three with a variety of songbooks, instruction 
in 8 tracks. Thesesub~ l oops maybenested leve[sofoperation are provided to offer fast books and cassettes, plus the ral)ge of 
w ith directed 'GOTO' commands. In and easy information transfer to 16 Passport MIDI software. They also handle 
addition to this the software is capable of different MIDI units. Syntech have a vast the Broderbund Music Shop which uses 
hi-speed part mix-down from tracks as well range of new product in development and the Passport MIDI interface for the C641 
as printer output with comments and as no doubt we wil[ see them in the UK in the 128. All the software is disk based as is 
enhanced real time editor. Joreth have also very near future. most serious music software and 
developed software to run on other p'yapPlications. 
manufacturers interlaces (how sensib le!). "Extended use of The latest sohware package from 
Now lor the first time SIEL, jMS and Hardware" Passport is called the Master Tracks. Th is 
M icrovox have a solid software back-up. From the designers of the Digidrum program features three main options: rea l 
Keep on the look out for Joreth Music come several new ideas w hich will be time, step time and song mode. In the rea l 
products, they are going places! available from Syndromic M usic. The time mode you get a 16 track sequencer ,r.-,r TRON Digidrum 3 vers ion has now been with so.lo/mute .on ~ach tra~k, rea l time "States, ode" h / h tit d I t re leased w hich extends the use of the punc In out WIt rim unc Ions an as 

Syntech are a relatively new name in the hardware . The new package, availab le on forward and rewind: The M IDI Thru lets 
software field . Based in the States they have disk and cassette, features the same you hear any of 16 dIfferent sound sources 
had some success with their packages for programming software as vers ion 2 but from your master keyb~a rd and there are 
C64/C128/Ap p[e lie and IBM Pc. Again now w ith an Editor section. This ed itor master clock syncs available to and from 
there is a litt[e overlap to other interfaces. allows you to copy, swap and even mix MIDI , an internal clock and tape. A nice 
As they are Stateside, so the hardware that samples together, change the volume and !unction here for you home re~ord in ~ fans 
is supported is main ly available over there, envelope the sound plus giving you visual IS a.n advanced tape sync whIch ~ntes a 
but this problem is getting better and if they block graphs of the envelope and clipping vanable tempo pulse to tape. ThIS reads 
get good distribution in the UK things will rates. The editor fea ture allows you store tempo changes very accurately and allows 
change. these changes directl y to disk and then go synchronization to visual events. The 

~:..~SO~i~1 ~y~o~u~h~a~v~e~g~o~t~a~S~y~n~te~c~h~st~a~n~d~a~rd~,_~o~n~to:;..t~h~e~~~~~s~id~e~o~f~t~h~e~~~ Master Tracks records [ 
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NEW GENERATION OF 
BACKUP METHODS 

IS NOW EVEN BErrER 
MORE FINAL THAN THE "FINAL CARTRIDGE" 
THE lAST WORD IN BACKUP TECHNOLOGY 

"Freeze Frame" ,,~s enJoy.-.;l Incredlbl .. fuccess for th 
U.K. and abroad hav .. ~n v d e past few mOnths. Sales both In the 
lhern. ery goo "nd thOU5ands 0' ~tbfled CUStomers arc USIllg 

Contlnu,,1 developme'nl: h<ls c~ us t I 

incorporale:s ilf~useful impr<.lllements PLUS "O~=~ :::,:proved version ,0/ the prOduct th.1t 
~( thorough test ing could not find one II Ie ,:owertUI. AtthetrmeOfgoongtopre:ss 
Freeze Frame" COuld not handle (TIlis Inclvd ~. emory 'esldent. program that 

• es L the Iilte:st OOrtware up to 4th March, 1986., 

OPERATING " FREEZE FRAME" 

'"Freeu Frame" IS simpl,,;ry Itself [0 U~ It IS caftrl(! !liISt'd _, , 
port. When the compUter is switch.-.;l ~ a ~ , 50 II IS SImply plugg.-.;l into the (""ridge 
computt'f back to the notmal start up screen, ~a:~' pressing "llfTUIlN" will Ciear t~ 
"omplecely asno,m"I, 7he1a[est vel'liono/ .. FreeU'fr.......... now- be to.Jde<:I from tilpi!' Of do$( 

~y SOftware to Io.ld and TUn normally tlJf'lllke competitive ;::;::u~~[ of OUfknowtedge, allow 

Fr~ze Fr~me" can De brought in!ooperallooal ,In _ _ 
c~n then do one of three Ihlngs: y(onvenoenl polraOypre$sJng tIlebutton on it You .. 

P ressing "D" will I"ve a Working venlon of th 
diu, This "' .. ulan will fndude a high lpeed , .. ;:=~~g,am In "",moryto a formatted 

Pressing "S" will do the same a, HD " exce t 
load speed.IAllo sult" ble fo, U.s sp« ,: t:I;!It th .. reload will be at ltand",d 1541 
etc.l ' . ac: nes, 4040 drives. 'ast 10ildcartrldges. 

Pressing T ' wlil SJ!ve a working venlon of the 
Incorpor"tes" high speed reload at app,o.,. 240~rb;:;~ In memory to tape. This 

THAT IS ITIJ 

All PROGItAMS SAVED WITH HFREEZE FRAMEH 
8E RELOADED INDEPE'NDANTLY OF THE IJTill~ 

THE Mon A.V(181E 8ACKUP SYSTEM 
INn.lrWOll101 

0_. any 01"., "Wily Offer aU Inrn 

TAPETOOISC OISCTOTAPE 
OISCTO O[SC OrSCTO TAPE 

PlUS .... _"".IOOkIYOII>tIng.lb/(o,O~<1t 
""Y !.liIogr """ fft"''' ' 0 , .... , _"'"' OtU,,!e 
~::;"""""Iromihl'''''''''' _,""0",,01'1,, 

M ...... ~....,(""Td{~ 
':"""""""Il'O!/f"""orpull>"'9'''POXE,for C'fl<IIMj 

~""'''.''- '''''''''''''''''''w.'''_"",,,,,, 
~~01(/>t"(_,~ 

AV~II~DIt ""w 

ANSWER,IIIO 
- FRElrlr FItAM£" 

HAS NO lEn/auf COMPEllTlON 

THE COMPETITION 

All prices include P&P and VAT. Send cheque. Postal 
Order or Credit Card No. Credit Card orders accepted 
by phone. Callers welcome. Wide range of goods 
stocked. Trade enquiries welcome. European orders 
send price as advertised. Outside Europe £2.00 for air
mail. Mail order to Evesham Shop please. 

DISC DISECTOR V4.0 
,n diK O.K" up/u tility package Is av~;ta.ble 

NOW the fourth generation aI,tIle countr,:s,le~:~S~IlIIs/l "DI~C D,<,ector" as the ultimate 
. _ ovements nave oee<"l oncorpo.ilte" " 

V3nol.1.,!.... ~ particuI<Ir Importance <Ire the lallOWIng. •. Nitlbler" rxw 
well . T be> Nlbbl'!!r~ Is the latest version 01 the inlarn:lUS t~~~~eddi'\O;n 
~E_shilm ur .."d_..--t Wiurrow Copyeven thelTlOlO II IIlthe 
bOOSting even lTIOI"e power ..... -_.. 0IKtiOn comple1.ely"'llto ...... d"" Y·. 
3-4 ",'nutes.. HandleS all the lateSt ~ old&: ~I program ilVilllilble for ,.,tlng. onclud
time 01 going to p.e!.S this prog~3IT1 cOfMed ;~e(~ ev:: copies' 1 28 f" .... "at Of diloCS In CPM mode on 
log the lato"St in 'James and t>I.I~ness softIN 

the' 128.1 ~ tneU5eoftwO drives tOfT\i!ke even faster back ups. locorpo<alt'S 

"Dual Drive Nibbler allO'WS hard'War modS rJe'(essary. 
(levKe ..-...nl)ercharlgoe !oORwar., so 00 NOVa load progrillm. including mult" luge 
~Nova Trander~ win nandeo' to diSC the latest

vefYpopuIaf 
progr3ITIS (hallOadmore,nlorm.'l

loaders. A ~ uselul utilIty thaI a l!.O u.,mfers twO 

tion '5$ the program progr~ !odd softWare to d'K. 
" DISCO" will tr<l~fer suond<lrd ~ em to ourOWO dis<:S. 
~TttANS 00" ~I I ()IM you to save" fast load 'yst Y 

"DOUBLE BACKUP" ls ~ very f"n twO drive C3C~Up, _ _" . . . .. ich have hel~d earn 
tI1 Old faVOUrite Uti Itles ,"," 

A!. well as tI1e~ import~nt !V:W,om~(s l:oed "TheSe Include Menu Maker tseledlve). f",t 
"Disector" SOCh " IiIrg(' folkJWtn9 an' IncOIs<: Orde,ly. fan File Copy. Indell . etc .• e1C. 
Forr"al. UnscratCh. Disc Monllor. f n boot rystem bunt Inforyou' 

d,lvenandhaslllown " 
""e wtlole pack" gels ~en~ the flrt d"y you ,ecehn: It. 
conve nience . P"Y!' for ue 

ONLY £29.95 _n' D ' 

Ie' versions may ,.turn them along wllh a pay 
custo",e" with earl £9 95 to receive V4.0 

,. C8M ,'28 artd 1570/71 c:o",patlble In ' 64 ",ode 
All prog,a",S a 

EVESHAM MICROS 
BRIDGE STREET. EVESHAM. 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
Tel: 0386 41989 

~. 

MICRO CENTRE 
'756 PERSHORE ROAD. 

COTTERIDGE. BIRMINGHAM_ 
Tel: 021·458 4564 
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and aftertouch and has over 8000 memory 
events without loops or repeats. 

The step time feature allows you to step 
input and edit pitch, duration, velocity, 
articulation and tempo. The real time files 
may be converted to step time files for 
visual editing plus there are cut, copy and 
paste editing facilities plus a high reso lution 
duration control which lets you do 
complex track shifting, MIDI delay and 
phrasing effects. The song mode allows 
you to step assemble songs using full 16 
channel sequences created in step time or 
real time. 256 different sequences can be 
combined using any of 256 steps. 

There is a scroll mode allowing you to 
visually scroll through sequences during 
editing. The song mode also offers salol 
mute on individual sequence tracks fo r 
efficient use of tape sync with a limited 
number of synthesizers'/f 

"Further Support for 64" 
The Master Tracks will retail at £199.95 

and the hardware for C64 will set you back 
a further £109.95 to £149.95 depending 
whether you requ ire tape sync or not. 
Another company who see to be 
supporting the C64 is Steinberg Research. 
Based in the USA and now distributed by 
the Oxford Synthesizer Company who also 
distribute the Oscar Synthesizer the 
Steinberg software and interface is gaining 
recognition in the market place. 

The interface syncs to and from MIDI, 
tape and drum units and has M IDI Inl 

2xMIDI Out/MIDI Thru plus start/stop for Electronic Arts who have a Delux Music 
Roland drum machines. Construction Set for the Mac are doing a 

The range of software is quite impressive MIDI version for the Amiga. Hopefully this 
w ith a Pro 16 Sequencer capable of 64 will be directly compatible w ith the Amiga 
sequence patterns wh ich may have up to version of Texture from Cherry Lane, the 
64 measures with 256 steps in a sequence former package acting as notation 
chain. An overdub facility is available for software. 
every track as is auto-correct or quantizing. Concertcraft which is also from Cherry 
The software can record 8000 notes and Lane is a four voice accompaniment 
the program has a real time clock and program which can increase or decrease its 
complete help pages. This package may be tempo in time with a live performance. 
linked to the TNS software which takes the Musicraft is a four part composition 
music recorded on the Pro 16 and program combined with an extensive 
transcribes it to the screen with full auto- synthesis system using the Amiga's internal 
correction. The TNS supports a music sound genera tion. You might have seen the 
editor and properly handles ties, flags , prototype of this at the Wh ich Computer 
rests, split-poin ts, enharmonics and any show. There w ill also be a 49 note 
time and key signature. Prompt switching keyboard w ith fu ll size keys that may be 
betwen the Pro 16 and TNS allows you to used to control and play the music 
hear w hat you have just ed ited. The TNS potentia l from the Amiga. 
also supports print out on a dot-matrix or Voice editing software from Mimetics 
plotted printer. Both packages are disk or allows the DXfTX/RXISX series from 
Eprom based. Yamaha to be controlled, particularly the 

Sound editing software is available from system exclusive commands. The reason 
the Yamah OX7, Casio CZ ser ies and Korg why some computers have not been 
OW 6000 synthesizers. adapted to MIDI is fo r this very reason. The 

So that's about it from the Frankfurt Yamaha OX7, for example, has around 
show! There w ill be more software 145 exclusive formats. M imetics are also 
developments coming out for the C64, but launching a program called Soundscape 
the 128 M IDI software w ill begin to appear which includes M IDI, sampling, modular 
shortly as will the Am iga . mu lti-track sequencing and other 

/ 

peripherals such as a keyboard, sa mpler 

"Am·lga M s·c Software" and pitch follower for the Amiga which will 
U I bnng Its features In hne With musIC 

Curren! new.s on the Amiga and music performance and let us hope the 
software IS mainly from the States as they educational enviroment 
have had this computer for some months. . 

fLlPPY DISKS are the most versatile 5 ~" soft sectored disks available. 
They are double sided, double density, and specially designed to allow 
both sides to be used, either on a double or single sided drive. SUPERB GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

PLUS Single sided drive users will require the use of a DISK NIBBLER to enable 
them to write to the flip-side. The end user can now save up to 50% on 
disks and disk storage boxes. 

ORDER NOW 
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LAUNCH "SPECIAl OFFER" 

(SAVE £4.30) £2.00 off Disk Nibbler plus free Flippy Disk. 
(SAVE £13.00) £3.45 off box of 10 Flippy D;sks plus free N;bbler 
And Single sided drivII users still gilt 1~ mo,." storlJgtJ 

Just rewrn the order below. enclosing your cheque/p.o./m.o. and post to 
Computatil1 Ltd .. Freepost. Oldham. OL9 SBR Ino stamp requiredl I I ~ 
Of ring 061 6528Xl6 with your Barclaycard f Access details. VISA 

TRADE AND BULK ORDERS PLEASE RING 0616528006 

-----------------
To CompU"t8till Ltd., Freepost, Oldham. OL9 6BR 

I would like to rake advantage of your launch "Special OHer" 

Oly. 

PIease5end ElOISKNIBBlER fS8t~ £7.95 

plus FREE FLIPPY DISK (one per Nibbler) 

. ~£_-

Plea5e5end BBDX/ES(10)FLlPPYDISKSat~ £19.95 '" £ 
plus FREE DISK NIBBLER fS 

lone pgr box of 10 Flippy Disks) 

lenclosecheque/ p.o.lm.o.lor TOTAL ~ ~£===== 
NAME. 

ADDRESS . 
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A TOP QUALITY LIGHT PEN 

Discover the exciting world of creating your own 
graphics on screen. 
• FREEHAND DRAW - 5 pen thicknesses inc. Quills 
• PAINT BRUSH - for the artistic touch 
• FILL ANY SHAPE· use 16 colours and 11 patterns. 
• GEOMETRIC SHAPES - circles, boxes, triangles, lines 

& banding. 
• DYNAMIC RUBBER BANDING on all geometriC options. 
• PIN.POINT FUNCTION - for pixel accuracy on aU functions. 

Plus many more too numerous to mention in this ad. AU these 
features in the Program + a top quality Light Pen and an 
Instruction booklet in one reasonably priced package. Easy to use 
for creating colourful! pictures or technical drawings. Ideal for use 
by all ages of micro users. Full back-up service from 
manufacturers. Available at good dealers or direct 
from Trojan Products. 

Micro Computer Software & Accessories 
Send cheque/P.O. to. 
TROJAN PRODUCTS 

166, Derlwyn, Dunvant, Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel: (0792) 205491. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED L _________________ ~ 



What's Up Doc • 
"you see, Doc, it's like 

this. .. I've seen MIDI 
sequencers for recording music 
in real~time but - this is 
confidential, isn't it? - I can't 
play the hard bits. The twiddly 
bits I you know: funky bass runs 
and that sort of thing. I need 
something which will let me 
record in step-time, too." 

"Relax, son. Here, try this 
new sequencer from Dr. T. It 
offers real-time and step-time 
recording all in one package." 

"Gee, I don't know how to 
thank you, Doc." 

" That's okay, son, I' ll send 
you the bill." 

Real -time and step-time 
recording in one package is not 
very common and some 
software requires the user to 
save and load files when 
changing from one to the other. 
None of that with Mr. T. 
Another bonus is the fact that 
the software w ill operate w ith a 
Passport or Sequential MIDI 
interface and it may work w ith 
other interfaces, too. In case 
you wish to maintain brand 
loyalty, however, Dr. T. do 
produce their own. 

The manual is 100 pages of 
help and information. It begins 
w ith rea l-time sequencing and 
progresses from there to step
- time and then to explaini ng 
other features of the system. 
You very soon rea lise just how 
many features this software has. 

"Each Note 
Assigned to 
Separate Computer 
Key" 
- The first menu you are 

presented with initialises the 
program wi th the main options 
which wi ll be used throughout 
that recording session. These 
include various clock settings to 
enable you to link up with 
external drum machines. Real
time Transpose Options let you 
alter not only pitch duration but 
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From a secret laboratory deep in the 
heart ofthe USA, Dr. T creates a MIDI 
software package for the Commodore 

64. Ian Waugh dons his white coat, 
sterilised face-mask and rubber gloves 
and reclines on the couch to dictate this 

report. 

note velocity, too. It may 
require a mental shift to think of 
transposing the latter but 'it 
makes sense. Then there are the 
step-time input values. In step-

time entry, there are 15 values 
for note duration, 15 for 
separation and six for note 
velocity. Each value is assigned 
to a separate computer key. All 

the initialisation values have 
sensible defaults and you will 
generally pass straight onto the 
next section. 

There are three ways of 
entering notes. First, from the 
real-time screen the Align 
feature makes sure you record a 
whole number of bars. The 
metronome starts when you 
begin to play but you can get a 
count in if required. f7 causes 
the piece to play and repeat. 

The Step-Time screen shows 
the keys selected during 
Initialization. To enter a note, 
select the parameters from the 
screen and press a key on the 
keyboard. You enter chords by 
holding a key and pressing 
others. Rests are programmed 
with f5 and combinations at 
two of the menu options can be 
entered with a couple of key 
presses. You soon pick it up. 

Thirdly, you can enter notes 
from the computer keyboard . 
This is a litt le more involved as 
each note requires the 
following information: Time, 
Channel, Type, Note, Velocity 
and Duration. The computer 
gives you the Event number and 
the Measure and Step at which 
the event takes place. 

Time is the number of clock 
steps which elapse since the last 
event (from 0 to 65535) but 
abbreviations can be used to 
make entry easier, ego W for a 
whole note and A for the last 
note entered. Channel is the 
MIDI channel and you can 
enter different channels 
throughout the sequence. Type 
refers to a type of event. There 
are seven MIDI events: note on, 
note off, control change, 
program change, after-touch, 
pitch bend and * - a single byte 
event wh ich is useful for system 
exclusive messages. There are 
two non-MI DI events: deleted 
event or rest and Sequence Start 
Event which would be any 
seq uence key (A-Z or 1-9). We 
haven't covered sequences yet 
so here goes. 



A sequence, as its name 
implies, is a single recording. 
Each is 'named' by pressing a 
key on the keyboard (A-Z or 1-
9). You are warned if something 
has been recorded there. You 
then select real - or step-time 
recording and off you go. You 
can playback a sequence while 
you record another and there 
are five other options which 
affect the way information is 
recorded and stored. You can 
mute sequences and alter 
tempo and pitch during 
playback . 

A Control Sequence can be 
made which w ill con trol the 
playin-g of other sequences, 
including pitch and veloc ity 
transposition and a variable 
number of repeats. 

The Edit Mode prompts for a 
sequence and then lists 14 
ed iting options including: list, 
copy, move, insert and delete 
events and transpose 

sequences. You can get down 
to single events if you w ish. 
Rather tedious for most of us, 
but it' s there for the MIDI buffs. 

There are even more 
interesting options such as 
Auto-Correct to tidy your timing 
and Compress/Expand which 
lets you to change drum 
machines while maintain ing 
sync. It will also alter, the speed 
of a sequence relative to others. 
Time Reverse w ill play a 
sequence backwards and Auto 
Channel Assign re-assigns each 
consecut ive event to a di fferent 
MIDI chan nel. Some pretty 
weird effects are possible here 
at the touch of a key or two. 

The manual includes lots of 
other goodies, too: more on 
Control Sequences, creating 
riffs you can play along w ith , 
constructing songs, doubling 
parts, creating echo , storing 
and changing presets and 
storing drum patterns. It also 
contains general MIDI 
information, several pages on 
trouble shooting and 
application notes about Casio, 
Korg, Voyetra and Yamaha's 
synths and drum machines. 
And it has a good index. 

"Some Minor 
Irritations" 

There were a few baddies to 
go with the good ies, though. 
The disk can only be 
cata logued from BASIC and 
erases any recorded sequen
ces. Other minor irritations 
include the way some of the 
screens are presented, and the 
odd way you quit one or two of 
the menu screens - well, I 
thought it odd. A bit more on
screen in fo about current 
options wou ld have been nice, 
too. M ost surpri sing was the 
way some errors caused the 
program to stop. You cou ld 
generally con tinue quite easily 
w ith no ill effects, but a strange 
occurance in such a piece of 
software. 

I was left with the feeling at 
the back of my mind that use 
and presentation could have 
been improved, but perhaps 
my idea of ergonimics is not 
everyone's. 

Real -and step-time sequenc
ing together is great. The real
time is particularly easy to use 
and, once you get used to it, 

~~. 
step-time is simple, too. The 
overall impress ion of the ~I 
package is one of a multitude of 
featu(es, many not found in any 
other software anywhere. 
There really has not been space 
in this review to even mention 
them all . It's competatively 
priced and if you like it, other 
Dr. T software includes library 
programs for Yamaha 's DX and 
Casio's CZ synths. 

" You see, Doc, I've found this 
terrific MIDI sequencing 
package with loads of features. 
It seems to have everything I 
need in a piece of M IDI 
software. " 

"So what's your problem, 
son ?" 

" How do I plug it into my 
drum kit?" 

Dr. T's Keyboard Controlled 
Sequencer cost £125. It is 
distributed soley through Take 
Note Services, 112 - 126 
Camden High Street, London 
NWI ONB. Tel:O l-26768 13. 

I "IMON' The most powerful monitor/debugger ... I • available for the Atari*, is NOW 
available for the Commodore* 64 & 128 THE ON-BOARD MONITOR/DEBUGGER 

Q. Does ULTIMON! support disk and cassette liD? 
A. Yes, and it is fu lly automatic. 
Q. Can ULTIMON! stop a program then dump it to cassette or 

disk? 
A. Yes, a complete set of file management routines have been 

included. 
Q . Can ULTIMON! be used as a teaching tool for 6502 machine 

code? 
A. Yes, ULTIMON ! continually updates its display during 

single step and trace. 
Q. Does ULTIMON! come complete with documentation ? 
A. Yes, a 50 page instr~cti on book. 
Q . Can ULTIMON! dump to a printer? 
A. Yes, all makes of printer supported. 

Send SAE for ful l details on this and other 
Commodore' compatible products 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 
Mail order only, to order send cheque or postal order to: 

COMPUTER SUPPORT (UK) LTD 
26 SEACOURT ROAD, ABBEY WOOD, LONDON, SE2 9UW 

TEL: 01-311 7339/01-591 6687 

UK ltd 

Some functions from ULTIMON! 
LIST OF COMMANDS 
A - Aller memory. 
B - Break painl sm. 
C - Compare two blocks of memory. 
D - Disassemble memory. 
E _ Examine memory conte ... ts . 
F - Fill memory. 
FM _ Formal a diskette 
G - Go' al address. 
GP - Go at program counter. 
1- Bask: Interpreter onIotf. 
J - Jump 10 subroutine at address. 
JP - Jump to subroutine al pc, 
L _ Locate a string of bytes. 
M _ Move a block 01 memory. 

P - Alter processor slalus register. 
a _ Ou~ out of Ultimonl 
R _ Read from device. 
S - Single step. 
T - Trece through memOlY. 
U _ Display updale mode. 
W - WriHl lo device. 
X _ O ... e bY'S read 
--Pqls\!lCk. 
• - Push stack. 
P - O\lmp scroon to primllf. 
S-CartrItIge onIoff. 
Attar 6502 registers 
U ... k device type seled 
U ... k device ... umber seled 

Note There are more than 60 commands to ULTIMON! 

TWO SCREENS FROM ULTIMON! 
PC F1 X ',' IN BO I Ze. 0000 LI lY 
40~4 4" 2:=, 2F1 001 1%81 2F D· OS 
SF' !.l I FO 4., E l ESI Fl 7 4£ 31 Fl7 n lFFFF 

OlF9 61 9S 61 ';IS 6 1 9S se 33 65~3~ 
AD OO'~0 2f" 77 00 AA SI ':11 B3 22 /W . . " 

0003 00 OG ee 4C 00 ae 00 84 . .• L. .• . 
0010 ~~ 00 0.2 00 00 4 1!O 19 Hi •••• • - • • 
00?- t 8 ':00 OA 76 >'13 00 00 00 00 •• Y • . •• 
0.;t20 00 0"" 49 fI3 t9 00 ea 00 • . - I •• • 
002\3 00 00 00 81 0e Sf! IE SA 
13'2130 IE SA IE 00 eo 00 30 00 
0e3B 30 B3 FF 00 eo 3D ~7 eo. •• ~o . 
'J040 eo 00 as 3D 57 oe ee 2D • • -0 •• -
,~e43 es I'; 06 47 9E 43 00 1J0 .• I • I •. 
0050 19 00 00 03 4C 00 00 E7 ••• 1.. •• 
e~s oe 07 01 eo 40 00 00 00 
0060 01) SF ee 00 4(J 00 013 (l[' • 

:~~: :~~~~~~gg~~ :. if : ' 
aan 78 AD '* 02 (5' JA so OA •• 1 ' 
'1000 C'S' 2'1 FO EF 33 E9 3') 33 I a 08 

BRJC:a BRl{I [;1<1(2 BP.K3 DRt<4 ERl:5 I RQ 11'11 
0000 00013 0000 Booe 0000 eooo EA3 1 FE47 ,. 
C64 It.T1MOH ! B .... PAUL CAMILI..EFO 

PC A )( Y IN BDIZC 0000 LIlli( 
FFD2 40 28 2F1 OO llOOl?>I 2F D' eB 
SF elFe 46 E I E9 A7 4B 3 1 Fl7;;'SI :J.FFFF 

OlF9 6 1 SIB 51 9B 61 9B 130 33 6~53~ 
"'D FFD2 J I1P (la326) 6C 2,;.,3 L&. 

FFD5 Jt1P t:F49E 4C 9£.4 L. 
FFDS JMP 1f!;DD 4C DD F~ L 
FFDB J!1P 1'F6€4 4(; E4 Fti I.. 
FFDE JI1P fF6liD 4C DD Fti I.. 
FFE! JMP ( t0328) 6C 28 03 L ( 
FF£4 J MP <.932A) t.C 2 A 93 Lt . 
FFE7 JI1P (~32C) t>C 2C 03 L , . 
FFER JJ9 S.5911 ofC :38 FoO L. 
FFED JI1" '£~O~ 4C ~ £~ 1.. . 
FFF(t JI'F .E~(lA 4C eA E5 L.. 

~~~~ ~~~ 'E5(l~ ~~ ee ES L.. 

FFF7 71" !i2 
FFFS <'11 42 I 
FFF? EO!? fFE4 ~.Y !i::> 43 FE 1-
FFFC '?" £2 

I1R1<I' BRI{\ E:RI(2 BF'..K3 BRI(4 BRK:; IRQ tlM l 
"'~ e(;OO 0000 0000 0009 0000 EA) I FE47 

" C64 t t..T1I'1.:lH ! Irt' PAUL CAllILLERI 

COD NOW ARRANGED 
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Commodore and Music 
Sales are certainly doing 

their utmost to bring music to 
64 (and 128) owners and their 
Music Expansion System (at 
£ 149.99) is one of the lastest 
items of musicware (is that a 
new word?) to emerge from 
thei r R&D department. The 
system comprises a five-octave 
keyboard - twice as useful as a 
four-octave one but oh for 
pitch-bend or modulation 
wheel - a Sound Studio 
program and a Sound Expander 
FM Synthesis cart ridge. All 
software \·vas supplied on tape 
although it is available on disk 
and the items are available 
separately if you want to build 
up your system slowly. 
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The Sound Expdnder plugs 
in to the cartridge port and the 
keyboard plugs into the Sound 
Expander but you can also play 
the QWERTY keys, preferably 
with one of the mini plastiC 
keyboard overlays. The Sound 
Studio will also work with the 
large keybo(lrd if the Expander 
is plugged in. Super! 

We'll start with the Sound 
Studio. It cons ists of two 
programs: a synthesiser and an 
Editor. The synthes;ser is one of 
those programs which lets you 
fiddle about with SID -and very 
comprehensive it is, too. The 
User's Guide includes a brief 
run down of sou.nd. pitch, 
timbre, volume, etc., and goes 
on to explain SID's more 

Ian Waugh plugs into some new music 
hardware gasps at the sounds which 

issue from his computer. His feet might 
do the walking but his fingers do the 

talking. 

single POKE. Thi s, and other 
niceties such as filter sweeping 
make single sounds more 
interesting. The program 
contains 60 presets so you have 
plenty of material with which to 
experiment. 



Creating sounds is one thing 
but putting them to practical 
use is another. This is where the 
Sound Editor comes in. It 
enables you to create multitrack 
arrangements of up to three 
tracks with a different sound on 
each track. The software is also 
M IDI compatible and if you 
have a MIDI interface you can 
record up to six tracks to be 
played back through M IDI
equipped synthesisers . Casio's 
CZlOl and CZ100 synths are 
useful here as they can play 
back four lines at once. The 
MIDI information the prograf11 
handles is fairly simple so on the 
one hand, while you can use 
the program without knowing 
anything about MIDI, on the 
other, you can't get at all the 
exotica of the M IDI protocol. 
The program isn't aimed at the 
MIDI buff, however, but it lets 
the ordinary user see what MIDI 
can achieve. 

edited in step-time. Such 
editing is not even found in all 
dedicated MIDI software. The 
editing system is quite simple 
and easy to use, a big plus for 
newcomers to the world of 
computerised music. 

The Sound Studio will give 
anyone a good grounding in 
synthesis and recording and 
they wi ll then be dying to plug 
in to the Expander. 

~/7 

Music can be entered in real
time or step-time and then 

The Sound Expander does 
not use SID, instead it produces 
its own sounds using FM 
synthesis. This is a method of 
creating sounds developed by 
Yamaha and incorporated in 
their famous OX synthesisers. 
FM is special because it is able 
to reproduce the characteristics 
of acoustic instruments with 
amazing clarity and accuracy. 
You can channel the sound 
through your TV as usual but for 
best results plug it into your hi
fi. 
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le>eel'enlgr3p/>r(:s) f131d1ttlll 

CHECKIIOOK. ANAGEA 
Comp.,Ier<i'e)OJ~k DOd< 
lNom'Iillonswred ona aosrr I~. rtdudIrq 
ci"leOJe /UrIOer. ()31e.oayee. arn-o...r. 
Dit*Detance. 3"'3 Ie1U1nedOlldlCa1Or 
Transac:\IO'IS tnayDe lostedlOSClftflor 
Pflmer.Oihe-r lea:ures. [12.ID IdI 

SlATI4 CAltllllOOESTAT 64 adds 19 
sla~stocal ccmmarods 10 \'QUI BASIC Bal 
chitl1S(l"o:s1og<iIms)hortlorIIa·lyor 
vtorUi!y.OIo!Ing WlIh64.OCIOpornlS. 
5ereefldJmp.meanV3Ue.Sla<lCjard 
tII!\Oal rotl.vananceeIC £21;15 

CHMTPAK64Pto!esscnilpackiJge 
... tII(:~prodr.<;esC Ilit~S",rIl9rlles rmde 
You can Eme(. Edu . Saveand Recal dala 
easily Cnarlpilkrtterao:;lIvtlyo..,;ldS 
ctla<1S -PII!.Dit r andlirle YOUCOl'ltrOi 
K31ing.~andllOS'l00no!Cllltf! 
Ci"latlScteW:Ort6/1lOd1es Senallflill 
resultS lOCSM 1515. t525orEosoo 
MlI·80orFX-80pmlfm. £kIrS"" 
"'1.Io'lg<. , .. ~"".,*""a~"neo_ 
r",,...o Se:IO<:2ll"<tm\IlOoei*latO\l'A: 

:OW',"""",ill 

the system up and 
running, the first sound to greet 
your ears is a vibraphone -
bright and clear. let's hear 
more. There are 12 fantastic 
voices in all with another 12 on 
the disk version. An ensemble 
option thickens the strings (like 
gravy granules) and beefs up the 
brass. M y only complaint is that 
you' can not alter the existing 
sounds other than changing 
what can best be described as 
brightness. However, a Voice 
Editing program is on the way 
which will put that right. 

/'" 
There are a number of Setup 

options which include a 
keyboard split (and you can 
assinging a different voice and 
octave range to the lower half), 
one finger chords and a 
memory facility. You can also 
alter the border colour and set it 
to flash in time to the rhythm 
from the Riff Machine. 

The Riff Machine (I thought 
you'd never ask) consists of a 
series of riffs - well, what did 

you expect? They are pre
programmed - so you can' t do 
much but sit back and listen to 
them but what sounds they are. 
There are three riff types on tape 
and more on the disk. They 
produce quite complex 
rhythmiC patterns complete 
with drums, bass and lead line. 
There are twelve different 
patterns in each riff and you can 
select these by pressing one of 
twelve keys. In this way you can 
program a sequence of patterns 
as they are all cleverly 
constructed so anyone can 
follow any other. 

The Country banjos - don't 
let the name put you off - is 
particularly excellent as are the 
disco riffs, too. Unfortunately, 
you can't play along with them. 
Another program in the offing, 
an FM Composer package, will 
let you arrange your own riffs so 
that's eagerly awaited, too. 

MASSrv£ ItA T ABASE Poolswinner is ... soptlistic.ued Pools 
prediction aid. It comes complele with the Jarge$1 dalaba.se 
available - 22000 matches over 10 years. The dalabase updates 
automatically as results come in 

• PREDICTS No! justSCOREDRAWS,bu.AWAYS,HOMES 
and NO SCORES. 

• SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner perlorms 
s ignificantly benerlhan chance. 

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on fiUl1 fixture
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The 
precise prediction fonnula can be set by the user - you can Boxed. wirhd. r.u.d 
develop and test your own unique melhod. in$ttuctimt book/II( 

• SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All teamnarnesare in the program. Simply type in the re ference 
numbers from the screen. Or use flXGEN to produce fixture list aUlomatically (see below). 

• D1SCIMlCRODRIVE COMPATIBLE Tapes supplied with conversion instructions. 
• PRINTER SUPPORT f'ul.I hard copy printoUl or data if you have a prinler. 

AVAILABLE FOR Spectrum (4BK), Commodore 64, VIC 20 (+ 16K), AMSTRAD. 
BBC B, Atan (48K), ZX81 (16K), Draqon, Apple II, ELECTRON 

PRICE £15.00 

by experts 
and occasional plUllers allke. 

You can develop and tesl your own unique winninq system by adjustinq the 
analysis fonnula, or use .he program in simple mOde. Coursewinner V3 uses 
statistical analysis of major factors includinq pilS1 fonn, speed ratinqs, course 
$1atistics, prize money, weiqht, qoinq, trainer and }ockey form etc, etc. It 
outputs most likely winners, good. long odds bets, forecilS1s, tricasts etc. The 
diUabase includes vilal COW5e statistics for all British courses. Yau can updale 
the database - never qoes aul o f dale. 
AV AlLABLl: rORSpectrurn (-4.!i ICk Co:nrnodC>rt 64. SOC (B).AMSTII.AD . Alui(46l). Apple II 
PRICE £15.00 

Send to .. 

~ 
phone 24 h.rs 

E3 
phone 24 hrs 

37 COUNCILLOR . '&' 061-428 7425 
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& em CentreSoft PRESENT 

With over four years experienceo! providing practical software solutions for business and home applications. Gemini have put together a 
selected range of famous titles forthe Commodore 64 and 128 in TWO special packs, at VERY SPECIAL prices. These super value packs 
contain af! the serious application software you're ever likely to need for your CBM, from word processing and database management to 
a complete professional business accounting system. Gemini's 'OFFICE MATE' and 'OFFICE MASTER' are here now-
put that computer to work! 

Word Processor ~ 
A tully-featured word processor program with text foonattlng . 
right justification - adjustable page length -Iexl centering
output of all or part of lexllo printer - selective saving. tile 
concatenation · block move· block delete· reverse print · 
graphics print· double width print · sorting · lell and right 
margin selectable · word count· search and replace 

Mailing List ~ 
This program will enable you to keep a record 01 names and 
addresses and then prin1. ellamine. sort and find them. all with 
special selection techniques. Featuring the lamoos Gemini 
'search· key' system, you have the option 01 creating your own 
del.icated coding routines lor each name on the lile. 
For example, on most mait systems you are only given the 
standard headings such as name, street, town, coonty, etc. 
butwithour system, you could lorexamplefind all companies 
listed that have a turnover in excess of a certain ligure, 01" all 
subSCfibels who are behind with their subscriptions, or all 
people eligible for a Christmas card this year! A lull range of 
utilities is callable from the menu including, olccurse.label 
pnnting. 

Dstsbase ~ 
Superior file management system with features found only 
with packages costing much, much more. Completely user· 
definable data entry formal · colours definable· advanced 
mathematics using built·in machine code eXpI"ession 
evaluator· ' last SoOI't on numeOc and string fields· extensive 
searching with 'wild card' capabi lity· user·definable data 
summaries ' simple on·screen editing. A realy POWERFUL 
database! 

Home Accounts ~ 
Designed as a complete home accounting package, this 
program allows the user 10 set up and maintain a budget lor 
items of household expenditure and compare actual with 
budget ,either numericalty, or with the aid of chart glaiJhics. 
A complete bank account routine is included, together with 
standard expenditure categories which may be changed 10 
suit. 

_ Word Processor 
_ Database 

- Home Accounts 
- Extensive OFFICE MATE £12 Cassette 

_ Mailing List Documentation 

Step up to OmCE MATE and save money! Usual price individually £79.80 

.- Database 

- CashBook 

- Mailist - Word Processor • Stock Control 

- Final Accounts - VAT File - Full Documentation 

Database, MaWst and Word Processor as 'Office Mate ' PLUS: 
Cash Book / Final Accounts / VAT File. 

Gemini's legendary cash book system for the CBM is a complete 'stand· alone ' accounting 
software package, already in extensive use by both accountants and their clients, 

General System Overview 
The Gemini cash book package for the Commodore 641128 
microcomputer is designed lor a hardware syslem 
consisting of: 
1. Commodore 64/128 microcomputer. 
2. 80 column printer. 
3. Cassette or disk data storage. 
Please note Ihat running the program on disk will not change 
the way that the program works, but you will have the benefit 
of far greater speed and reliability for the loading and saving of 
files that a disk syslem provides. 
There is a total of t99 nominal accounts, a large number of 
which may be defined by the user. You may have up to tour 
cash control accounts, six bank control accounts, one sales 
ledger and one purchase ledger control account 
The program will store a data file consisting of: 
t . The account titles. 
2. The current cumulative balance on each account 

(debit or credit). 

4. VAT nel sales and nel payments ligures, which are 
automatically created and maintained by the pl"ogram, 

This same data file is used by the FINAL ACCOUNTS 
program. The 'VATFllE' which accompanies this package is 
designed primarily for those users on the Retailers special 
VAT schemes. 
The main features of the CASH BOOK program are as tollows' 
1. Double entry routines lor transactions through Ihe 

cash/bank accoonts and sales/purchase ledger control 
accounts. 

2. Journal facility for the initial set up 01 accounts, or lor 
adjustments to any of the accounts. 

3. The facility to produce the follOWing screened or pl"inted 
reports: 

(a) lisling 01 all the nomina! account titles. 
(b) MOnlhly transaction summaries. 
(c) A trial balance whenever required. 
(d) Screen VAT memo account balances (saleslnet 

purchases. and VAT acx:ounts). 

4. The facility to extract regular management information 
such as cash/bank balances, debtors and creditors, sales, 
overheads, etc. 

5. The program interlaces with the Gemini FINAL · 
ACCOUNTS program 10 enable Trading and Profit and 
loss accounts and Balance Sheet to be pl"oduced 
whenever required. Comparativeor budget figures can be 
shown alongside the actual figures using this program. 

6. Screen prompts throughout the pl"ogram to facilitate ease 
of use. 

7. Storage of VAT informaiion to assist in the preparation of 
periodic VAT returns. 

S. ElTor trapping routines 10 minimise input erlors. 
9. The facility to handle the financial transactions of sole 

traders, partnerships. limited companies. dubs, etc, 
Users registered for VAT are reminded tflat it is a statutory 
requirem€!flt to inform their local VAT office when they change 
their accounting records on to a new compulerised accounting 
system. 

OFFICE 

MASTER 

£25 

Cassette 
or 154 1 Disk 

3. The net movemenl on each account for ev9fy month of 
Ihe year. 

(e) A batch printing fac~ity ....tIich provides details of all the 
transactions entered in the current run of the program. ~ ----. --. -----------1 

/ Dealers please note that 'Office Mate' and 'Office Master' 

now available also on BBC, Electron, and Spectrum. 

/ 

Sole distributors to the trade: 

CentreSoft Ltd. Tel. 021-359-3020 

MAIL 
ORDER 

TO: 
) 

J 

~ '" I ,., i Gemini Marketing umited, 'Gemini House'. I 
~ I IU U Dinan Way Trading Estate. Ellmouth, EXS 4RS. I 

Please send me __ CBM 641128 'Office Mate' packs (1. £12 (Disk (15) ~I 
Please send me __ CBM 64f 128 'Office Master" packs (u £25 
Cassette I Disk (please delete as necessary) 

Cheque f P.o .s enclosed to value £ __ _ 
or please debit my 
AccessfAme. No. ________ _ 

Name: _______ =c __ _ 

Address: _ _____ _____ _ _ 

Signature: _ _ _ _ ___ ____ _ 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD 
HOT LINE 

(0395) 265165 (4 lines) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L CC ~ _ Trade and overseas enquiries welcome ___ J 



COMMANDO 
(lS) 

At 19 Arnie Schwarzenegger (that's the 
one and only time I'm spelling that!) 

went to this first body-building 
competition, and won . From then on he 
seems to have gone from strength to 
strength (sic! Ed), culminating in this show 
of undiluted acting ta lent 
COMMANDO! 

I must say that it is very unlikely that 
Arnie will ever get many Oscars - however 
in this film he is capable of seeing that to 
give any credibility to the role he is 
attempting to play, he must see the funny 
side of things . 

The storyline is pretty standard; general 
superhero Colonel John Matrix seems 
perfectly happy in his country hideaway, 
not a care in the world. Surprise Surprise! 
General Arius, a truly evil man grabs 
Arnie's daughter, and will only return her jf 
our hero agrees to murder a democratically 
elected president! 

Well , 90 minutes and a happy ending 
later I felt that this fi lm was, in a tongue in 
cheek manner, good fun . The screenplay 
(written by the same man who wrote 48 
Hours - Eddie Murphy's first film) is 
excellent and exploits the ridiculousness of 
Arnie's Austrian accent. 

If you liked Rambo, butprefersomething 
funnier, then Commando's for you - as 
Arnie puts it.. ."LETS PARTY!!" . FJ 

DREAMCHILD 
(PG) 
It's 1932 and Alice Hargreaves, 

immortalised in Lewis Carroll's "Alice in 
Wonderland" arrives in a real rather than 
imaginary Wonderland. 

Now 80 years old and voyaging to New 
York for the Carroll Centenary 
celebrations, the prim doyen of a fading 
age meets head on with the jazz age, the 
depression, showbiz and brash, modern 
America. She is now as fantastic a creature 
as any of Carroll's inventions, the fairy tale 
come to life in America 's imagination and 
the unwilling focus of its agressive 
curiosity . She finds the crass scrutiny of the 
press bizarre - curiouser and curiouser. 
But though initia!ly overwhelmed, she is 
soon seduced by the allure of power, 
attention ... and money! 

In her bewilderment at what is expected 
of her and what it all means, she is forced to 
re-examine buried childhood memories. 
with disturbing results. It is only now that 
she realises the true erotic nature of 
Carroll's 'paternal' interest in her. 

In beautifully shot flashback sequences, 
there are subt le hints of childish allure and 
restrained adult desire. Amelia Shankley 
gives a wonderful performance as the wilful 
young Alice, teasingly callous yet naively 
unaware of her true power. 

The film's interlacing of the enchanting 
and the subtly menacing is best portrayed 
not in the wild hoardes of the New York 
press, or the subdued longings of Ian 
Holme's Carroll, but in the wonderfu l 
creations from Jim Henson's Creature 
Shop. The Mad Hatter, the March Hare 
etc. are all amusing and original, yet with a 
barely hidden threatening edge. 

A visually inventive and stylish film, 
Dreamchild is also graced with Dennis 
Potters witty dialogue and exceptional 

_ad ing, notably Coral Browne's aged and 
tetchy Alice. 

Highly recommended. 

Defence of the 
Realm (PC) 
W e all, at least in weak moments, 

believe in the conspiracy theory of 

history. THEY combine and are out to get 
us- if THEY can . Gabriel Byrne, who plays 
the journalist hero of this clever, often tense 
story of what THEY - in this case the British 
Government and its security services - will 
do if you get in their way, does not start as 
anything but the conventional, trench
coated newshound . But when he is set up 
to expose a fake sex scandal designed to 
stop an Opposition MP asking awkward 
questions and then his gin-swilling friend 
and mentor (brilliantly acted by Denholm 
Elliot) is found dead- probably murdered
he takes a more personal interest in the 
recent red alert at an American airbase in 
the UK where atomic bombs are stored. 

The film, shot in a hard, documentary 
style, borrows an acute sense of paranoia 
from a similar and even better film, Alan 
Pakula's "Parallax View". Its twists are 
well-plotted and the small parts uniformly 
well-played . 

It portrays the governing classes as 
totally ruthless but oh so smooth. Would, 
however, a "democratic" government 
involve itself in framing politicians and 
murdering journalists to cover up its 
shameful secrets? Well, stranger things 
have happened, and in the not-so-distant 
past, too. 

A measure of the credibility of "Defence 
of the Realm" and our growing suspicion of 
authority and its self-justifying motives, is 
that when you leave the cinema, you look 
around with distinct unease. Is that 
someone lurking in the shadows? Have ' 
you paid all your taxes? Are you parked on 
a yellow line? Do you know something 
THEY don't want you to tell? At home, is 
your phone bugged and is there, perhaps, 
some infernal explosive device ticking your 
life away? If you are nervous of THEM and 
THEY could do to you, don't go near 
"Defence of the Realm". Hide your head 
under the pillow. Or in the sand. AJ 
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Felix 
ElClJrJ; •••••••• 
Well well 
well! Who 
said I'd 
never last! 
HereIam 
again and 
if you 
promise 
not to tell, 
I've got 
some tales 
for you!! 

Longer and 
longer. 
Rumour has it that 
following SOme recent 
trends, a new 
Commodore magazine is 
about to be launched (or 
renamed?). Possibly 
titled "C18, Plus/4,64, 
128, PCIO + 20, and 
Amiga UK Ltd. PLC." 
Although I wouldn't 
bother trying to 
purchase it yet! 

30 CommodoreCompUlingMay \ 966 

' " .. .. , 

Scoop! 
Now I think this could go 
down in history as a 
first! Commodore have 
finished (or very nearly) 
the PAL version of the 
Amiga. Kickstart and 
Workbench Vl.2 
(designed specifically 
for the PAL system), 
have been given to 
certain luckY parties, as 
has the PAL chip. This is 
ahead of Commodore's 
schedules! Now about the 
software ...... . 

Small 
but ..... 
As we all know it's 
quality not quantity that 
counts, so I would like to 
stem a few rumours that 
have been flying around. 
Firstly, I am in no way 
imperfect! A said person 
insinated that one of my 
hands bas a defect, this 
was due to a childhood 
aCCident, nothing else! 

Oops 
Somewhere along the 
line I managed to 
misspell a couple of 
names when reporting 
on Activisions answer to 
Laurel and Hardy. l\laUn 
Gysh and Jock Davey 
seemed a little peeved at 
this so I promised to 
correct it this issue. OK 
boyz? 

Home 
Sweet 
Home! 
After quite a while 
speculation as to his 
future, Tony Crowther 
has gone back to doing 
what he's best at .... 
programming (what 
else?). After a split with 
Wizard, Tony has 
returned to his one tiJne 
employers, AlUgata 
where he will be a full 
time games programmer. 
Lets hope his first 
release on his return to 
All1gata has nothing to do 
with trains! 

.•.• Gulp 
Now as we know, I am. 
here only to speak the 
truth that others would 
rather have hidden. 
However, last month's 
stories seem to have gone 
a little close to the 
bone .... It has been a long 
time since I've been 
threatened, but last 
month I was informed 
that someone was going 
to break my legs. Now 
although I am only small, 
the threatner was tiny! 
Please, in future if angry, 
count to ten before 
phoning me; if very 
angry, a hundred! 

l'n: &oT 'rnNS 
OF MEMOft't ,'! 

Zzzzzz 
Now I'm not sure but I've 
been told, that certain 
mags are a pain in 
the .... asking (cXGP.86) 
questions while chatting 
to an industry colleague, 
I recently discovered 
that one magazine 
threatened them with no 
coverage if said software 
house did not send them a 
copy of a program. The 
dllenunaforthe8o~are 

house was that it would 
rather demonstrate this 
program, anyway the 
magazine won - but I 
think they're getting a 
bit cockY. Wouldn't it 
have been the same hadit 
been a major advertiser, 
US Gold perhaps? 

I fVO~OEP-How 
I r l-JOAJ($ ?..) 



Dressed 
for the 
Occasion 

A little bird has told us 
that people are asking 
whether it could be a 
coincidence9 or that the 
close friend of Andrew 
'santa - Jimmy' Wright, 
Gary Penn, roving 
assistant Ed at Zzap, has 
recently been spotted 
wandering round his 
hometown of Ludlow 
(where list?) in a 
nightie. Although known 
for his black (sic) dress 
sense (sic), this seems to 
be a new and disturbing 
development. 

News 
Just a few lines to tell from Bino 'Ark 
you what game to expect Pandora' (see screen 
to see reviewed in next shot above). US Gold's 
issue. Firstly, you'll get a latest release will also be 
look at Martechs newest released, and I can see a 
title "Geoff Capes few people who will gain 
Strongman", as well as a great satisfaction from a 
look at the latest title game called 'Asylum'. 

... } LL fll5T 1ftK£ 
A ~DK IllS} DE . 

Hurdy 
Gurdy 
Amazing, more response! 
I've just received a phone 
call from SWeden - home 
of all things wonderful 
(Abba, Volvo and Greve 
Graphics). Bengt Caroli 
(mad dog to his buddies) 
has told me some more 
news about their game, 
Soldier One. In 
extremely good English, 
he explains that the 
game was "a sort of three 
dee baattIe game" which 
should "be finiisheed in 
aboouut oonee weeek". I 
here that he is sorting 
out distribution at the 
moment . Watch this 
space. 

Whammy! 
No this is nothing to do 
with the excellent album 
by that excellent band 
the B-82's. Whammy, as 
we all know, ryhmes 
with... . Sammy! Ye you 
guessed it, Samantha 
Fox, the world's most 
talented lady is about to 
be transferred onto 
computer form. lI/[artech 
are all set to lunch sam 
Pox's strip poker. rm not 
really sure if I should say 
any more, for fear of 
being libelled, suffice to 
say I look forward to 
seeing the product, and 
I'll be practicing my 
carda! 

That's all 
for this 
month 
folks, next 
month 
there'll be 
an exciting 
competition 
inwhich I 
you can 
winsome 
truly 
magic 
prizes. 
Byeeeeeee 
eel from 
the world's 
most 
famous cat, 
FELIX! 

(And stop calling me 
Shirley!) Cont page 94. 
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Now 
A totaIly new design gives)nstant response 

to your command movements. 
Up to now Joysticks of the Speedking quality 

are priced at £20 and over. The Speedking is 
microswitch based, and costs only £12.99, 

FINGER Tlp £14.99forBBc&DRAGoNmachines. 
Designed to fit your hand, not the 

CONTRO L 
~~~f ;::g comfort during the 

GUARANTEED for Twelve Months. 
Available for Spectrum 48K and 

IS WITHIN 
Plus Commodore 64, 128 and Vic 20 
Atari , Electron, Amstrad, BBC and 

'¥OU R G RASP'
DragonA~~~~~ee~~ left and right 

• 
handed models. 

konix 
SPEEDKING 

A Major Breakthrough 
in Joystick Design 

ONLY £12.99 
Trade and export enquiries 
contact David or Wayne 

on (04925) 5913 
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"l KOflix Computer Products is a trading name of ---, 
Creative Devices Research Ltd . R 
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... ... Speedking(s) at £ 12.99 each 

Right handers please order . .. .. ... .. right handed model 0 
Computer make . left handed 0 

I enclose cheque/postal order payable to KONIX 

Please charge my Access/Visa.:-__ :-__________________ _ 
Card holders can call (0495) 7 11 988 to order. 

Signature __________________________________________ __ 

Name: ________________________________________________ __ 

Address: _ _______________________________ _______ _____ _ 

__________________ Postcode Tel: eel5 
Send to Konix Computer Products Unit 13 Sirhowy Ind Est T redegar Gwent NP2 4QZ < I 
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XUNG-FU MASTER 

About thT.Ge months ago, there 
was a really good arcade machine 
about, called Kung-Fu Master. It 
involved walking along a left/right 
scrolling floor, defeating various 
opponents. Having completed 
each level you must go up a floor 
until, on the fifth floor, you must 
defeat a Ninja and rescue your 
Princess. 

us Gold have imported the 64 
version of this game hoping to 
clean up on what's left of the 
Karate Game market. Personally I 
don't think they'll do it! Although 
the game is a fairly good copy of 
the arcade, the graphics and sound 
are a little too crude, and the game 
a little too easy (although the last 
Ninja certainly ain'tl). 
If you are a real afficianado of 

the arcade machine then this 
game will appeal to you, otherwise 
it Is a case of 'Try before you buy'. 

YIE AR KUNG FU 

Two Ocean releases in one month, 
wow! Unquestionably the better of 
the two is Yie Ar. Although we 
have had quite a few attempts to 
better Exploding Fist, up until 
now no-one has really got very 
close. US Gold's Kung Fu Master is 
a good arcade clone, but lacks any 
real playability. With Yie Ar, 
Ocean have licensed a really good 
arcade karate game, and with the 
help of excellent graphics and 
awesome sound - brought it to the 
64. 

As with the Konami original, to 
which it sticks closely, you play 
Oolong, a budding ninja who must 
fight his way up the ranks to 
finally defeat the resident Kung 
Fu master, Blues. Along the way 
you must fight a whole host of 
martial arts experts who have an 
assortment of weaponry, ranging 
from throwing stars to Nun 
chukkas and swords. 

Personally I would wait to see 
Ocean's Yie-Ar KungFu, or System 
3's International Karate - then 
decide. 

Overall, this game is fun, but in 
such a competitive market I'm not 
sure U it's worth ten quid! 

As Oolong you have 16 different 
possible moves, each of which will 
need to be used expertly to defeat 
the wide variety of opponents you 
will meet. 

The standard of animation is 
superb, as are the background 
scenes (although surprisingly 
there are only two); Galway's 
music is, as always, superb. To be 
honest I have to say I prefer this 
to the Fist, despite the apparent 
lack of realism, mainly due to the 
different opponents. As the 
saying goes, 'Variety is the spice 
ofIUe'. 



COMIC BAKERY 
Imagine's second Konami release, 
Comic Bakery arrived recently. 
Excitedly I loaded the game, and 
after the now obligatory Martin 
Galway loading music (which is 
still superb), up came a 
graphically very pretty game, 
which I started playing with glee. 

About an hour later, having 
played three games and scored 
over 120,000 on the last two, I sat 
back and wondered how anyone 
would release a game 80 easy as to 
be ajoke. 

The object of Comic Bakery is to 
take on the role of Joe the Baker. 
You must then try and ensure that 
as many loaves as possible escape 
the greedy Racoons and get to the 
childrens' tea party. To aid your 
task you have a gun that stuns the 
Racoons long enough for you to 
kick them away! 

TIME TUNNEL. 
Unlike most of US Gold's imports, 
this one is not from an 
exceptionally well known and 
respected company. The game, 
correctly described as an arcade 
adventure, is of the type where 
pure persistence is what will 
prove successful in the end! 
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OMIC QO~6 
C ~I/ fRY OVerall the game is a n ['"\ disappointment to a games player. 

\) Younger children WOuld, I'm sure, 

Again Martin Galway has 
produced the best part afthe game, 
musically he has yet to produce a 
duff track (that I've heard). He 
personally rates it as his 
favourite, but I still prefer Rambo. 

You play a little gnome like 
man, complete with bobble hat, 
who must (having successfully 
managed to fix his time machine) 
travel through the eight available 
time zones - collecting parts of a 
map which will eventually make 
him Gnome King. 

One thing this game isn't 
however is Simple! Each time 
zone has red herrings as well as 
the piece you need, and a certain 
object from 9999 might be needed 
in 86BC! 

Graphically Time Tunnel is 
nice, the movement of your man 
more than making up for the 
supposed 3-D, which leaves a lot to 
be desired! Thankfully it is not a 
multi-loading game, and thus 
playing it doesn'tlack continuity. 

enjoy this game greatly, but 
otherwise I feel it lacks enough 
gameplay to keep anyone hooked 
for more than a couple of hours. 

Imagine's next Xonami releases 
are Mikie and Ping-Pong, so let's 
hope they're better! 

Price: 
Graphics. £8.95 
So . *** 

una: ** 
PlaYabili"'" " 
CCIlla -,y ••• 

tfnl1: DODGY 

Contact· I 
Street iw lIlagme, 6 C 
061_8343a9n3Chester 142 5,..:ntral 

9. "0. 7'el: 

NMEL 
IOC): 

All the different time zones 
have different backdrops, and the 
sound is quite fun (if a little 
monotonous? Ed). OVerall this is a 
game for people who are sad 
watching Ultimate's demise, but 
are still arcventure freaks I 

Price: 
£9.9B (tape). 

Graphics: ~~4.98 (disk). 
Bound: .... * 
Playability: ••• 
CCI llat1:ng: CRISP 



iThe scene is set 

'l6/PL S 4 COME. 
BONGO C16/ PlUS 

.. 

Experience the sheer exnilaration 

exciting competitive events. 

COMING SOON IN THE ~~. ~. 1'!.~(iht!D"""'TENRIS - CHESS' - ICE HOCKEY 

HR CARD SEftVIC'E 



PLAY YOUR CARDS 
RIGHT 
I suppose it was only a matter of 
time before someone wrote a game 
that had something to do with 
Bruce Forsyth aimed directly at 
the slightly older end of the 
market. 

For some reason this man seems 
to be able to involve the crowd 
more than any other games show 
host (apart that i s from 'The Price 
Is Right') . Play Your Cards Right 
is a card game based on the 
television series of the same 
name, and for devotees of the 
game who have yet to be picked for 
the real thing it gives you a chance 
to sample the flavour of the game, 
though thankfully without the 
screaming crowds, 

To be honest the game cannot 
have taken that long to write, the 

I'm quite sure that some people ,.!!I!!.!111 .... !II •• I!II .. I11!1 •• ~ will buy this game irrespective of 
~ what I say, but I have to admit that 

actual gameplay and graphics are 
simpler in many ways than the 
early card games, but it sticks 
faithfully to the programme, even 
down to the awful tune. 

although the questions get 
repetitive, it does keep you 
hooked - for a while. Basically, 
one for the Bruci afficianados. 

Graphics. £7.95 
8olJ.n.d· . -* 
~1' • ** 
~.aYabili 
CCIlla ty, *** 

ttitg, DODGY 

COZltact· 11 
M28 . rtttania 80 ....... -
~ ,Cardiff T.V ·.ware Unit 
'>oad Ca orltshop ' 
481138 r<Utt CFl 8ElI .;' .t.ellr1s 

. el: 0222 

AWESOME - few and far between, but a must! 
MEGA- excellent, one of the best games this month 

CRISP - very good, a game that we all enjoyed - truly 
playable 
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IFFY - good, but should be tried first 

DODGY - not one of our favourites , but had some 
redeeming points 

NAFF - pretty bad, not really worth a look 

PRE-BASIC - the pits, not worthy of the tape it' s on! 



ELEKTRAGLIDE 
English Software are one of the 
few companies that still source 
programs on the Atari 8-bit 
com:puters and then convert them 
to the 64. Perhaps this explains 
why it has taken them so long to 
produce a decent racing game? 

Unlike other racing games 
released recently J such as REVs; 
Elektra Glide does not try to 
produce a feel of complete reality, 
rather it attempts to include 
features not found elsewhere. 

Graphically, Elektra Glide is 
really nice: the road is two· 
coloured and gives an excellent 
feel of movement, and the added 
dimensions such as 3-D obstacles 
and tunnels are all very pretty. 
Unfortunately, the gameplay 
leaves a little to be desired. 

Although you can choose how 
sensitive you wish your joystick 

F.A CUP FOOTBALL 
To be totally honest, this game 
could very easily have been one of 
my favourites of the month, but 
for three minor pOints; it's 
incredibly boring, the graphics 
and sound are awful, and it takes 
hours to load. Apart from that the 
games great. 

Basically Virgin have managed 
to get F..A approval to produce a 
game that is meant to represent 
the thrills and excitement of the 
F..A trail. Personally I found it 
about as exciting as the open 
university (and at least that has a 
purpose)_ 

As a Manchester United 
supporter I was glad to see that 
they always win (at least the 8 
times I played as their team they 
did), but I doubt if Arsenal or 

/ 

to be, it is still really diHicult to 
judge the distance between pillars 
and other obstacles. 

Overall, Elektra Glide has 
pretty graphiCS, an excellent 
theme tune, and some features 
that are very impressive., 
However my copy had small bugs 
in it (especially in the tunnels)
and really it could have been 
better. 

Price: 
£8_95 (cassette) 

Graphics :~~.9S (diskette') 

Sound *** 
Playabiliity ** 
CCIRating IFFY 
Contact: English S 
NorthParade,parsonao~are, 1 

~~~chester M60 IBX T~l:~"::~~~ 

Everton supporters would be quite 
as pleased. 

There are no animated sections 
in the game, apart from a pathetic 
attempt when the draw is made. 
Overall this is the worst game I've 
seen this year, if you really can't 
find anything better to spend your 
8.95 on (like four pairs of socks), 
give it to Band-Aid, just don't buy 
this game! 

Price: £8_95 
Graphics: Yes ZERO 
Sound: * 
Playability: * 
CCIRating: PRE-BASIC 

Contact: Virgin Games, 2-4 
Vernon Yard, Portobello Road, 
London WI- Tel: 01-727 8070 
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The event every Commodore 
user is waiting for . .. 

Organised by 
Database Publications 

Friday 

This is YOUR chance 

Champagne Suite and 
Exhibition Centre, Novotel, 
Hammersmith, London W6 9 to see the very latest 

developments in 
Commodore computing. 

May 
lOam-6pm 

Saturday 

10 
Free enby to Commodore 
Club members on 
production of 
membership card at door. 

WEST CRO"W"., I 

May 
lOam-6pm 

Seethe 
AMIGA 

in action! 

How to get there: 
Novatel London is right by the A4/ M4 and is only two 
minutes from Hammersmith underground station (for the 
West End, City and airport). For those bringing their own 
car, there is a large underground car park at the hotel. 

Sunday 

11 
May 

lOam-4pm 

Save £1 
(I he(ld 
- (lnd miss 
the queues! 
- by sending 
for your 
tickets 
now! 

•.................................. ., 
. -~ . 
• ~ 7ri ""'-uat Advance 
• 0 Adultlickels atf2 (save£l ) ... ........... £ "·con"1rnodore. k d • 

O - V -M""-· .f. . hc et or er • 
• Under·16s tlcketsal£1 (save£ll .... . £ t!IJHt.,..",,",a-4#UJUJ 

• Total £ Post to: Commodore Show Tickets. I. 
• 0 Europa House. 68 Chester Road. 

Cheque enclosed made payable to Hazel Grove. Stockport SK7 SHY • 
• Database Publications Ltd. • 

• 0 Please debit my credit card account Name ..... .. ..... .. ..... ...... .... .. .... . .......... ....... .......... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .... • 

• Add,,« ._ • 
• Access. . • ,. • ~ • 

l Visa .... , ~ ~ ~ .... ............................... ....... Signed .... • 

• Admission at door. PHONE ORDERS: RING SHOW HOTUNE: 061-429 7931 • 

1
£3 (adu lts), £2 (under 165) Please quote credit card number and full address. 4 CCI 5 • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



ZOIDS 
Martech's latest game to reach my 
desk is also, in my view, their 
best. Programmed by the 
Electronic Pencil Company (for 
more info read FELIX!) is based 
around the top selling range of 
ch1ldrens' toys. 

In a rather Denton way, the 
game 1s controlled almost 
completely by icons, and even 
though all the screen is not used, 
the game is both atmospheric and 
exciting. 

8ubtitled - The Battle Begins, it 
involves a search by you, the sale 
humanoid from another galaxy 
(eeurchhl) for your craft so that, 
having pieced it back together, 
you can defeat Redhorn the 
Terrible. 

The screen is divided into 

Borrowed Time 
It seemed like just another day as 
I sat in my office waiting. Looking 
round I saw nothing had really 
changed. It wasn't untU I saw the 
shadow in the window that I 
thought to myself .. . . here goes. 

Activision's latest adventure 
release, previewed by us some 
three months ago, is set to be 
released very shortly. For people 
who have been fiddling with 
computers for a while you will 
find it reminiscent of the early 

various sections, the centre 
showing you travelling around, 
and the rest of the screen being 
filled by eight icons. Other drop 
down menus can be activated 
either by attacking a Zoid or 
utilising some of the Icons. 

Again Martech have used a Rob . 
Hubbard soundtrack, and again 
Rob Hubbard has come up with the 

, goodies. This time' he has shown 
that he is not limited to jolly tunes 

" " 

........... 

by producing one that suits the 
game perfectly - sombre, but good. 

Overall, this i s a really good 
game that should provide hours of 
fun for anyone who wants both 
arcade and strategy included in 
on e excellent bundle. 

Graphics £8.98 
Bound -*** 
PlayabilJ. * * * * 
CCIlla ty **** 
Contac~~lIt lItEG./!. 
B . artech 

ay Terrace ' lItarteCh lio 
SUSsel( BW'2 ~1!vensey Ban- :Se, 
768488 4 . 6EE ~ 1 ~, ~ast . . . ~e: 0323. 

Using a pointer as well as the 
more usual keyboard entry, the 
game has good gameplay (by that I 
mean it isn't impossible). 
Graphically too it is really good. I 
really enjoyed the game, and for 
all you people who want a clue: 
"O.X boppers, nowhere to run to, 
nowhere to hide!". 

Apple II detective adventures - if Pz-ice: 
you haven't you're missing out. G:raphic8 £9.99 

You playa Philip Marlowe type HO'llnet **. * 
character whose wife has been PlaYability lIT/./!. 
kidnapped. The aim of the game is CCIliathtg ' " 
to rescue her, kill a few baddies COZJtact • .ActClUsp 
and basically illicit lots of liouse, :M ilr1Sion, 18 
information about who did what to lITWl. Tel. '::i~ebone !load LlilU!ley 

~w~h~o:m~a~n~d~W~h~y~(~r~a~th~e:r~lLk:::e~b:e:i~n:g:. ................................ ~::::::::.:::.:=3=8~1428 ' ondon ;; a Bun journalist? Ed). 
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@.(If)}@ttf!k@(?uOJII 
ForC64orVIC20 
ONLy£7.99 POST FREE 

- TOP + TRIGGER FIRE BUTTON 
- AUTO FIRE MODE - EXTRA LONG LEAD 
-STABILIZING SUCTION PADS 

-NOWFORTHEC16 

ONLY £8.99 POST FREE 

FOR IMMEDIATE 

DIGITAL DRUM 
SYSTEM FORTHEC64 

• A real digital Drum Machine 
• Supplied with 
• Very on saeen menus 
• Save sequences to tape/disc 
• Polyphonic souoo 
• Real time aod Step sequencer 
• Complete with all software 
• Contains a full Digitalty Rerorded NDrum Kit" Le. 8 PCS-Kick Drum, 

Snare, H~Hat. Tom rom etc 
• NOTE: These are real drum sounds not synthesized 

SEND NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMM EDIATE DELIVERY 

COM·DRUM SOFTWARE 
ONLY, TO WORK WITH 

THE DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER 

IGITAL SOUND SAMPLING 
NOW FOR YOUR COMMODORE 64 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 

£49.99 
POST FR EE 

FOR DISC BASED SOFTWARE 
PLEASE ADD £2.00 

The Datel Sampler now brings you this 
technology at a sensible price! 

• The Sampler allows you to record any sound digitally into memory and replay it 
instantly at any pitch. backwards, forwards, ascending scale, descending, with echo, 
reverb. flanging, endlessly looped etc. Truly professional hardware incorporating: 
• ftJI18 bit 0 to A and Aoe conversion, 
• line or MIC input. line output and feedback contro l. 
A comprehensive sofl.vare packing induding: 
• A live effects menu with echo, reverb, digital delay, flanging etc. 
• Full Sample editing facilities with review and on screen frequency ploning. 
• A powerful seqUencer with direct input alii editing, 
Atailable now complete hardware/soirware pac}(age. Complete with microphone. 
(Disc soirware please add £2). 

GUARANTEED SAME DAY 
DESPATCH ON All OROERS 

SENDCHEQUESIP.O'sto: 

24 HR CR EDIT ~ c::I:II3I 
CARD LINE ~ __ 

DEPT No: .-::,,-Ay~i UNIT 8, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

CC ~ I""!- 51:: DEWSBURYROAD, FENTON, 
I -Ir:l.· ... - .. Ni .. ~ STOKE-ON-TRENT ..:== __ ~~ ! !!v. _.~_ TEL : 07B22TJ875 

(lr cOlTllTlodore 
If you're as Impressed as we are with the new Commodore 128 
~uler, you'U be even more ImPfessl!d with the new software 
that's available for il nowl Already we're shipping SuperBase 128 
(£9&:96 £64.95), SuperScript 128 (£~ £69,95), VlzaWrllo 128 
Cla!ls lc (£.99:96 £89,00), VlzaStar 128 ~ £11 5.00) lind now 
Basic and C compilers (Pascal ready soon) ... so watch this space! 

• Commodore 128 computer 

• Commodore 1571 disk drive 

• Commodore 128 + 1570 

• Commodore 1280 COrfl>uter 

.1280 compuler .. monitor 

£249.95 • Commodore 1570 disk drive 

£259.95 • 1901C monitor 40/80 colour 

£ 429.95 • 1900M monllO( 40/80 mono 

£ 479.95 • R$232 or Parallel Interfaces 

£549.95 • 128f1EEE .. Paraliellntor1ace 

£184.95 
£279.95 

£94.95 
£29.95 

£79.95 

Ptcaso edd £5 lor 3 -day delivery or £10 lor Oatapost overnight (interlaces post froc) 

~ Vl"Wrtt. e:"", t" •• ~,h."h",,,d"'~~~'to t", 
besl-selling VizaWrito 64, which THE TIMES lealurad in three 
articles, calting it'a creative wntor's dreamf VlzaWrlle Classic 

is cOr1ain ly the best wordprocessor we've yet seen on any 
(\0)(0) computer, ever! Written specially lor the 1213, VlzaWrlte ClassIc 
UL:..g,g) makes maximum use 01 the spood, memo!)' and SO-column 

d isplay, showing your document ellactly as It will be printed ... 
It includes a 30,000 word dictionary. massive 55K tort area, proportional prlnler support 
plus bUilt-In NLO fonls lor CBM/Epson type printers, easy- la-Use 'pull-down' menus, 
full function Calculator, ' newspaper style' columns, mall merge ... and much, much more! 

• VlZAWRITE 'CLASSIC' 128 £ge,&6 £:89, VlZASTAR 128 £~5 £: 115! 

• VlZAWRITE 64 'PROFESSIONAL' (includos VfZASPELl) £~ £:79 .95! 

£ 78.95! 

£:99.95! 

• VIZAWRlTE 64 (disl<) £i'9:96 £59 .951 (cartri~) £i9.Q6 

• VIZASTAR 64 (XL4) £9Q.9f.i £74.95! VlZASTAR 64 (XLB) £~ 

~ 
Translorm your Commodoro 64 into a luii 

4 faaturBd protl!sslonal database syst~m , 
with up 10 1000 charllclers per record on 

up 10 four screens ... end up to 128 Items 
per rOCOfd, definable as key, text, numeric, 

result or dati ... in files of up to 16 million 
characters! SuperBase 64 oven has calCUlator and calendar functions, easy Input 
from word processor or data files, both menu- driven and program control, sorting 

and searchIng. fully dcHnable report and screen formals ... Superbase 64 is essential 
it you wanllhe most from your 641 Supplied on 1541 disk with e~cellenl1lJtoriai 

and reloronce manual. plus audiO learning tape ... 

For C64 and PLUS 4 £~ £54.95! For C128 £8&:66 £64.95! 

~
hOU9h we are by lar the largest UK retailer 01 SuporBa~e, VizaStar 

alld VizaWrite lor tho Commodore 64. for over five years we have also 
supported the beSl software lor Ihe Commodore business computers! 
So if you havi! a CBMJPET 3000, 4000, 8000, 700 or PC, lhen don't 
forgel us... we haven'llorgotton you! Why not phone or 'fflite lor our 

~ CBM/PET catalogue, and find oul all about the products listod below. 
(When ordElfing, please quote your computer & dis!< model number.) 

• VizaWrite CBM PC £269.00 

• SuperScript 6096,8296,700 11 5,00 

• SuperScript 3/4/6000 86,25 

• SuperBase 8096,8296,700 115.00 

• SuperOlflte 8096,8296,700 230.00 

• SuperSpell 314/BOOO 37.50 

• Calc Result CBM PC 316,25 

• Calc Resu lt 700 258,75 

• Calc Result """" 22B.85 

~ A~n~~~ ~~~t1 
Then why not let 

PE SuperType holp 
you learn to touch

type the fasland easy way ... with your 
computer as Ihe teacherl All the family can 
learn this useful sk~I, allheir own p<1Ice ... 

and profit Irom the VfJfY latest eomput8f
aided training and feedback techniques! 

ONTAPE £~ £16.95! 

ONDISK £~ £21 .951 

• Simon's Basic (cart) £:5&.00 £35.00 
• PetSpeed 64 ...... 34,95 

• Oxford Pascal 64 -.s 42.95 
• OKford Pascal (t!!pe) ...... 19.95 

• JetPack 64 .-..s 29,95 
• JelPack (tape) 14.95 

• SUp8f Pascal 64 
....,. 59.95 

• Assembler/monitor 64 .-.. 16.95 

• PowerPian 64 ..-.. 38,95 

• F'facticalc 11 
...,.. 49.95 

• Master 64 ...... 39.00 

• Delta CBM PC £569.25 
. DMS 3032,4032,8000 224.25 
• DTL Compiler 3/4/8000,700 114.43 
. PM96 8096,8296 69,95 

• 96K upgrade "'>32 345.00 

• Master 4032,8000,700 125.00 
8KRAM 3032,4032,Booo 59.95 

• Command-o 4000,8000 50.00 

• Disk-o-pro 3000 40.00 

The Anatomy of the 128 
With nearly 500 Informat/on-packed pages, 

thl, Is 1l1E book to gel about your new 
Commodore 128.. the InSIder'S guide 

to the secr el3 of thIs powerful computer! 
Fully documentod ROM ~sUngs of both Sasic 
and the Kemal... memory maps ... zero- page 

listings ... por1S, interrupts, boot routines ... 
SID, VIC, zao & SO-column chips ... memory 

managoment. .. assembly code ... enlarging the 
screen ... 640 ~ 200 graphics ... all this & much 
mole lor only £I2.95! (Allow 5 days dolivery) 

• Super Basic (64" 128) ~£44,95 
• Super C (64 .. 126) ....,. 59.95 
• SuperBase 128 .-..s &4,95 

• SupmScript 126 ~ 69,95 

• Script 128 49.95 
• C126 Tricks & Tips (book) 12,95 
• SuperBase 64 -19;95 54,95 
• SuperBase Slart8f 64 ...... 29.95 

• SuparScripl 64 
...,.. 58,95 

• SuperType 64 ~ 21,95 
• SuperType (tape) 

.,.,.. 16,95 

WANT IT TOMORROW??? CALL US TODAY!! ! ON 01 546-7256 

Prices Include VAT and POSTAGE 
and are correct on going to press. 
Order by post or phone, using 
cheque, Access, BarclayNlza or 
postal order. Oespatch Is by same 
day 1st CLASS post Product data 
available on request. or phone for 
advlco If In doubt [REF A381 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HIll.. SURREY, KT270T. TEL 01-546-7256 
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STARSHIP 
ANDROMEDA 
Ariolasoft are slowly but surely 
starting to malte a noticable place 
for themselves in the software 
market. Although releases such as 
Wild West confused a lot of people, 
there is no question that it was a 
high quality product. This recent 
success can be attributed to two 
things; firstly the excellent 
design team at Ariola, and 
secondly the excellent 
programming house they have -
the HungarlanAndromeda team. 

Being a multi-section game, 
StarshipJlndromedalsbestsuited 
to disk, as each section has its 
own long and difficult (to say the 
least!) sections. 

The games storyline is based on 
the fact that the galaxy is being 
run by the Federation under the 

named Alana (Blake 7 eat 

CCIBat1ng: 

COMING SOON 
The last time I went to visit Tim 
Langdell at The Edge I saw their 
first 64 game 'Wizardry'. At the 
time I predicted great success for 
this game, and duly it succeeded! 

If Wizardry was good, then 
Fairlight on the 64 is superb! 
Undoubtedly, people will criticise 
its similarity to the Spectrum 
original, but personally I found 
the Spectrum version good, and 
the 64 version excellent. 
Considering the Speccy runs 
faster than the 64, Fairlight has 
converted outstandingly. 

Graphically Fairlight takes a 
different route to Wizardry, as 
does the game itself. Fairlight will 
be easier for the beginner to get to 
grips with, but if anything more 
difficult to finish! Although 

/ 

to get that you need a powerful 
__ proton lance which will enable 

you to cut the necklace. When you 
get the crystal you can re-program 
the Mindlord computer! 

"- Graphically Starship is very 
----- good, especaWy the jet-pac 

sectllon, and it will take a 
dedicated player many many 
hours to finish. Musically too, the 
game is good, if a little to 
reminiscent of previous 
Andromeda products. 

your heart out). To free the galaxy 
you need the Pentite necklace 
that Alana wears at all times, and 

Graphics 
BOllJld 
Playability .... * * 
CCIllating ~~ 

**** 

C012tact_ Ar A. . iolasoft 
Acre, Covent G tnc, 68 Long 
WC2E 9Jlf Tel: Ol-~'::;;U ~ndon 

!~~~~~~~~t~~~~I~·~Ul~timatesque in its design, it has an amazingly real feel to the 
animation, epitomised when your 
character bends down to pick up 
objects, and when he climbs the 
stairs. 

I must emphasise that I did'nt 
see the finish version, which will 
have a new soundtrack, but by the 
time you read this it should be 
available in the shops. 

Tim Langdell, head of The Edge, 
seeDled really pleased ~th the 
finished 64 verSion, and I can see 
why! The 3-D feel of the game is 
outstanding, as is its overall feel. 

To sum up, Fairlight is the best 
arcade/adventure game for the 64 
I've seen for quite a While, Magic! 

CCI llatillg. 
C012tact: . T~?S01ilJ!l! 
Henrietta Street Edge, 12113 
London WC2 8' Covent Garden 
1422. LH Tel: 01 -240 
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~ ~ Com. petition 

- .. --......... -~-~-~~-.. ,-.....,,-.. -~"'--'" 
~ their truly wonderful Compact Discplayers . ..... _u_ ..... ,-~-----,,...~- ..... ,.,·--~~-" 
.om"""'" ~ _. ",. __ u~ All,-m,",§-"-~ .--~ -"~' "U ..... 
questions andget them touS by 7lday. 

1. wno produced the world's first compact Disc s;ng1e? 
A ____ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Which celebrated punk group recently had their first album put on Compact Disc? 

A __ -------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Which company produced the world's first portable Compact Disc? 
A __ -----------------------------------------------------------------------~~M."'---.~--·"""'-·...,.u-~~wmoo .. ""~O-~.-.. 
compact Disc player which best matches his/her existing hi·fi system! 

WINLOADSOFC16 GAMES!!! 
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e are delight d t and Plus/4 softw 
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Wll\r Al\fUsrc EXPAlIlsIOl\T sYsTEllrt!!! 
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3 . What is a 'SID' in COllllnodore terms? 

2. 'What does 'FM"stand for? 

A ___________________________________________________________________________ __ 

1. What does the term 'MIDI' mean? 
A _ __________________________________________________________________________ __ 

A ___________________________________________________________________________ __ 
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THE FINAL CARTRIDGE' 
THE FIRST OUTSIDE OPERATING 

SYSTEM FOR T CBM 64 * 

NEW FINAL 
CARTRIDGE 

INCLUDING 
FREEZER 

This new operating system built in a cartridge 
does not use any memory and is always there. 

COMFORTABLE EXTENDED Ml. 
MONITOR : - with relocated load 
scrolling up and down . Bankswitching, 
etc. - does not reside in memory. 

Compatible with 98% of all programs. 
RESET SWITCH : .: resets to monitor; 
resets w ith old , resets to Hi · res print ing; 
resets every protected program. DISK TURBO - 6 times faster loading _ 

b times faster saving . 

TAPE TURBO - 10 times faster, even 
with files - normal Commodore 
commands - compatible with standard 
turbo's. 

ADVANCED CENTRONICS INTER · 
FACE - compatible with all the well
known cen tronics printers and Commo
dore printer programs. Prints all the 
Commodore graphics and contro l codes 
(important for listings), 

SCREEN DUMP FACILITIES - of low
res Hi-res and multicolour screens!! 
Prints full page with 12 shades of grey 
for multicolour pictures even from games 
and programs like Doodle, Koala pad, 
Printshop etc. Searches automaticly for 
the memory-address of the Picture. 
Special version available for the CBM 
801 and 803 printers. 

24K EXTRA RAM FOR BASIC· 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE: Twu new 
commands "Memory read" , " Memory 
write" . They move 192 bytes with 
machinelanguage-speed anywhere in the 
64K Ram of the CBM 64. Can be used 
with strings and variables . 

BASIC 4 .0 COMMANDS - like Dload, 
Dsave, Dappend, Catalog, etc. 

BASIC TOOLKIT - with Auto, Renum 
(inc I. Goto and Gosub), Find, Help, Old, 
etc. 

• works with C128 in the 64 mode. 

., , .' 

~. 

Original multicolour full page screen 
dump print out. 

PREPROGRAMMEO FUNCTION 
KEYS: - Run, Load, Save, Catalog, Disk 
commands, Ust (removes all li st
protec tions). 

KEYBOARD EXTRA'S - Allows you to 
delete part of a line; stop and continues 
li stings; move cursor to lower lefthand 
corner. Pokes and Sysca ll s in Hex. Typ
comma nd operates your printer as a 
typewriter. 

ON / OFF SWITCH - we hope you never 
need that one. 

FREEZER: 
Stops and cont inues almost every 
program and allows you to make a total 
back up to disk or tape automatically . 

Specs: Creates one file on disk or tape. 
Packs the program . 
Freezes 4 to 6 times faster than 
dedicated freezers . 

Menu driven: 
Freezer oPtions include: 
full page printing 
fore - and background colour changes 
reverse printing 
jumps to monitor or reset 

Tra in ing mode: 
kills sprite collision detection. 

14 Days money 
back g ua ra ntee 
if you are 
dissa tisf ied. 

, 2 Months repla 
cement guarantee . 

U.K. ORDERS Availab le by the w el lknown 
Commodore Dea lers or di rect ly f rom 

CO MP UTERS 

H & P Computers 
9 Hornbeamwalk 
W itham Essex eM8 2 SZ England d . 
Telephone: 0376 - 51 1471 . 

copyr ig ht and registered trademark H&P computers 
WOlphaertsbocht 236 3063 MV ROllerdam Ne!herlands. Tel.: 0103 1 . 10231962 Telex 26401 8 intx nl 



akeYo 
D on't be a berk! Invest in one or 

all three of the CRL games 
which make up the Berks Trllogy: 
Berks, M'lJor Blink and Berks III. 
Some of the earliest C16 titles 
released, the Berks trilogy have 
stood the test of time offering 
many joystick snapping hours. All 
arcade-action has you blasting 
away at the Berks and stunning 
their faithful homing drones. 

Defender-style games have 
retained their popularity over the 
years. Probe Software's Defence 
16 has you zapping down invading 
invader-type aliens which come at 
you from all angIes. A little nifty 
finger work and plenty of thrust is 
required. 

Perhaps surprisingly, there is 
still some demand for that good 
ole' favourite Pac-Man, Mr Chip's 
Pacman1a is very true to the 
original. For those of you still 
unfamiliar with Pac-Man (Surely 
no-one? -Ed), you direct your Pac
Man around a maze, gobbling up 
power pills and fruit While 
avoiding the ghosts whose 
embrace is fatal. 

Hopefully it will not still be 
snowing by the time you read this! 
If it is, why not put on the skis and 
try An1xog'. Olymp1c Slder. Injust 
99 seconds, you must complete the 
three sections of this game: 
downhill, target jump and Slalom. 
Need I say -look out for the trees 
and rocks! 

Still on any icy theme, .An1:rog's 
Petch has you lending a hand to 
Petch the plucky Penguin. Poor old 
Petch is trying to hide his 
diamonds in a maze of ice, but it is 
melting .. . and the dreaded Artic 
monsters . the Snowbow and the 
Snowbox,are hatching out. Oh nol! 

The Artic is not the only place 
crawling with nasties. An1rog's 
M:tn1.pede is a mutant mushroom 
monster devouring everything in 
Sight. He is aided by the 
mushroom laying flea (shome 
mishtake shurely?). Your task, of 
course, is to destroy the minipede 
- and anything else that moves. 

Hubble, bubble, toil and trouble 
- a coven of Black Magic Masters 
has gained terrifying power in 
.An1:rog's Zodiac. Destroy their 

Pick 
demons, collect the 12 mystical 
signs and return them to the time 
vaults. Shoot, and then run like 
hell- for that is where you are! 

After demolishing a few demons 
and masters of Black Magic, 
marauding space pirates should 
prove no problem. An.1rog's 3D 
Time Trek has you in charge of a 
newly designed super powerful 
starship, bristling with 
computers and sensors. These will 
come in pretty handy in your 
search to seek out and destroy the 
space pirates. 

Now sit back, relax, and try to 
malte a fast buck. Las Vegas, from 
An1xog, is a simulation of the 
modern fruit machine. The odds 
are against you, but you'll have 
fun deciding whether to gamble, 
hold, spin the reels or collect! 

Man-eating nasties are out to get 
you in Bug-Byte'. Solo. The Solo 
fighter has the lastest fire power 
and maximum manoeurability to 
attack the vicious aliens. Beware 
the trackers and mutants and 
watch out for the mines - which 
ones are dummies? 



C16 + Plusl 

on C16 +Plus/4 products 

LAWN TENNIS 

The following companies 
offered a wide range of 

C16 and Plus/4 products, 
both their own products 

and those of others. 

VOX LONE SURVIVORIWACKY 

ICICLE WORKS 

JACK ATTACK 

CORMAN 

FIRE ANT 

HUSTLER 

£5.99 

£14.99 

£5.99 

£5.99 

£6.99 

PAINTER CAVE FIGHTER £6.95 
CASSETTE ............... £5.95 APOLLO RESCU E 

£5.95 OLYMPIC SKIER £5.99 
DISK .... .. .. . £8.95 CASSETTE £12.95 SUPERFILE 16 (DATABASE) 

START PROGRAMMI NG 
WINTER OLYMPICS DISC £16.95 CASS ETTE .... ... .. .. . £6 .95 WITH lORTEK & THE 

MICROCHIPS £12.99 
CASSETTE ............... £5.95 WATER GRAND PRIX DI5C ............. £9.9S 

DISK ... ... £8.95 AUTOBAHN 

MOUNT VESUVIUS RIG ATTACK 

CASSETTE .......... £5.95 CASSETTE 

JUNIOR MATHS (PART 1) 

£3.95 

.. £5.95 CHEMISTRY 

SANDCASTLES 
PARAMATHS 

TREASURE ISLAND 

AND 
£5.99 

£5.99 

STRANGE ODYSSEY £ 11. 99 

DISK ... £8.95 DISK .......... £8.95 MATHEMATICS ATOMIC MISSION £1 1. 99 

POGO PETE CANOE SLALOM 

CASSETTE ....... £5.95 CASSETTE 

DISK .................... £8 .95 DISK 

RAFFLES 

! CASSETTE 

DISK 

LU NAR DOCKING 

. £5.95 CASSETTE 

...... £8.95 DISK 

BIOLOGY 

...... £5.95 PHYSICS 

... £8.95 £5.95 

GAME5 DESIGNER 

.. £5.95 HIDEANDSEEK 

£8.95 VIDUllLES 

PIRATE ADVENTURE £11.99 

lORK I 

lORK II 

£9.99 lORK III 

£9.99 CASTLE 
ADVENTURE 5 

£1 1.99 

£11. 99 

£11. 99 

£1 1.99 

DRACU LA 
£3.99 

JERUSALEM ADVENTURE 2 
WORLD CU P IAN BOTHAM·S TEST MATCH GRAPHICS MASTER £7.S0 £3.99 

CASSETTE ....... £5.95 CASSETTE . £S.95 PANCHO £5.99 FINANCIAL ADVISOR 
£34.95 

DISK . ...... .... £8.95 DISK . £8.95 LOCOMOTION £5.99 
LOGO £34. 95 

HOPP-IT SUPER GRAN TWIN PACK PURPLE TURTLES £5.99 

I MUNCH-IT 

CLIMB-IT 

SHOOT-IT 

CASSETTE 

DISC 

41', Cornmudor! ' Corn"U!in~ M.l~· 1986 

£6.96 

lAP-EM 

£5.95 

£12.95 OLYMPAID 

£16.95 £5.95 

EXORCIST £5.99 

MAYHEM £5.99 

EN IGMA £5 .99 

HARBOUR ATTACK £5.99 

UXB £5.99 

SCRIPT PLUS 

CALC PLUS 

£34.95 

£34.95 

TYNESOFT COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE 
Addison Industrial Estate, 
Blaydon upon Tyner 
Tyne and Wear, NE21 4TE 
Tel : 0914144611 



"I~Nrl~III~I~t;!fI~I~ 1~1~lt. BEACH HEAD 7.95 
GRANDMASTER 8.95 
JUMP SET 9.95 

TITLE PRICE GAMES DESIGNER 9.95 
FORMULA ONE 1.99 OUTONALIMB 6.95 RAFFLES 9.95 
BMX RACER 1.99 CATACOMBS 6.95 LAWN TEN NIS 9.95 
VEGAS JACKPOT 1.99 BERKS 6.95 WINTER OLYMPICS 9.95 
SQUIRM 1.99 MAJOR BLINK 6.95 MOUNT VESUVIUS 9.95 
TOOTI-FRUITY 1.99 BtRK5 3 6.95 POGO-PETE 9.95 
ROCKMAN 1.99 AIRWOLF 6.95 WORLD CUP FOOTBALL 9.95 
PIZZA PETE 1.99 SWORD OF DESTINY 6.95 RIG ATTACK 9.95 
SPECTIPEDE 1.99 THE BOSS 6.95 CANOE SLALOM 9.95 
BIG MAC 1.99 OLYMPIAD 6.95 LUNAR DOCKING 9.95 
CYBORG 2.99 RIG ATTACK 6.95 AIR COMBAT EMULATOR 9.95 
SPACE FREAK 2.99 ZAP 'EM 6.95 PAINT BOX 9.95 
DIAGON 2.95 CANOE SLALOM 6.95 HOME OFFICE 9.95 
DEATH RACE 2.99 GU LLW ING FALCON 6.95 SUPERFILE 16 (DATABASE) 11.95 
MISSION MARS 2.99 KUNG FU KID 6.95 VIDUZZLES 11.95 
Q UICK DRAW 2.99 JET BRIX 695 PIRATE ADVENTURE 11.95 
CRUNCHER 2. 99 REACH FOR THE SKY 6.95 ATOMIC MISSION 11.95 
KNOCKOUT 2.99 XARGON REVENGE 6.95 STRANGE ODYSSEY 11.95 
ALIEN ATTACK 2.99 INVASION 2000AD 6.9S STARCROSS 11.95 
SUICIDE RUN 2.99 LUNAR DOCKING 6.95 JACK ATTACK 14.99 
ULTIMATE ADVENTURE 3.99 ATLANTIS 6.95 MlC LANGUAGE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER 5.95 
JUNIOR MATHS (1) 4.95 RAFFLES 6.95 C16/PLUS4 COMPANION 5.95 
JOYSTICK ADAPTER 4.95 LONE 5URVIVORIWACKY PAINTER 6.95 THE WORKING C16 6.95 
THAIU BOXING 5.95 LAWN TENNI S 695 ROM DISASSEMBLY 6.95 
MAYHEM 5.99 WINTER OLYMPICS 6.95 C16 EXPOSED 6.95 
HARBOUR ATTACK 5.99 MOUNT VESUVIUS 6.95 USING THE C16 9.95 
PURPLE TURTLES 5.99 POGO-PETE 695 PLUS4 MAGIC BOOK 9.95 
FLIGHT ZERO ONE FIVE 5.95 GRAPHIC MASTER 7.50 
PSYCHEDELIA 5.99 GREMLINS 7.95 VENTUREGATE LIMITED, 
TREASURE ISLAND 5.95 SORCERER OF CLAYMORGUE CASTLE 7.95 17 Harold Road, 
PANCHO 5.95 STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 7.95 Leeds LS6 1 PR 

LOCOMOTION 5.99 DEFENCE 16 7.95 Tel: 0532 661834 
. EXORCIST 5.99 TRIVIA 7.95 
ENIGMA 5.95 HIT & MISS 7.95 
IC ICLE WORKS 5.99 WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 7.95 
CORMAN 5.99 SUPERFILE 16 (DATABASE) 7.95 CIRCUS 6.50 

FIRE ANT 5.99 COMMANDO 7.95 TOWE R OF EVIL 7.50 

CLASSICAVENTURE 5.50 
MANSION ADVENTURE 3.90 
CASTlE DRACU LAADV. 3.90 
HULK 7.50 

ARCADE GAMES SIMULATIONS SORCEROROF CLAYMORE 7.50 

SKRAMB LE 6.50 jUMPO JET 9.50 
BERKS 1 6 .50 TRIVIA 7.50 
BERKS 2 6 .50 WORLD CUP .6.50 

TIME MACHINE 6.50 
ESCA PE FR . PULSAR 7 6.50 
TEN LITTLE INDIANS 6.50 

BE RKS 3 6. 50 BOSS-Football manager 6.50 BUDG ET GAMES 
PETCH 6.50 ACE 9.S0 
AIRWOLF 6.50 GRAND MASTER CHESS 8.50 SPACEESCORT 2.90 

SWORD OF DESTI NY 6.50 STE VE DAVIS SNOOKER 7.50 CAVE FIGHTER 2.90 

STAR COMMANDER 6.50 HUSTLER 2.90 DIAGON 2.90 

DEFENCE 16 6.50 WORLD SERIES BASEBALL 7.50 VEGAS JACKPOT 1.90 

GALAXIONS 6.50 3D TIME TREK 6.50 SQU IRM 1.90 

GULLWING FALCON 6.50 TORPEDO RUN 6.90 QUICK DRAW 2.90 

ROBIN TO RESCUE 6.50 KUNG FU KID 6. 50 M ISSION MARS 1 .90 

ROLLER KONG 5.50 DALEY THOMSON STAR EVENTS 7.50 KNOCKOUT 2.90 

BEACH HEAD 7.50 THAI BOXING 5.50 SPACE FREEKS 2.90 

TOM TH UMB 6.50 GRAPHIC ADVENTURES ALIEN ATTACK 2.90 

JET BRIX 6.50 GHOST TOWN 5.50 
INVASION 2000 AD 6.50 WIZARD AND PRINCESS 6.50 
PACKMANIA 5.50 

DEATH RACE 16 2.90 
CYBORG 2.90 
BMX RACER 1 .90 

DARK TOWER 5.50 TEXT ADVENTURES FORMU LA 1 1. 90 
OUT ON A LIMB 6.50 CATACOMBS 6.50 ROCKMAN 1 .90 
ATLANTIS 6. 50 ARENA 3000 3.90 BIG MAC 1.90 
M INIPEDES 6.50 W lllIAMSBERG ADV 3.90 TUTTI FRUTTI 1. 90 
CUTHBERT IN SPACE 3.50 jERUSALEM ADV. 3.90 SPECTIPEDE 1. 90 
CUTHBERT IN COOLER 3.90 SPIDERMAN 7.50 SUICIDE RUN 2.90 
CUTHBERT IN THE TOMBS OF DOOM 5.90 GREMLINS 7.50 CRUNCHER 2.90 

conl ' d on page 75 
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-.:tram this month forward, the 
.I: Mud column will start to 
change. I intend to start 
concentrating more on the 
problems people are faced with in 
Mud, and offer some cryptic 
advice. It is up to you, however, to 
de-code the clues! If you have a 
question about Mud, write to me 
at: 31, Marine Court, Southsea, 
Hants P04 9QU, and I will try to 
put an answer in the following 
month's issue. Please note that I 
will not answer letters 
personally, much as I would like 
to, because I simply do not have 
the time to deal with each case 
individually. As long as the 
question has not been asked 
before though, I will reply in the 
following issue. 

This month's column includes a 
map of Mud. I know that some of 
you already have these, but I have 
had many requests for one, so 
here it is. Next month, there will 
be a map of the Land adjoining 
Mud, Valley, which has 96 rooms. 
These maps show only the above 
ground locations, and none of the 
underground ones such as the 
Dwarf Realm. Neither are any of 
the treasurers shown. Use this 
map to explore areas you haven't 
been to before, to expand your 
knowledge of the game. A word of 
advice however. When you go 
underground in the mines, map it 
out, otherwise you are bound to 
getlostl 

Link software 
As Compunet Mud Players will 

know, a new 'link' software has 
been made available to players. 
The new software enables players 
to print and save copies of the 
display from when you entered 
the game until the time you 
choose the option, scroll back up 
through previous screen displays, 
enabling you to refer back to a 
previous conversation. This is 
especially useful if you are a 
wizard conducting several 
conversations at once, and 
provides separate input/output 
windows so that everything you 
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enter is typed on the bottom lines 
of the screen, and everything sent 
to your terminal appears at the top 
of the screen! This software has 
received mixed response, mainly 
because Compunet are charging 
£7.95 for the privilege of using it! 
There have also been several 
complaints about a graphic 
displayed permanently at the top 
of the screen that takes up about 
six lines! As a wizard, I find this 
new software incredibly useful, 
and newcomers to the game also 
find it easier to play the game 
with, but a lot of the more 
seasoned mortals use the old 
'teletype' software rather than 
pay £7.95. 

As I mentioned in the February· 
issue, you can contact me on 0705-
833830 if you need a question. 
answered. Kate and David, the 
other two Arch-Wizards, have 
asked me to publish their 
numbers as well. Kate's is: 051-
220 0522 and David's is, 04862. 
28920. On Compunet you can als()J 
contact us via our mailboxes. 
Mine is ZAPHOD, Kate's is ML16· 
and and David's is DWCl. Please do, 
not phone after 11 pm, or you will 
get a highly annoyed Arch·Wiz on 
the other end of the 'phone'! 

Spectaculars 
Since Christmas we have had 

several spectaculars. Unfor
tunately, during two of them the 
Compunet system host computers, 
run by ADP, decided to develop 
hardware faults , so the 
spectaculars were constantly 
plagued with crashes. In fact the 
second one had to be aborted about 
five times (I was getting so angry I 
lost count!). We did at last manage 
to get them finished, and a fairly 
consistant winner of these 
spectaculars seems to be Zircon, 
who has gained about 35,000 
points by playing them. I think 
this proves my point that a lot can 
be gained from playing these 
games! Spectaculars will be held 
fairly regularly, probably once a 
month from now on. Watch the 
MUD UPDATE spot on page 107923 
on Compunet for speCific times 
and dates. 

I mentioned in a previous issue 
that MUSE are working on a non
MUD type Multi·User Game 
(MUG). It has now been hinted 
that the prose, meaning the 
location descriptions and so forth, 
is being written and designed by 
Level9, the well known adventure 
game writers famous for such 
games as Colossal.Adventure, and 
SnOWball. If this rumour has any 
substance , then the result should 
be very, very good. 

MUD2 is nearing completion, 
and is all set to go up in an almost 

finished format in the next few 
weeks. The game will have over a 
hundred lines going into it, and 
when one game fills up, another 
will start, untU all the ingoing 
lines are full. So, MUD2 
subscribers, one of these days in 
the not-too distant future, you will 
log·on expecting to find yourself 
in Valley, but instead find 
yourself in the land of MUD2, and 
what a nice surprise that will be! 
As soon as the game has been 
properly implemented, I will 
bring you a full run down on it. 

Cryptic hints 
Now, here are those promised 

hints. I will start in this issue 
with some of the most common 
questions, but in following issues 
the clues will be for some of the 
more obscure puzzles in Mud. 

One of the most common 
questions in Mud, asked by new 
players, is where can I find the 
swamp?' Before all you seasoned 
players start guffawing, don't YOU 
remember asking the same 
question at one stage? The answer 
is very simple. From Narrow Road 
Between Lands, keep on going 
south until you get to the river. 
Follow the river until you get to 
the Rapids. Then go South. 
Alternatively, just keep typing 
'swamp' and the game will 
automatically move you one move 
in the direction of the swamp. 
Just keep typing 'swamp' to get 
there! 

'How do I get over the cliff to the 
beach below?' All I can say to that 
is, think of Mary Poppins! 

'The Tomb in the Graveyard asks 
me for a prize to open it.' Do you 
think they might have forgotten 
to check the spelling when they 
wrote the game? 

'Why on earth is there a toad in 
the Pool in Swamp?' Remember 
the fairytale? 

'Where can I li.gh.t my brand?' 
Try a fireplace-there's only one of 
them! 

There, that's all of them for this 
month. More in the next issue, 
and don't forget to write in if you 
have a question! 

Not many players seem to be 
venturing beyond the mainland. 
Try venturing forth into the 
unknown, and don't be 
discouraged if your small craft 
overturns·try again! Try Dragon 
Island, for there is a lot of 
treasure to be found on it, and in 
it ...... The Galleon also contains 
some treasure, and also holds the 
key to raising your stamina if its 
low after a fight. You can even 
leave your mark there, by writing 
in the captain's log with the quill 
that has very thoughtfully been 
provided! 



Zeon the Wizard has asked me to 
mention his section in Compunet, 
called Mudders Anonymous. It is 
an area where those who cannot 
give up the addiction of playing 
the game can go and meet other 

addicts. The area contains many 
hints and helps, but also much 
non·Mud orientated material, 
such as adventure helps. Mailbox 
him on his m, ZEON for 
membership. 

Don't forget to read next 
month's issue for more hints and 
gossip, and for the map of Valley. 
.... 'Zaphod the ArchWizard has 
just disappeared in a puff of 
smoke. 

R. OUGIt 
WAT E,R.5 

ESCAPE FROM THE 
ULTIMATE DUNGEON, 

THE DUNGEON, 
OF THE MIN 0 • 

£ 5-95 
£ 9-95 

CASSETTE 

DISK 

AVAILABLE FROM 

KALISTI 
ENTERPRISES 
31 BLAKEWOODv,""vrl 

ERLEY PARK 
ERLEY 
NOON 
208NS 

SEA 

Ci6/PLUS 4 SOFTWARE 
AT HUGE SAVINGS 

COMPARE OUR LOW LOW PRICES 

RRP 
Commando 7.95 
Hustler 6.95 
Reach For the sky 6.95 
Petals of Doom 6.95 
Kung Fu Kid 6.95 
Beach Head 7.95 
Tw in Kingdom Valley 2.99 
Grem lin 7.95 
World Cup 6.95 
Sky Hawk 2.99 

OUR PRICE 
5.95 
2.99 
5.25 
4.00 
5.25 
4.50 
2.50 
3.00 
5.25 
2.50 

OVER 100 OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE 

C16 Joystick Adaptors 2.95 
Cheetah 125 Joystick 5.95 

(1 VA. GUARANTEE) 
(overseas £1 .00 extra) 
SAE FOR FREE LIST 

GRAFFIX 

114 West Main Street, Whitburn, 
West Lothien EH47 oau 

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME BRING 
THIS AD. 
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Venue: Novotel, Hammersmith, 
Dates: 9-11 May, 1986 
Who's There? 

At the time of going to press, the 
fol lowing companies had booked 
stands: 
Music Sales 
Vangua rd 
Preston Software 

Viza Software 
Datastar 
Compumart 
Micropro 
Precision 

Grafsales 
HSV 
Duckworth Publ ishers 

First Publishing Trojan Software Internation al 
Mirrorsoft CCI 

LondonW6 
JB Software 
Bubble Bus 
D irect Disc Supplies 
Tynesoft 
Martech 
Llamasoft 
Computer Bookshops 
ZoneFour 
ICPUG 
Softpost 
Evesham Micros 
Commodore 

W igmore House CA Distribution Gultronic 
3D Digita l Design Oat? Puhl '[';:ltion <; Micronet 

~ ....... 
!!!!!!!! -

~il . ... . ~~~;USING OURSELVES TO DEATH by Neil Postman - £9.95 
~/ " '_ I _ l...../ " • v "L twentieth century has a soc iety whose it must be entertaining and "good 
~. - 7 " , - ideas about tru th and intelligence have television" (which has very little to do with 

What can you do with a television set apart changed as a result of the new media "good"). That is the basic problem that we 
from watching it or using it as a computer displacing the old. By read ing this review, are presented. Our minds are amassing 
monitor? and even more so, by actually going out knowledge more sui table for a game of 

How about a light to read this magazine and buying the book (or any book fo r that "Trivial Pursuit " than anyth ing else. And 
- just switch it on, turn the sound down matter) you are part of a dying culture. not only are our minds being altered, but 
and sit w ith your back to the set. Or how Amusing Ourselves To Death takes a new our position of being in control of our own 
about a bookcase - the bigger the screen look at how television is affecting the way destiny becomes weakened. Although we 
the more books you can pile on top . You we live and the way we think. 'know' more about what is going on all 
might do either of these two but the How does the new electronic culture over the world, we have less power to 
chances are you'll just sit and watch. then so drastically effect us? Mr Postman affect major issues like the purchase of 
Television and literature don't go hand in says we have come to regard televison as nuclear arms. In terms of politics the US has 
hand, television is not an extension of the natural part of our lives, and that this 'meta- a President who started his career as an 
written word and instead of keeping our medium' directs not only our knowledge of actor whose TV image, took him to the 
literate culture going irs doing its best to the world, but our knowledge of ways of White House. Margaret Thatcher's 
annihi late it. knowing, our wants and our behaviour. " image-man" was incl uded in the New 

To sit down and read a book requires a That's all well and good but what does that Year's Honours list a reward for 
number of demands to be met. You have to actuall y mean to me? you may ask. Well changing her ha irstyle and TV voice. 
si t still for qu ite a long time and that's just the answer is that your l ife and your We are probably living in a race between 
for starters. You also have to forget about knowledge are being trivialised more than understanding - and action - and disaster. 
the shapes of the letters on the page and ever before, Take for example a "serious We are all very " media conscious" but if 
assimilate what the writer is trying to put subject", the news - when you switch on we are to avoid the warning of Aldous 
across. Not only that but you must have the the telev is ion tonight take a close look. The Huxley's Brave New World, that we w ill 
ability to distinguish between a joke and an news begins with a specially composed see and hear the truth but fail to care, we 
argument, learn to negot iate the world of ' piece of music, which also ends the show; must see the necessity to understand the 
abstractions and rid yourself of the notions we are shown fa st film footage, the politics of the mass communications - and 
that words are magical. To be able to do all reporters don't cry when thousands are the author points out that computerization 
these things, and more, is, as Mr Postman dying in Ethiopia "where we bring you this cha llenges the printed medium in v irtua lly 
tells us, a primary definition of intell igence special report" , the important part of the the same way. Mr Postman in his book 
in a culture whose notions of truth are show is the new sexy newscaster, the helps us along that path to understanding. 
organized around the printed word. But am iability of the interviewee; the ideology Max Jacobson 
though this may have been true in the of all television is that no matter what is 
eighteenth and nineteenth cen turies, a time qeing shown or said it must be 
in which America (where the main subject entertaining. The " news" is not for 
matter is based) fell into th is the information, reflection or 
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STAR 
The Totally IBM 

Compatible Printer 

NEW FROM STAR: 
STAR SG15 -120 CPS, NLO 136 Columns, 
16K Buffer £389.00 

STAR NL 10-120 CPS, NLQ 80 Columns 
£278.00 

STAR S015 - 160 CPS, NLO 136 Columns, 
16K Buffer £489.00 

STAR SR15 - 200 CPS,NLO 136 Columns, 
16K Buffer £589.00 

We are the largest UK distributor for STAR. Our Dealer support and backup is 
second to none - for further Dealer details on the superb range of printers -

contact us now! - it could well be the most lucrative call you have ever made. 

WE ALSO STOCK THE FOLLOWING 
PRINTERS: 

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE 
CITIZEN 120 D £235.00 £175.00 
EPSON FX105 £569.00 £386.00 
EPSON FX85 £385.00 £285.00 
CITIZEN MSP10 £395.00 £316.00 
CITIZEN MSP15 £500.00 £400.00 
CITIZEN MSP20 £555.00 £444.00 
CITIZEN MSP25 £700.00 £560.00 
JUKI 6100 £399.00 £280.00 
JUKI 6200 £499.00 £350.00 
JUKI 6300 £899.00 £630.00 
JUKI 5520 (colour) £399.00 £315.00 
KAGA KP810 £399.00 £165.00 

MOOEHART L TO, Unit N3, Renshaw Trading Estate, Millmead, Staines, Middx, TW18 4QU. 
Tel : Staines (0784) 62405/6. Telex No. 8951182 GECOMS G 



THE C PROGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE, by 
B.W.Kernighan & 
D.M.Ritchie - £22.95 

.. 

This book is usually accepted to be the 
industry standard reference book on the C 
language since the authors are also the 
originators of th is language. Once again 
the contents are not directl y related to the 
AMIGA in the sense of providing programs 
that w ill run the sound o r graph ics facil ities 
but provides more f'f a learn ing platform 
before the publication of such books. C is 
THE language of the AMIGA, by th is " I 
mean that the bulk of the operating system 
components such as INTUITION, 
AM IGADOS and WORKBENCH were 
wri tten almost entirely in C. So C is very 
important to the AM IGA and how it 
performs thus a working knowledge of Cis 
a pre-requisite for serious work. 

Unlike the earlier Commodore machines 
which relied on assembly language as the 
software of the operating systems, the 
AMIGA because of its complexity could 
not take such a route, the cost in 
addditonal programming hou rs necessary 
would have been astronomic although the 
outcome would have been only marginally 
better in terms of operating speed. So C has 
the benefits of appearing to be a high-level 
language to the user and a low-level 
language to the machine. Surely this 
describes the ultimate programming I hear 
you cry? Well, the answer there has to be 
personal opinion, certain ly C does not 
seem require you to know the hardware 
character istics to the depth that FORTH 
does (they'll probably throw me out of the 
FORTH Interest Group UK for that one!) 
before you can produce anything of value. 
But on the other hand, to get to giips with 
learning to program C really requires you 
have some exposure to a st ructured 
programmi ng language, which certa inly 
not one of the various vers ions of 
Commodore BASIC can lay any great cla im 
to be. PASCAL or COM AL wou ld be the 
best entry points, with COMAL being the 
best route fo r those who have never moved 
beyond BASIC. Once more, personal taste· 
accounts for the chosen path, but it would 
be a brave programmer who tucked into 
helpings of the lassaigne of e after pushing 
aside the spaghetti of BASIC! 

To give those readers who have not seen 
what a C program looks like I have 
included one below along with its 
equivalent in BASIC, PASCAL and 
COMAl . The program function is self
explanatory. 
main (1) 

!*start of program"'! 
printf ("welcome to, "); 
printf ("Commodore Computing 
magazine" ); 
printf ("n"); 

5 REM start of program 
1 0 PRINT " welcome to," 
20 PR IN T "Commodore Computing 
magazine" 
(start of program) 
begin 
writeln ('welcome to, '); 
writeln ('Commodore Computing 
magazine'); 
end. 

5 !!start of program 
10 PRINT "welcome to," 
20 PR INT "Commodore Computing 
magazine" 

Not the best selection of programs, but 
at least it demonstrates just how different 
the languages are and in particular, the 
closeness of C to PASCAL. 

e was designed for UNIX which is an 
operating system for use on mini
computers and mainframes. UNIX has 
been around for over 10 years now so in 
computer chronological terms it equates to 
medieval. However, UNIX is far from 
medieval in use (IBM might disagree with 
that!) and has started to drift down to the 
personal computer level, although you 
need a hard disk and a mpu of the ilk of the 
Z8000 to support it. The strength of UN IX 
lies in its ability ta cope with multi-tasking 
and at this poin t the language ca lled C 
entered the arena. You should by now start 
to see the connect ion w ith the AM IGA. Cis 
designed to be totally unrestricted by the 
hardware or operating system and 
although this is the usual hype applied to 
most computer programming languages C 
is by far the best of a rather motley crop 
when it comes to shifting or porting a 
program between mach ines . 

The book is described as a tutorial to C 
and assumes that you are familiar with 
general programming concepts. To th is 
end if failed since the size and layout did 
little to help this concept. Similarly, I found 
it necessary to do some tweaking of the 
programs in the book to get them to run on 
my own AMIGA. I could be a little unfair 
here since it could well be the fault of the C 
compiler supplied with the machine, it is 
known to be not the most robust of C 
comp ilers. 

I really feel that it is not possible to teach 
the fundamentals of C ever,! in the space of 
228 pages and although th is book contains 
all of the essential references about the 
language it should not rea lly be the first one 
on your shopping list. Having said that 1 

wou ld still recommend that you make a 
point of acquiring th is book, the amount of 
information it contains about C makes it 
worthwhile. t am still looking for a good 
introductory text on C programming which 
w ill undoubtedly be reviewed here, but for 
the moment none seem available. 
Contact: Prentice-Hall/ 66 Wood Lane 
End, Herfordshire HP2 4RC. Tel:0442 
58531. 

THE BIG RED BOOK OF C, 
by K.Sullivan - £7.50 
The main function of the book is to 
introduce the commonly used aspects ofC 
and this it does very well although not 
w ithout some drawbacks. The first being 
the dimensions of the book, slightly greater 
than a paperback wh ich leads to text 
compression on a subject that can be 
heavy gaingat times. Secondly, there is just 
not enough and I on ly wished that Kevin 
Sullivan, the author had provided more. 
The constraints of price reflect here not in 
w riting style or subject coverage I hasten-to 
add, but in the overall concept of the book, 
165 pages is simply not enough to do 
justice to C. There are a lot of 'meaty' 
programs in this book and more 
importantly they work, or at least they did 
on my AMIGA, w ith less modification to 
them than those shown in 'The C 
Programm ing language'. 

We are led well into the features of C and 
the topics covered in the space available 
are remarkable, files, command lines and 
structures are a few. I particularly liked the 
chapter on printer drivers and existi ng 
users of software developers AMIGA's w il l 
know what my drift is there. The last 
chapter covers sorting and unfortunately 
only covers the Shell Sort. I found this book 
easier to assimilate and although my 
detractors would accuse me of an anti
american bias in terms of computer book 
authors, I would still stand by my feeling 
that books from across the water are in two 
categories, very good or appalling. 

I wou ldn't recommend that you buy 
ANY book on the basis of price alone, 
although this book is undeniably very 
cheap. The range explored by it is both 
readable, relevant and accurate and my 
only complaint can be that it is too short, I 
would have gladly paid more money for 
more pages. Once again I wouldn't mark it 
down as your first book on C, but the 
con tents show you what you can and can 't 
do with this language. If you do see it on the 
shelf in the bookshop, buy it anyway, 
you'll not regret it. 
Contact: Sigma Press, 5 Altan Road, 
Wilms/ow, Cheshire. 
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Loops and control; what do these mean 
in BASIC programming? If you reca ll in 

the February 1986 issue of CCI I looked at 
how the computer actually executes a 
program. It runs through each command in 
sequence, not necessari ly in numerical line 
order if there are any GOSUB or GOTO 
commands present, until the end of the 
program is reached. This process of 
program execution is very fast and it may 
be that we want to count something that is 
part of the program such as a variable or 
how long an event within the program 
took. In fact when you reall y think about it 
all a computer does is spend its life 
counting, even when it is not running a 
program. 

FOR NEXT loops act as these counters 
and can be set to run at any speed you 
desire. A simple loop such as: 
10 FOR A ~ 1 TO 20 
20 PRINT A 
30 NEXT A 
will print the numbers 1 to 20 down the 
screen quite qu ickly, but perhaps you want 
this run at a slower speed . There are a 
number of methods of doing this, the usual 
ones being to use smaller cuts from the start 
and finish value. In other words rather than 
using integer numbers (whole numbers), 
use decimal numbers. Alternatively, we 
could use another counter to count the 
time it takes the first counter to step from 
each va lue. 

In the above example we were cQunting 
from 1 to 20 and we were using a value of 
1 between each count using the FOR NEXT 
loop. If we introduced another FOR NEXT 
loop that made the first one pause between 
each step because the machine has to now 
count this additional FOR NEXT loop this 
action would provide a brake on the whole 
process. 
10FORA~ 1 T020 
15 FOR B ~ 1 TO 20 STEP 0.5 
20 PRINT A 
25 NEXT B 
30 NEXT A ' 
If you run this program you will see a series 
of chunks of value A starting as 1, then after 
40 of these have been printed the value 
move up to 2 and a further batch of 2's is 
printed. The value of 40 came from 20 
divided by 0.5 since this cQunter, our FOR 
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PART IV 

loops and control are the 
next lesson given by Bill 
Donald in our learn to 

program in Basic series. 

NEXT loop B is being stepped through this 
increment or cut. The program needs 
tidying up on the screen so if we add a 
further line to clean up the screen our 
program now looks like this: 
10 FOR A ~ 1 TO 20 
15 FORB ~ 1 TO 20 STEP 0.5 
16 PRINT CHR$ (147) 
20 PRINT A 
25 PRINT B 
30 PRINT A 

This w ill clear the screen each time 
although the flicker effect is the machine 
running through the loops cQunting and 
wiping the screen, in fact it is not really 
getting sufficient time to do this, hence the 
flicker. Try the follow ing program which 
actually shows loop B working; 
10 FOR A ~ 1 TO 20 
15 FOR B ~ 1 TO 20 STEP 2.0 
20 PRINT A 
25 NEXT B 
26 PRINTCHR$ (147) 
30 NEXT A 
Where we have more than one loop in a 
program it is termed 'nesting' and there are 
no restrictions on the number of nested 
loops allowed in Commodore BASIC. 
There is a catch, you have to remember 
LIFO which means 'Last In First Out', in 
other words ensure that each loop frnsihes 
with a NEXT and for the last FOR 
instruction is the VERY FIRST NEXT 
instruction otherwise you will get a screen 
message saying NEXT WITHOUT FOR 
error. You will notice the new command 
STEP which can also be assigned to a 
negative value although make sure that 

your Initial set of the FOR section has the 
high va lue first like this: 
15 FOR B ~ 20 TO 1 STEP -2 .0 
Otherwise another NEXT W ITHOUT FOR 
error will be thrown at you! 

FOR NEXT loops are not restricted to 
counting in the sense described above, for 
instance you could use string variables as 
opposed to numeric varialbles in the loop. 
The drawback to this is the additional 
program lines of defining the strings. 

DO LOOP is even si mpler to understand 
although owners of machines that have 
Commodore BASIC 2.0 and 4.0 will not 
have this command avialable to them. This 
includes the VIC-20 and C64, owners of 
the C16, PLUS/4 and C128 do have this 
command and it is very easy to learn: 

It works by executing all the statements 
between the word DO and the word 
LOOP. Consider the following program: 
10 X ~ 15: SCNClR 
20 DO UNTIL X ~ 1 
30X ~ X-1 
40 COLOR 4,X : COLOR O,X 
50 LOOP 
60 COTO 10 
Line 10 assigns a value of 15 to variable X 
and then clears the screen, line 20 instructs 
that every operation between the words 
DO LOOP are to be executed until the 
value of X has reached 1. Note the 
similarit ies between this and for the FOR 
NEXT STEP structu re, only just how much 
clearer this is. Line 30 states that X is now 1 
less than the previous value of X, thus on 
the first pass of the loop X was equivalent to 
15, the second pass it will be 14.,.Jhe third 
pass 13 and so on. Line 40 then tags the 
value of X on to a simple screen and border 
colouring, and then the end of the loop is 
reached in line SO. At this point the 
machine pauses to examine the value that 
X is holding and having been instructed to 
continue passing through the loop until X is 
equivalent to 1 it does just that until th is 
event occurs. However, the speed of the 
loop is quite fast so line 60 sends the 
program back to the start for another turn. 
This is another form of a loop although this 
outer loop has no counter and therefore no 
control and will continue fo rever until the 
RUN STOP key is pressed. 



The counter in the main loop was the 
word UNTIL. This let the loop continue 
until a condition was satisfied, in th is case 
the condition occured when X was equal 
to 1. If you think about this process further, 
what was really being said was tha t until 
the condition of X being equal to 1 was 
TRUE then continue the loop. Where we 
would want a process to continue when a 
condition was not true or FALSE the we 
would use the word WHILE. 

Look at the program again only this time 
change the word UNTIL to WHILE: 
10 X = 15 : SCNCLR 
20 DOWHILEX = 1 
30 X = X-1 
40 COLOR 4,X : COLOR O,X 
50 LOOP 
60 GOTO 10 
When you run this program the screen will 
clear but there is no colour cycl ing taking 
place, why? The answer lies in lines 10 and 
20, line 10 states that X is equal to 15 w hilst 
line 20 states that whi le X is equal to 1 then 
pass through the loop. In this example the 
condition of X is detected to be FALSE, so 
the program control is passed to the line 
after the word LOOP which is line 60, 
which simply returns the program back to 
the start. 

The structure of this DO LOOP 
conditional looks like this: 

something: UNTIL the condition is TRUE 
DO 

something: W HILE the condition is 
FALSE 

All versions of Commodore BASIC 
support the IF THEN expression which is 
another way of determining conditionals 
and passing program contro l to another 
part of the program. The fo llow ing 
program gives a very clear insight into this: 
10A=2 : 8 = 4 
20 IF A = 8 THEN PRINT "TRUE" 
30 PRINT " FALSE" 
By running this program the machine will 
print out the answer as being FALSE. Quite 
correct, the condition was tested and 
found to be false so program execution 
moved on to the next line. If we changed · 
the program to thi s: 
10A =2 :8 =2 
20 IF A = 8 THEN PRINT " TRUE": GOTO 
50 
30 PRINT "FALSE" 
40 END 
50 PRINT " AND I AM NOW DOWN 
HERE" 
60 LIST 
You wi ll see that the program must have 
branched at line 20, otherwise it would 
never have reached beyond line 40 
because of the END command. The 
condition on line 20 was TRUE. 

There is an extension of the IF THEN and 
DO LOOP conditional for user of BASIC 
3.5 and BASIC 7.0, this is the ELSE 
statement. Let's look again at these 
conditional structures: 

something: UNTIL the condition is TRUE 
DO 

something: WHILE the condition is FALSE 
something is TRUE: THEN fo llow branch 

instruction 
IF 

something is FALSE: THEN move straight 
to next program line 
As you can see the IF THEN structure does 
not allow a branch when a condition is 
FALSE, the ELSE statement allows this: 
something is TRU E: THEN follow branch 
instruction 
IF 
something is FALSE: TH EN move straight 

to next program line: ELSE follow branch 
instruction 
Take another look at this program which 
now includes an ELSE clause: 
10A =2 :B = 4 
20 IF A = 8 THEN PRINT " TRUE" : ELSE 
GOT050 
30 PRINT "FALSE" 
40 END 
50 PRINT"AND AM NOW DOWN 
HERE" 
60 LIST 
After you have run it you will see that it did 
not print the word FALSE as before, 
because the program did not reach line 30, 
it branched at line 20 because the 
condition was detected as being false. Try 
changing the program to this and see what 
happens: 
10A =2:B=2 
20 IF A = B THEN PRINT "TRUE" : ElSE 
GOT050 
30 PRINT II FALSE" 
40END 
50 PRINT "AND I AM NOW DOWN 
HERE" 
60 LIST 
Counting and testing for conditions are two 
fundamenta ls of understanding computer 
programming in any syntax, be it BASIC, 
PASCAL, C or assembley language. 

You wi ll have noticed that I sneaked in 
the COTO command in the programs. This 
command is another self-explanatory 
word, although be very, very careful w ith 
it. The reason for th is warning is because it 
is very easy to start sprinkling GOTO's in 
your program and really tying both yourself 
and the program into knots because the 
program flow or control is jumping about 
all over the place. It is an unfortunate 
truism of program ming that the program 
you wrote yesterday is unintelligible today 
because the programmer lost sight of what 
the program was trying to achieve. 
Remember, keep it clear and simple even it 
does mean more lines of program code. 
The best way to maintain clarity is to stop 
and keep going back to the start and 
reading the program through. If YOU can' t 
follow it then there is something radically 
wrong. After all, you are the author of this 
masterpiece or disaster. If you do have lots 
of GOTO's in your program then 
endeavour to keep the jumps numercially 
short so that your eye is not too far 
removed from the point of origin of the 
jump and you can see why the program 
branched to this part. 

I always prefer to use GOTO for the 
shortest possible branches, that is no lines 
at all, how do I do this? Easy, consider this 
program: 
10 GET A$: IF A$ = "" THEN GOTO 10 
20 PRINT "YOU PRESSED A KEY DIDN'T 
YOU?" 

The first line informs the machine to assign 
the variable A$ to any key on the keyboard 
(with the exception of RUN STOP), and 
then to test for the key being pressed. This 
is checked for by the IF THEN conditional. 
Remember from earl ier, if the condition 
was true then follow the next instruction on 
the same program line. In this case the 
condition is true becaue A$ has been 
assigned the null va lue "" and the machine 
has not detected a key being pressed, so 
the program will cycle around line 1 o. 
W hen a key is pressed, the va lue of A$ 
becomes something else so the condition 
at the start of line lOis no longer true and 
the program cont inues on to line 20. 
GOSUB is the other GO ... command and 
again watch out for excessive jumping 
around. There are two parts to using 
GOSUB which is shorthand for 'go to the 
subroutine (subsid iary program) located at 
line number ... .', the other part is 
RETURN. This is after all , a SUBprogram 
and not the main program so a subroutine 
must always end in RETURN in order to get 
back into the main program. This is a very 
common error and the outcome is a screen 
message saying UNDEF'D STATEMENT 
ERROR IN .. 
Whenever a subroutine has been added to 
program it is safest to place it at the rear of 
the main progarm. This is because of the 
mehtod of program execution by the 
machine. Suppose we had a program 
running like this: 
10 .. main program 
20 .... . 
30 .... . 
40 .•... 
50 .. GOSUB 500 
60 .... . 
70 .... , 
80 .. finish of main program 
500 .. subroutine start 
510 .... . 
520 .... . 
530 .. RETURN 
As this program stands the machine would 
qu ite merrily charge through the program 
unti l it hit line 500, at which point an error 
would be thrown up. Butwe know that line 
500 is the start of a subroutine and not the 
main program, how do we tell the mach ine 
this? The answer is you can't TELL the 
machine, so you have to build a blockade 
atthe last line of the main program which in 
this case is line 80. Our amended program 
looks like th is: 
10 .. main program 
20 .... . 
30 .... . 
40 .... . 
50 .. GOSU8 500 
60 .•... 
70 .. ... 
80 .. END 
500 .. subroutine start 
510 ..... 
520 ..... " 
530 .. RETURN 
The command EN D stops the main 
program dropping through on to the 
subroutine. Next month I' ll be looking at 
screen management, unti l then keep 
programming. 
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Amiga Hardware 
The AMIGA uses the 68000 processor 

running at a clock speed of 7.2 M Hz. 
A lthough this clock speed is lower tha n the 
68000 can ru n at, the custom circuits have 
dictated this . The clock speed is still 
respectable by any standards, considering 
that the IBM-PC runs nearly 50% slower 
and the 6510 of the 64 runs at a shade 
under 1 MHz. The 68000 provides a 24-bit 
address bus giving a maximum 
addressable memory of 16 MBytes. 

There are also two other registers, the 
program cou nter, which is also 32-bits 
wide and the status register which is 16-bits 
w ide. Although this looks very daunting for 
programmers w ho were bred on 8-bit 
processors, for those of us who arrived via 
the 6502 BBe. Commodore, Apple or 
6809 Dragon, Tandy routes, as opposed to 
the Z80 Sinclair, Amstrad path, the 68000 
is not as difficult as it looks. I feel the 
analogy between playing billiards on a 
small table at home and then trying 
snooker on a full size tab le is reasonably 
close . The differences of more balls to use 
coupled with the increase in play area 
demonstrates the number of registers and 
the beauty of 32-bit internal architecture. 

The RAM supplied on the standard 
AMIGA is 256k, which these days can only 
be described as adequate; such is the 
movement of technology and decreases in 
costs of RAM. This RAM is termed the 
primary RAM and can be expa nded up to a 
maximum of S12k. To do this Commodore 
supply a 256k RAM card which is simply 
plugged into the front of the AMIGA 
processor box after removing a cover. The 
whole exercise takes less than the time to 
describe it and is foolproof and neat. 
Secondary RAM wi ll be made available 
through third-party suppliers and attaches 
to the side of the processor box where the 
iull 68000 bus is avai lable on edge 
connectors. At the time of writing (Dec 
1985) Commodore are stating that 8 
MBytes is the maximum secondary RAM, 
<llthough this will probably be revised and 
go up to 14-1 5 MBytes (1 MByte has to be 
reta ined for the operating system) . 
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Bill Donald provides a 
basic overview of the 

hardware and the features 
associated with the 

hardware of the Amiga 

Although I stated earlier that the 
sta ndard machine is provided w ith 256k 
RAM it has in fac t 512k RAM. However, on 
loading the operating system in from disk 
this is write-protected and inaccessible by 
the user. My own opinion on disk based 
operating systems is one of support for this 
technique. It is quite the norm fo r PC-DOS 
and MS-DOS and allows the mJ.nufacturer 
much greater tlexibil ity with upgrades. I 
feel that the need for an operating system in 
ROM is unnecessary provided disk loading 
times (Ire fasl, wh ich is certainly the case 
with AM IGA. It is also a lot easier, cheaper 
and quicker for users to change disks than 
ROM's. 

Custom Circuits 
The custom circuits which use gi rls 

names for their designation are PAULA for 
sound and peripheral control , AGNUS for 
animation and DE NI SE for graphics. This is 
probably an opportune moment to scotch 
any legends that may grow around the 
identity of these names and they are 
derived as foHows. AGnus is the Address 
Generator circuit , DeNisE is the Display 
Encoder and PAUla is the Ports, Audio and 
Uart. Some idea of the complexity of these 
circuits may be gained by realising that they 
contain about 20,000 transistor junctions 
EACH. 

PAULA allows four voices of sound to be 
configured into two stereo channels. This 
may not appear too impressive until you 
realise that the AMIGA will multi-task, this 
w ill allow in theory a maximum of 32 
voices or 16 on each channel -
multiplexing each channel into 
quadraphoniC sound is also poss ible. The 
sound itself covers 9 octaves so freq uency 
response is not a limitation, Similarly the 
waveform structure is free and you are not 
tied to pre-determined such as square, sine 
or triangular. 

Modulation of the sound ca n be either 
frequency or amplitude parameters and 
once again the use of multi-tasking will 
enlarge the poss ibiiiti es here, This degree 
of user contro l over the sound parameters 
makes apparent the in-bui lt qua li ty of the 
output. DC switching plops and clicks are 
absent and the marked absence of any 
noise in the sound signal provides the 
AMIGA w ith true 'hi-fi ' output. 

The disk controller, general purpose I/O 
port registers and digital to ana logue 
registers are also located within PAULA. 
Access to these ports is on the back of the 
processor box and, at long last, 
Commodore have abandoned their 
proprietary interfaces. The AMIGA has 
industry sta ndard ports for RS-23 2C, 
Centronics Parallel, RGB Analogue, RGB 
Intensity. These ports also use standard 25 
pi n D~connecto rs. Composite video and 
TV outputs are also available lI sing 
standard phono plugs. 

DEN ISE, the graphics ci rcuit, ca n 
provide any number of user·defined 
display reso lutions . The range of 
resolutions runs from 320 x 200 up to 600 
x 400 and can be displayed simultaneously 
in any mixture of modes. In other words 
mult iple windows which each can con tain 
text in vary ing degree of size from 40 to 80 
columns dre displayed along with other 
windows also containing low or high 
resolution graphic images. The degree of 
resolu tion has an effect on the number of 
displayed colours but I would not have 
thought that 16 or 32 would have been too 
much to cry about. 

Hold and Modify 
To obtain more colours into a graphics 

display it is necessary to invoke the 'hold 
and mod ify' or pixel co lour interlace 
techn ique into the raster: It is also this 
prinCip le that enables the AMIGA colour 
monitor wh ich is rated at 600 x 200 to 
display 600 x 400 pixels. 'Hold and 
modify' can best be described as chopping 
the horizontal raster into sec tions and then 
very rapidly alternating the pixel colour 
value. The technique relies on the slowness 
of the eye to catch up with the raster and 
the afterglow effect of the screen 
phosphors. The colour register sizes in 
DENISE make it possible to define and use 
a maximum of 4096 different colours and 
display all of these if required using 'hold 
and modify' . 



Get your basic programs under control 

BLINKER 64 
(Basic Linker for Commodore 64 and 1541 Disk Drives) 

Do justice to your 
programming skills 

Whatever your level of programming skill, it is difficult 
to produce any but the simplest programs in BASIC. 
The amount of text in a program means that you have 
to spend more thought and time on organising your 
program than you do on what the program is 
supposed to do. This is commonly known as "The 
Problem of Scale" which, in simple terms, means that 
there is a (fairly small) limit to what a human head can 
think about at anyone time. 
Professional programmers have for many years 
attacked this problem by breaking down their 
programs into small source modules which are 
compiled or assembled separately and the resulting 
object modules are combined into a complete 
program by a linkage editor (or linker). 
Now you can develop programs in this way using 
BLiNKER-64, INDEV's BASIC Linker for the 
Commodore 64. BUNKER-64 combines source 
modules directly into a final source program ready for 
the BASIC interpreter. 

Features of BLiNKER·64 
- Easy to use menu operation. 
- Up to 255 modules may be linked into a single 
program (more than 255 are possible by subsequent 
runs of BUNKER-64). 
- Encourages modular approach to BASIC 
programming. 
- Subroutines (saved on disk) included by GOSUB 
"filename". 
- Supports up to four 1541 disk drives. 
- Source modules may reside on any number of 
floppy disks. 
- Modules containing data statements (e.g . sprite 
definitions and machine code programs) 
automatically appended to programs. 
- Result ing program is in Commodore 64 memory 
ready to RUN, UST or SAVE. 
- BUNKER-64 takes no space at all away from BASIC 
programs. It resides in areas of memory not used by 
BASIC. 
- BUNKER·64 is not just another simple merge, 
append or renumber utility (it makes the majority of 
these immediately obsolete). BUNKER-64 always 
produces a correctly numbered program regardless 
of the line numbers used in the source modules. 

Educational use of 
BLiNKER·64 
We believe that BUNKER-64 will be of great value in 
the production of BASIC programs in the field of 
education. 

Simple menu 
operation 

Main Program 

Subroutines "-

Commodore 64 
memory 

iI~ BLiNKER-64 

BASIC 
program 
ready to 
RUN, LIST 
or SAVE 

/ 
Data 

It encourages the use of modular programming 
techmques and top-down deSign methods. 
It enables class projects to be undertaken with 
individual students or groups of students being 
responsible for the design, COding, entry and 
debugging of their own parts of a large program. 

Advantages 
BLiNKER·64 

of using 

- One of the most important features of modern 
programming languages [inCluding assembly 
languages) is the abili ty to refer to library subroutines 
saved on disk. BUNKER-54 providesCommodore64 
BASIC with this facitity. 
- Subroutines developed for one program can easily 
be included in others. reducing the effort spent 
reinventing and re-entering them. 
- STlall source modules are easier to enter, edit and 
debug then large, complete programs. 
- Program development t ime is substantially 
reduced. 
- As a library of subroutines grows (whether you write 
or collect them) so your ability to produce more 
sophisticated programs increases. 
- Your ability to construct nan-trivial programs will 
increase the satisfaction you gain from programming 
your computer. 
- You will be able to make proper use of your 
investment in a disk drive for developing programs 
rather than using it as a cassette de"k replacement. 

~~DEV 

Availability of BLiNKER·64 
BUNKER-64 is available directty from INOEV. It is 
supplied under the terms of a Single User licence 
agreement wh ich enables you 10 use BUNKER-64 for 
your own purposes and to make copies of the disk on 
which it is supplied for back-up purposes only. 
The package we send you contains a copy of the 
licence for you to sign and return together with full 
documentation and the BUNKER-54 program disk 
whcih is enclosed in a sealed wrapper. 
If you decide you do not wish to accept the terms of 
the licence or, after reading the documentation, you 
do not want to use BUNKER·54, you must return the 
entire package undamaged together with the 
program disk with its sealed wrapper unbroken for a 
fu ll refund. 
Note that you are paying for a licence granting use of 
BUNKER-64. You may not unseal or use the program 
disk supplied unless you agree to the terms of 
licence. 
BUNKER-64 is available under these conditions for 
£29.90 inclusive of P&P and VAT. 

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

Information Developments Limited ~~i~:;,::n~~,~e~a~H2 DPN 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING&MICRQPROCESSORSPECIALISTS Tel: Reigate (07372) 22755 

--------------------------------------------~ 

Please supply BUNKER-64 single user licences I enClose cheque/postal order payable to INDEV for 
at £29.90 each inclusive. £: in full payment. 

NAME~--------------------------------------------------------

I understand that if I do not agree with the terms of 'lhe 
licence that I must return, at my COSt. the entire 
package undamaged together with the unsealed 
program disk within 10 days after receipt and INOEV 
will make a full refund. If I do not do this then I shall be 
deemed to have accepted the licence and be bound 
by its terms. 

ADDRESS -=============================================================== 
- Signed ----------------l 

POST CODE ____________ Date ---------------1 
{if you do not want to cut your magazine. copy the order form In full on a separate sheet 01 paper. or use a photocoPYI 



DENISE also contains the sprite registers. 
There are 16 of these contro lling eight 
sprites with a definition of 16 pixels with 
four colours. The sprites can be defined 
without size boundaries in the vertical 
plane and can be re-used w ithout any 
restrictions. Sprite data can placed and 
fetched from anywhere in primary RAM. 
The degree of user control over the 
hardware sprites is unmatched by any 
machine yet avai lable. 

AGNUS is probably the most versati le of 
the special circuits in AM IGA, controlling 
no less than 25 direct memory access 
(DMA) channels. This means less traffic 
jams between the 68000 cpu and the rest 
of the hardware. 

Inside AGNUS lie the two features that 
give the strength to the graphics of AM IGA, 
namely the BUDER, and COPPER or co
processor. The COPPER manipulates data 
in or out of virtua lly every register w ithin 
the AMiGA. There are only three 
instructions to con trol the COPPER and this 
makes for simple but versatile 
programm ing. It is the COPPER that keeps 
track of the x and y co-ordinates o f the 
display beam posi tion and this is used 
extensively in the 'hold and modify' 
technique. The wait inst ruction of COPPER 
is related to the display beam posit ion and 
since this allows very accurate timing 
almost any activity w ithin AM IGA can be 
closely related to another activity based on 
a posit ion on the screen. However, the real 
star of AGNUS or the AMIGA for that 
matter is the BLiTTER. 

Powerful Graphics Engine 
The BLiTTER is a very powerful graphics 

engine and provides much of the strength 
of the AM IGA in terms of graphics . Li ke the 
COPPER, the BUTTER is simple to program 
and even more devastating in the resul ts. 
Data anywhere in memory can be swept 
up and dropped anywhere in memory. So 
what you ask? If I said that this data could 
be swept up ascending or descending in 
memory and laid back down in a user
defined pattern or if I sa id that there are no 
restrictions on the size of the data provided 
it was in primary RAM or if I sa id that the 
BUTTER did not in any way affect the 
runni ng the 68000 cpu, st ill not impressed? 
Try this: the BLiTTER can execute these 
instructions TEN TIMES FASTER than the 
same instructions given to the 68000 cpu. 
In other words the BUTTER could be 
likened to a 68000 running at 70 M Hz. It is 
this feature of the AM IGA that provides the 
speed of animation and kills stone-dead the 
competition of the Atar i 520ST and 
Mackintosh. 

The ability of the AMIGA to multi-task is 
not difficul t to understand when you realise 
that for 50% of its existence the 68000 is 
doing nothing. The 68000 only runs on 
alternate clock cycles thus leaving the 
memory bus free on every odd clock cycle. 

The design of the AMIGA hardware is 
such that it allows for an interleave 
between the 68000 cpu and the speCial 
circuits. This gives full steam to the cpu and 
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the special circuits. There are occasions 
when clock cycles are 'stolen' from the 
68000 but the overiding consideration in 
the design of the AMIGA was given to 
selection of the best piece of hardware to 
carry out the prevailing function rather than 
the conventional PC dictate of letting the 
cpu believe " I' etat c'est moi" or assume it 
is the Iynchpin all of the time. 

Interesting Keyboard 
The keyboard on the AMIGA is 

interesting since it con tains a dedicated 
microprocessor. This is a 650011 cpu 
contain ing 64 bytes of RAM, a 2k ROM 
and four 1/0 ports 8-bits wide. During the 
power-up sequence, the 650011 keyboard 
cpu does ROM checksum test, RAM test 
and then attempts to synchron ise w ith the 
AM IGA itself. After this has been achieved 
the 6500/1 signals the 68000 that all is well 
within the keyboard and the power-up 
seq uence continues within the AMIGA. If 
the keyboard self-test fails for any reason 
this is commun icated to the user by the 
CA PS LOCK key LED blinking. The blin k 
seq uence indicates the type of keyboard 
failure, one blink indicates ROM fai lu re 
two b links RAM fa ilure, three blinks timer 
failure and four blinks keyboard line short 
circuit. The blink cycle is rated at one 
second interva ls. 

Although there appears to be a number 
of symbols missing from the keyboard on 
my own AMIGA which is a North 
American specification , these can be 
accessed very easily through the use of the 
ALT key. For instance the "£" symbol, the 
copywrite symbol (the circle w ith a small 
"c" inside), accented letters, and the 
registered mark (small "r" in a circle) are all 
present in the keyboard. 

Printers are very well supported by the 
AMIGA. By this I mean that as the machine 
comes out of the box it w ill di rect ly drive 
the foHowing printers: -
1. Epson XBO-series e.g. MXBO, RXBO, 
FX80 including the JX80 colour printer. 
2. Alphacom PR0101 
3. Brother H X-1 5X L 
4. Diablo 630 
S. Diablo Advantage D2 5 daisywheel 
6. Qume 630 
7. Qume LetterPro 20 daisywheel 
8. Okimate 20 colour printer 
9. Diablo C-150 co lour ink jet 
10. Commodore MPS1000 

1 1 . Hewlett Packard LaserJet 
Cabels for the printers are not supplied 

and for my own RXBO FfT I had to make up 
the cable. The information to do this is 
shown none to clearly in the manuals and it 
is a pretty boring pastime soldering 50 
cable ends to very small pin s. The 
connectors and screened cable are read ily 
available from MAPLI NS. Additional 
printers ie those not specified in the above 
list would have to have software created for 
them. 

Future Thinking 
The flopp y disk drive port on the AMIGA 

provides some fascinating glimpses into 
future thinking at Commodore . 
Notwithstanding slow operat ional speeds 
the whole question of disk formats has 
been unsatisfactory to owners and 
so ftware procedures alike. Thankfully, 
there appear to be o thers w ithin 
Commodore with the same idea and the 
, 570-series of disk drives are a step in the 
right direction. However, if the 1 570-series 
puts a crack in the mould of Commodore's 
obsession w ith GCR disk forma t then the 
AMIGA's disk drives fina lly smash it into 
well deserved smi thereens . 

The disk 1/0 port is controlled through 
two 8520 CIA ci rcuit s. The drives that used 
with the AMIGA are non-intelligent devices 
and are theref0re under software contro l in 
terms of disk format. The AMIGA can 
support a maximum of four floppy disk 
drives, but since one drive is interna l the 
practical number is 3. These can be either 
3.5" or 5.25" units and the coupling 
method is by daisychain. However, there is 
a restriction on the power available at the 
disk port and daisychaining more than one 
drive is not recommended un less 
additional separate power is made 
ava ilable to the drive. The AM IGA 5.25" 
drive (which looks remarkably like the 
1571 ) has its own power supply and 
represents the easiest way o f attaching 
more than one externa l drive. 

The disk controller of the AMIGA is 
capable of read ing or wri ting either CCR or 
MFM formats which is very good news for 
users. It means that, given a software 
emulation package, the drives will read or 
write to any disk format. I feel that this 
particular fac ility has not received the 
exposure it deserves. It could mean for 
instance that all of your 154114040/8250 
Superbase or Superscript files could be 
mounted in to the AMIGA using the 5.25" 
AMIGA drive without the need fo r tedious 
keyboard re-entry. Th is assumes of course 
that Messrs Precision w ill provide software 
to do this. Similarly, it provides the means 
o f providing a cross-compiler for all of the 
8-bi t Commodore machines. It could work 
by using the AMIGA to emulate say a C64 
or Cl28 and then di rectly reading and 
writing 1541 /1571 format disks . 

I hope that I have given you a brief taste of 
the abilities of the remarkable AMIGA. 
There's a lot more to come yet. 



SPRINCSALE 
NEWLOW 
PRICES 

1I8DIuaiD ... '.cute - - --, 

COnta\lllI18-: 
1280 + 80 Col Monitor + 

Pl"lnt.er 
Includlng 5 Disks 

+ Box Paper 
Inc Superscript. 

£878 inc VAT ----' 

Yes Its true !!! 
For Ii. limited period we are giving away a £5.00 
Travel Chek for spending money on your next 

holiday With EVERY £50 SPENT. 
Thats not all folks! ! ! 

your vouchers could also win you a FREE stay 
HOLIDAY for two or four peop le in our lucky 

numbers draw. 

49.00 
~ • . oo 
99.00 

59.00 
'19.00 

ONE ENTRY :rOR EVERY £6 VOUCHER 

r e'18 ... 'S, 70 ....... ] 
0128 comput.er 
1570 disk drive 
5 x diskettes 

£ '"11 .00 

r--- DISl< DlUVl!IS---, 

1570 Single &lded 
D!Sk Dr ive &198 .00 

1571 DOUBLE SIDED 
DISK DRIVE &868.00 

"INSTANT CBEDIT" 

Computer Centres 
" JuncUoo Road. Archway, toadoa Nt. SltD 

01·183 0'83/5 
238 Mllaw.U HW Broadway, Loadoo NtO 3SH 

01-88337011 

Terms 
"INSTANT CBEDIT" 

4 .80 
18.00 

All products are guaranteed for one year unless otherwiSe stated. Payment may be made by Access, Barclaycard, Bankers draft, Building Society 
cheque, cash or postal order. Sorry, cheques need five days for clearance. We r eserve the right to change prices wtthout prior notice. Ali prices 

are inclusive of VAT. Please check before ordering for carriage charges .• 



Feature 

COMMODORE 128 
MEMORY MAP 
(128 MODE) 

Here is part three of the ~ommodore 
128 Memory map covering memory 

locations $1000 (4096) to $8000 (3 2768). 
This months map bears no resemblance to 
the (-64's whatsoever, we are now well 
and truly in 128 mode. This section of 
memory is used almost excl usively by the 
Hi-res and music commands offered by the 
128. Locations $1000 (4096) to $10FF 
(4351) conta in the function key strings and 
length tables. Next month's map will start 
at $AFOO, being the next area of interest. HEX DECIMAL 

1000-1009 4096-4105 
100A-l0FF 4106-4351 
1100- 1130 4352-4400 
1131-1132 4401-4402 
11 33 - 1134 4403-4404 
1135- 1136 4405 - 4406 
1137-1138 4407-4408 
1139-114F 4409-4431 
1150 - 1151 4432-4433 
1152-11 53 4434-4435 
1154 - 1155 4436-4437 
1156 - 1157 4438-4439 
1158- 115B 4440-4443 
115C - 115D 4444-4445 
115E- 115F 4446 - 4447 
1160- 1161 4448-4449 
1162-1163 4450-4451 
1164-1165 4452 - 4453 
1166-1167 4454-4455 
1168 4456 
1169 4457 
116A 4458 
116B 4459 
116C 4460 
116D 4461 
116E 4462 
116F 4463 
1170-1176 4464-4470 
1177- 1179 4471-4473 
117A- 117D 4474 - 4477 
117E- llD5 4478-4565 
l1D6-11EA 4566-4586 
llEB 4587 
llEC 4588 
lIED-lIFF 4589-4607 
1200 - 1201 4608 - 4609 
1202-1 203 4610-4611 
1204 4612 
j;>0~ 4613 
:206 4614 
1;'07 4615 
. ','08 4616 
1 :'(,: O- 120A 4617-4618 
1208- 120C 4619-4620 
12nD - i20F 4621-4623 
1210-1211 4624-4625 
1212- 1213 4626-4627 

1214 - 121F 4628-4639 
1220 4640 
1221 4641 
1222 4642 
1223- 1228 4643 - 4648 
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Function , shift /run ~ help key length table 
Programmable function key strings 
Dos output string buffer (48 bytes) 
Hi-res Current x position 
Hi - res Current y position 
Hi-res X-coordinate destination 
Hi-res V-coordinate destination 
Hi-res Line drawing variables 
Hi -res Circle centre x-coordinate 
Hi - res 
Hi-res 
Hi-res 
Hi - res 
Hi-res 
Hi-res 
Hi-res 
Hi - res 
Hi - res 

Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 
Circle 

centre y-coordinate 
x-radius 
y-radius 
Rotation angle 
arc angle start 
arc angle end 
x- radius * cos 
y-radiu5 * si n 
X-rad ius * sin 

Hi - res Circle y-radius * cos 
Hi - res High byte of address of char r om for CHAR 
Hi - res Temp for GSHAPE 
Hi - res Scale mode flag 
Hi- r es Double width flag 
Hi - res Box fill flag 
Hi-res Temp for bit mask 

: ? 
Trace mode flag 
Renumber temps 
Graphic temps 
Pointer to floating/integer convert routines 
Sprite speed /direction tables (88 bytes) 
Copy of vi c registers used to update chip (21 bytes) 
Pointer to upper/lower character set for CHAR 
Pointer to upper/graphic character set for CHAR 
Temp storage for RECORD command 
Previous BASIC line number 
Pointer: BASIC statement for CONTINUE 
Print using fill symbol 
Print usin9 comma symbol 
Print using Decimal point symbol 
Print using monetary symbol 
Last error number 
Line number of last error 
Line to go to on error 
Trap temps 
Top of text pointer 
Highest address available to Basic in ram 0 
Used by DO-LOOP 
Circle se9ment degrees 
Cold or Warm reset status (must be in page 5) 
Play Tempo rate 
Play Voices 
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1229-122A 4649-4650 Play Ntillle 
122B 4651 PI ay Octave 
122C 4652 Play Sharp 
122D- 122E 4653-4654 Play Pitch 
122F 4655 Play Voice 
1230-1232 4656-4658 Play Waveform 
1233 4659 Play Dnote 
1234-1238 4660 - 4664 Play Filter data 
1239- 123D 4665 - 4669 Play Envelope data 
123E 4670 PI ay Parent ? 
123F- 1248 4671 - 4680 Play Attack table ? 
1249-1252 4681-4690 Play Sustain table ? 
1253- 125C 4691 - 4700 Play Waveform table ? 

125D-1266 4701-4710 Play Pulse width 10 
1267 - 1270 4711 - 4720 Play Pulse Hidth hi 
127 1 - 1275 4721 - 4725 Play Filters 
1276-1280 4726 - 4736 Play Interrupt data 
1 281 4737 Sound Voice 
1282 - 1284 4738 - 4740 Sound Time 10 
1285- 1287 4741-4743 Sound Time hi 
1288-128A 4744-4746 Sound Ma x 10 
128B-128D 4747 - 4749 Sound Max hi 
128 E - 1290 4750-4752 Sound Min 10 
1291-1293 4753-4755 Sound Hi n h i 
129 4 - 1296 4 7 56 - 4758 Sound Direction 
129 7 - 1299 4759-4761 Sound Step 10 
l L9A - 129C 4 7 62 - 4764 Sound Step hi 
129 D- 129F 4765 - 4767 Sound Freq 10 
lZPO - 12A2 47 68-4770 Sound Freq hi 
12A 3- 12BO 4771 - 4784 Sound temps 
12Bl - 12B2 4785 - 4786 Pot temps 
12 B3 -12B6 4787 - 4790 Window temps 
12B7 - 12FC 4791 - 4860 Used by SPRDEF ~ SAVSPR 
12FD-12FF 4861-4863 USF\J by BASIC IRQ tn block all but one IRQ call 
1300 - 17FF 4864-6143 Un n llocated absolu te- RAM-reserved for System 
1800- 1BFF 6144 -7167 Reserved for func t ion key software applications 
l COO- FBFF 7 168-64511 : Basic text (lo - r""sl 
200 Q- 3FFF 8192-16383: Hi - res screen (Basl e then starts at $4000/16384) 
40') O- CFFF 16384-53247 : BASIC ROM 
4 000- 4002 16384-16386: Rom cold entry 
4003 -4005 1 6387- 16389: Rom warm entry 
4006- 4008 16390 - 16392: Rom irQ entry 

ATTENTION ALL 
PROGRAMMERS!! 

You may be an experienced programmer - you may be a beginner. Eitherway, you may have 
come across some useful tips w hich could make life easier for other CCI readers. 

Or maybe you have w ritten a program, either in Basic or assembly language, that you feel is worthy 
of publication. 

CCI always welcomes contributions from readers. We will publish any suitable listings or 
programming advice ... and we' ll pay you for it ! 

If you wish to contribute someth ing for publication, we require programs on cassette or disk, 
together with any additio nal explanatory information and a CLEAR printout of any listings. (The better 
the original pr intout, the better the reproduction in the magazine.) 

Please enclose a SAE if you w ish to have your program returned to you. Please package disks or 
cassettes careful ly ! 

The address to send contributions to is: 
The Edi tor, 
Commodore Computing Internat ional , 
Finsbury Business Centre, 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London EC l R ONE 

Don' t forgeL .. CCI welcomes programs for all Commodore computers - 64, Plus/4, C1 6, 128 plus 
the VIC and PET. 

CommodoreCompulingMay 198661 



Avoiding Tedious 
Data Statements 
If your involvement with your 

Commodore 64 includes the use of 
Machine Code in conjunction with BASIC 
then this is THE program for you! 
Preparation of your Machine Code 
programs may be done using a simple 
Monitor or a fu ll ~blown Assembler 
Development System including Editor, 
Assembler, Loader and Monitor. When the 
Machine Code is fully developed you are 
faced with the task of converting it to a list 
of DATA statements which can be POKEd 
into memory using a small BASIC loader 
(usually) at the start of your main program. 
The conversion of the Mach ine Code is a 
boring and time consuming process 
especially if you find a " bug" in the 
program as soon as you have done it ! 

DATAG EN is a Machine Code program 
which converts any area of memory 
(usually another Machine Code program) 
into a list of DATA statements which are 
appended to the BASIC program (usually a 
loader) in memory. 

How to use DAT AGEN 
STEP 1. Write and debug your Machine 
Code program in the usual way. Save a 
copy to ei ther tape or disk (this w ill save 
you hours of heartache should anything go 
wrong), then load it into RAM (usually, but 
not necessarily at location COOO) 
STEP 2. LOAD "DATAGENLOAD", 8 
from disk or cassette (omit ,8) in the usual 
way. 
STEP 3. RUN the program to deposit the 
Machine Code DATAGEN into RAM. It 
occupies locations CEDO to CFE7 
Hexadecimal. 
STEP 4. Type NEW then load your de
bugged BASIC loader program. Or any 
other BASIC program to wh ich you want 
the DATA statements appended. 
STEP 5. Type SYS S2944,S,E, L where: 
S = Address of first Machine Code 
Location 
E = Address of last Machine Code Location 
L = Line number of first DATA statement 
STEP 6. O n completion of the coversion 
process (allow about 20sec per 1 K of 
memory) the screen w ill display CLR and 
READY. You can then SAVE the program 
to disk or tape in the usual way. 

List the program - now hasn't that saved 
you a lot of time!! and there are no errors in 
the DATA. 
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Conversion of Machine 
Code into data statements 

can be boring and time 
consuming. Datagen from 
Barry Parkes was written 

to ease this task. 

Before using DATAGEN you w ill have to 
type in the " DATAGENLOAD" program 
provided in LISTING 1 . I didn't have to do 
this, of course, I used DATAGEN ! 

The loader is simple but there is a lot of it. 
Anybody who doesn't want the tedium of 
typing it all in is welcome to w rite to me via 
CO enclosing a disk or cassette and I w ill 
supply a copy for a nominal fee. 

How it Works 
The C8M 64 stores BASIC programs in a 

compacted form using " Tokens" for 
keywords such as PRINT, REM, DATA, 
GOTO etc. Each line of BASIC starts w ith a 
two-byte link address (which paints to the 
next line of code) then a two-byte line 
number followed by the rest of the text. 
Each line is terminated by an additional 
pair of zero by'tes (where the next link 
address would be). 

DATAGEN finds the end of the cu rrent 
program (if there is one present) then 
appends DATA statements to it. O n entry 
(using SYS) the ca ll ing line is first analysed 
and the parameters are stored. Be careful, 
as no checks for range or the fact that the 
end address must be greater than the start 
address are made. 

A dummy link address is first set up, 
followed by the BASIC line number, a 
DATA token and a space character. Each 
Machine Code byte is then coverted to a 
stri ng of Asc ii digits (using routines ca lled 
from the BAS IC ROM) and these are 
appended to the line. Each set of digits is 
terminated by a comma to separate each 
location from the next. A sumcheck is 
accumulated by adding up the va lues of 

the eight numbers on each line and this 
total is output as the last item on the line. 
Every line is terminated by a zero byte. 

When all Machine Code locations have 
been processed, a -1 is output to terminate 
the str ing of data. The fi nal sumcheck is 
then output followed by the two-byte 
program terminator. The BASIC variables 
pointer (VARTAB) is updated to reflect the 
increased program length, then all the 
BASIC program lines are re-cha ined (ie the 
link addresses are re-calculated) by ca lling 
a subroutine res ident in the BASIC ROM. 

Finally a CLR command is loaded into 
the keyboard buffer and then a return is 
made to BASIC. Th is CLR command 
ensures that all pointers are reset prior to 
the extended program being ran or saved . 

LISTING 2 is provided for those people 
who have their own Assembler 
Development fac ilities or who are just 
interested in the detai l of the program. 

Apart from the fact that DATAGEN is a 
usefu l program, it does contain some 
techn iques wh ich can be very useful for 
other projects. The parameter passing via 
the SYS line is particularly useful as is the 
integer to string conversion and the loading 
of the keyboard buffer. 

Hints 
1. Keep a copy of your BASIC loader 

w ithout the DATA statements. Any 
modifications to the Machine Code can 
then be quickly implemented by re
running DATAGEN. This is not important if 
you have a method of deleting lines of 
BASIC without having to erase them 
individually. 

2. DATAGEN occupies memory at the 
very top ofthe4K RAM area (COOO to CFFF) 
which is not used by BASIC. This leaves 
plenty of space from COOO upwards for 
your own Machine Code programs. 

3. DATAGEN can, of course, be used to 
generate data in any part of memory from 
BASIC and can even be used to move 
blocks of data if required. 

4. DATAGEN was used to create its own 
loader as in LISTING 1. Lines 230 to 370 
can be used to load any program 
processed by DATAGEN provided MC 
and LN are changed to suit. This rou tine 
also makes use of the sumcheck facility as 
added security. As we all know, one byte
or even bit - wrong in a Machine Code 
program can be disastrous. 



1 .3[1 REt1 ******HHHHH***',,******H*H 
110 FH1 * * 
120 REt'1 * L.I '3TI tlG * 
130 FHI * * 
14<3 PEt1 * *** DATAGn~ LOAD lH* * 
150 FHI * * 
160 PHI * BRPFS F'RRf(E',: JAN 86 * 
170 F:Er'1 * * 
180 FHI ********++****H****'***++*HfH 
19(1 F:Et1 
20'3 REt1 TH I r,: PROGF:At1 LOAD", THE " DRTRGEW 
2 10 FHI t'lACH HfE CODE uno RAt'l. 
2 20 PEt1 
230 PF: 1m" :-ro'!'lL1l:~" 
240 F'P un ,,:PC (:3::0 "LOAD HlG t'lACH mE CODE'" F'e: Hn 
25~j ~'C::52944 : RL=0 : Lt'~:::50(1 
26(1 ~;C=(1 : FOF.: I :;;(1 TO 7 : F.:EAD II 
27121 IF D«(1 OOTO :::::40 
280 IF 1(:;,255 OOTO :~: 3~3 
290 POf'~E t'IC+F:L.. D: 3C=C:C+ D : RL=RL + 1 : t'~D(T I 
300 RERD D : IF D<)3 GOTO 34'3 
310 IF 3C=D THH~ U~=UHlO : GOTO 26.,1 
32(1 PRlt'~T HSUt'1CHECK 10.; 

330 PF: un " ERROR It·~ LI NE" ; LN : GOTO 380 
34(1 F.:EAD It : IF SC()D OOTO :32(1 
35(1 PR I NT : F'R un '3Pc( 8) "LORDED" : F'F: un 
360 F'F: un "TO USE., T','F'E THE FOLLO,J H~G: " : PR un 
370 F'RINT " S','S 52944, :,:TRRT.. END., LINE" : pF.:mT 
380 END 
39'3 REt1 
400 PEM t'lRCH mE CODE DRTR FOLLO,JS 
410 REt1 
50~3 DATA 32 .. 172 .. 2(1l J 132 .. 251 .. 133~ 252 .. 32 .. 1211 
510 DATA 172 .· 207,,1:::::2 .. 253 .· 1:;:3,254 .. 32 .. 172 .. 1355 
52(1 DATA 2~37 ., 1 ~:2 J 2:::" 133 ., 29 .. 32 " 51 .' 165., 777 
530 DATA 165 / 34 J 133 , 26,165.· 35J 133 J 27 ) 718 
54~j DATA 56 .. 165 , 28 , 233 , ttL 133 .. 28 , 165 .. 818 
551.3 DATA 29 J 23:3 .,0 ., 1:3:3 ~ 29} 169., 8} 133 } 734 
56L3 DATA :32 ., 169} (1, 1:33., 3121., 133 .,~:1 ., 133., 661 
570 DATA 3:;:., 169 .,255., :.:t{ .' 1:::2.,207 .. 32., 1 :32 .. 1092 
58~j DATA 21217 / 24,165 .. 28 } 1(15., 101 1:33 ., 28 .,71.3(1 
590 DATA 165) 29 , 1~J5 .. (1 .• 133 J 29 .. 165 .. 28 .. 654 
61·30 DATA :32 , 182.·207 .' 165 .. 29 , 32 .. 1:32·.· 207 11036 
61121 DATA 169,131, 32 , 182,2€17 .. 169 J :;:21 :32 , 954 
620 DATA 182.' 21217, 24 .. 1. 60 ) (1.' 177 .. 25 L 101.0 11 ~12 
630 DATA 30 .. 1 3 :;: .,3~1 ., 165 , 31.. H)5 .. ~~1 .• 13::: .. 627 
640 DATA 31, 177 ., 25L 162 , L~L 32., 19~L 2L37 .. H354 
650 DATA 169 .. 44 .. 32 J 182) 207.' 165.' 251.. 197 .. 124~ 
660 DATA 253, 20:::., 2:::} 16S, 252 1 197 } 254 ., 208.' 1565 
6713 DATA 22 , 169 , 45 .,32,182 ,207 , 169,49 .. 875 
68t1 DATA 32 , 1. :::2 .. 2~17 .' 169 ., 44 ., 32 ., 182 ., 2[17 .. 1055 
690 DRTA 133.,33,2(18 .. 13} 76.' 253 .. 2~36 ., 23121 .. 1152 
70121 DATA 251.' 2121:3,2 .. 230.' 252 .. 19::: .. 32 .. 2L38 .. 13:::1 
710 DATA 185} 165 ., 3tL 1661 3L 32,194 .,207 , 1010 
72L3 DATA 169 .. (1 .. 32,182 , 207 .. 165 133 .. 2413 .. 1028 
73~J DATA 22 7 .' 169,0, :32} 182 ) 2(1( ., :32 ,182 .. 1031 
740 DATA 2(1( , 165) 26 .. 13:3 .. 45 , 165,27} 1:::: :::: .. 901 
750 DATA 46,32.,51,165 .. 160 .,0.' 1:::5 .. 228, :::67 
760 DATA 2~:37 .. 153., 119,2 .. 200 .. 192 .. 4 ., 2~J8 .. 1085 
77~J DATA 245 1132.' 19::: , 96 .. 32 .. 25:3,1 7 4 .. :32} 1162 
780 DATA 138 , 173.'32 , 247 } 18:3 .. 96 ) 160 .. lJ , 1(129 
790 DATA 145,26 .. 2:30 .. 26 .. 208, 2 ., 23(1 .. 27 .. 894 
8~30 DATA 24)96 .. 134 , 98,133)99 .. 162 .. 144 .. 890 
810 DATA 56 .. 32 .. 73, 188, :32.,221 .. 1:::9, 13:;: .,924 
820 DATA 98 .. 1:32 .. 99 .. 16103 .. 11 177 .. 9:3,24~3 ., 10~J5 
:330 DATR 10, 132,100.,32, i82 ., 2'37 ., 164, 10(1,927 
840 DATA 2'30 .. 144,242, 96 , 67.' 76 , 82 .,13 .. - 1 .. 920 
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DATACiEI·~ •••••• PAGE. .,1[1[11 

LWE# LOC CODE LII~E 

00(u::11 OH00 
(HJI.:'h32 00~H3 
000133 00(u::1 
(H3(nJ4 000~3 

1210005 00121(1 
00006 tH30~3 
~3tH]07 0~300 
~J00l1 ::: 000~] 

~30009 0800 
00010 0(1£30 
~J0011 0000 
~30012 tH300 
6tH)! :3 001210 
00014 fH300 
0012115 012100 
0~1016 061210 
~]0f117 (100f1 
0061::: 0~300 
0[H319 (112100 
0[HJ20 1210121121 
0~J021 fH300 
f10022 0000 
~J0~32:3 0000 
~X1024 [H)0f1 

~30025 0~300 
(n)026 012100 
00827 121000 
~3002::: [1000 
(10029 0(1[10 
(n)03(1 0000 
00031 00[1~~ 

0612132 fH300 
O12U333 00121121 
[n::n)::::4 12I00~3 
~30f13.5 0£1[10 
000:36 0000 
0[1037 0000 
0[1I~n::: [HJ[10 
00039 [1121[10 
.3004(1 [1000 
~3f.K141 0[1~3~3 

00042 ~::1000 
(1004:3 0~"3(10 
(1(1044 ~:::1000 

00045 0000 
~30046 0000 
00047 0000 
0004:3 00[n3 
00049 ~30~30 

00050 [1lU)0 

0~::K'51 CEDO 
0~J052 CED0 2~3 Ae CF 
0012153 CEDe: :,:4 FE: 
00054 CED5 ,-, 0::-

':" -' I::-C 
00055 CEIl? 20 Ae CF 
DATAOEH ...... PAOE 0002 
L.It·iEi I...LJ C CODE 
Ot1i.Y:-,t.:. CEDA ::;,l FD 
00057 CEDe ::::5 FE 
0005::::: CEDE 
OOO~)3 CEE1 
O~106'.3 CEE:':=: 
~3lK161 CEE~, 
OC1062 CEE::';: 
O(.h363 CEER 
OOl164 CEEC 
(.1(.h365 CEEE 
~)0066 CEFO 
0006'7 CEFI 
0006::: CEF3 
OOC<69 CEF:; 
00070 CEF7 
00071 CEF:J 
DOD?::':' CEFE: 
O~1(1?:3 CEFD 
OOO?4 CEFD 
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~~o :,,4 
:::~:; 

20 
AS 
,-,(= 
0:"" 
~1~3 
:35 
,",,", 
"::'0::' 

AS 
E9 
::::i 
A5 
E9 
,",<= ,: ..... 

Pn: 
1 C 
1 II 
:~: :~: 

2~2 
1 A 
';::3 
1 B 

1 C 
OR 
I C 
1 D 
00 
I II 

CF 

A5 

t** DATAGEI·~ t** 

CALI •. THI~; ROUT1t·jE U:,;I IK; ; 

t,j HEF.:E S 
E -. 

t'IACH WE CODE :';TAF.:T ADDF.:ESS 
EljD 

L. _. n~ IT IflL L. WE 1·~Ut'1BER FOR ms I C 
DATA STATEt1EIH:3 (t-1J N 110) 

(ALL I1j DEC It1AU 

THE F.:OUTlI~E COI·~"/ERT:3 Ii t'lACH I1·~E CODE F'ROGRAt'1 H~ 
t'IEt10F:', TO SUt'I-CHECKED DATA :,;TATEt1EIH:,; RF'PENDED 
TO A BR~; I C L.OADER. 

',/ARTAB"$2D 
KE'r'D=:f277 
t·iD~<=:f.C£' 
HWE:":=122 
FACHO=J62 

t'ICADDR=$FB 
l_R:';TADoo$FD 

BA:,;PTF:=$l A 
LII·IE=$lC 
:,;Ut1CHk=$1 E 
COUt·1T=:t2~J 
EtjDFL.G=$21 

.; :; TAPT OF BAc;I C VAPIAKE:3 
; IE',BOAPD BUFFEP 
; I·m OF KE',BOI1RD CHARI1CTER:3 
; EI·W OF BA:,;IC PTR (PCHAII·~) 
.; FPA#l 

,,'OHITER TO t111CHHIE CODE 
.; I A:,;T t'1ACHHIE CODE. ,HIDFE:,;:', 

BA:3 I C TEn PO HITE!': 
L. I1~E NUt1BER 

'Ut'IC:Hf< ',/AL.UE 
.' LOOP COUtH , 
; :,;ET t,JHE:N ALL LOCS PF':OCES::;f.:D 

ADlWE';SE:'; OF PO UT H~E:3 H~ BA:,; I C ROt'I 

F.:CHAHI=$A53:,: 
FL TA:,;C=tBDDD 
GEn~ut'I=$AD:,:A 
COt'II~:":T=lAEFD 
FUFI,,:"H:?Fi 
F I XFL.T 4BC4-, 

DATGEt~ ):,;p 11Df;;E:'; 
:::T'T' t'1CADDF.: 
:,;TA t1CADDP+ 1 
J:,;F.' ADRE" ; 

l HIE 
:,;r, LA::;TAD 
':C;TA LH::TAD-'l 
.JSR AIIPE ,,; 
:3r! Llf~E 
:,;TFI L HiE') 
.JSR RCHI1H~ 
LDI1 limE:': 
:,;TA BR:3PTR 
LDI1 HIDE>:+ 1 
STA BASPTF.:+1 
~,EC 

LIlA LINE 
SEC #1~3 
:,;TA LlljE 
LDR LHiE+·1 
~;BC: #0 
~;TA LIljE+1 

t-IA Hi L HIE LOOP 

, PE - CHA H~ BA';; I C LlI·~E:'; 

,Cot·j',/EF.:T FP TO RSC I I STF.: I r'W 
; GET PAPAt'IETE": ,~ CHECY NUt'lER I C 
; CHECf::: CONt'1A At·m GET t'lE::<T CHf1F' 
; COIf,/EF':T FLORTHiCi TO FI;' 
; COI~"/EPT IIHECiER TO FF' 

;EVALUATE Me START ADDRe· 

;EVAL.URTE END ADDRESS 

,DATA STRTEMENT LINE NO 

;FIND PPOCiRRM END 
;SAVE LINK ADDRESS 

; f3UBTF:ACT 10 FPOt-1 L H~E NO 



Machine Code 
000 75 CEFD 
013076 CEFIr A9 0:3 STF~LIfl LIrA #8 ; 3ET COUt·n 
(:,,!Zu3?7 CEFF :::5 20 ,,::TA COUtn 
O~30 7::: CF01 A9 00 LIrA #0 
~30079 CFO:3 ,-,0:::;' 

,::' ... 1 IE STR SlJI1CHK ; RESET SUI1CHECK 
~300:::0 CF05 :::5 IF STR SUI1CHK+I 
~300 E: 1 e Fta? :35 21 STR EfmFLCi iRESET END FLRG 
~~K1I.3 82 CF~19 ASt FF LDA UFF i DU111'l'r B'rTES FOR LHlK ADDRESS 
~~nJ083 CFI]B 20 B6 CF ...rSR STRCHR 
01312184 CFLZ1E 213 BE: CF J::R STRCHR 
1210€185 CFll 18 ClC i RIID 10 TO LIt~E tm 
~3 [H386 CF 12 A5 1e LDR LIt~E 
~30087 CFI 4 69 ~~1A ADe # 10 
00[18::: CFI6 :35 1e 2:TA LINE 
00089 CFI::: AS ID LDR LINE+l 
tn309~3 CF1A 69 [H) fiD C #0 
0~1091 CFtC :::5 ID STR LHlE+1 
1210(192 CFIE A5 Ie LIrR LIt~E ,:STORE Ifl BRS IC TEXT BUFFER 
0121093 CF20 20 B6 CF JSR STRCHR 
1]0094 CF2:3 A5 IIr LDR LIt~E+l 
001395 CF25 20 B6 CF J~3R ::TF:CHR 
L30096 CF2::: A9 ,-,.-, 

Co • .:. LIlA #$83 i DRTA TOKEN 
~30097 CF2A 2121 B6 CF JSR : :TRCHR 
001398 CF2f1 A9 213 LDA #$20 ; SPACE 
l3(h399 CF2F 20 B6 CF J :::R STRCHR 
lZ, €1100 CF32 
13011211 CF32 18 Lt'ILOOP CLC ; GET l'IACHINE CODE BYTE 
00102 CF:33 A0 ~30 LD'T' #0 
0€1H,:3 CF:35 <:1 n : LDA ( l'ICAIIDR) , 'r 
~X1104 CF37 65 IE RDC SUt'lCHK 
1313 1(15 CF39 85 I E STA :::UI'1[:H,: 
~X11 06 CF:3B A5 I F LDA : :UI1CHK+I 
fn3107 CF3D 69 00 ADC #0 
0£110::: CF3F :::.5 IF :::TR :3UI'ICHK ~ I 
~30109 CF41 BI FB LDA <t1CADDR ) , 'r iCOIWEfH l'IACHINE CODE 
00110 CF43 A2 ~3 (1 LDX #0 ; BIT'TE TO ASCII RND STORE 

DATACiEN •• . . . PAGE 0003 
UNE# LOC COIlE l.It'lE 
012:1111 CF45 2~; C2 CF .J::;R It·nASC 
0fH12 CF4:? AS' 2C LDA #$2C .: ::;TORE C0I111A 
£1011:3 CF4A 20 B6 CF J:3R STRCHR 
00114 CF4D A5 FE LDA f1CADDR ; COt~"IERTED ALL LOCATIOt~S ? 

1313115 CF4F C5 FD CI1P LAST AD 
(' (11 16 CF5 1 D0 I C BflE CHKLP 
.]011 7 CF53 A5 FC LDA MCADDR+I 
£11.3118 CF55 r' ~ 

-~ FE CI1P LRi::TAD+ 1 
~30119 CF57 D0 16 BNE CHKLP 
001213 CF59 A9 2D LDA U2D ; YES - STORE i'1I flUS SIGtl 
(10121 CF5B 20 B6 CF JSR STRCHR 
~3e122 CF5E A9 31 LDA #$3 1 ; STORE 
('0123 CF60 20 B6 CF .JSR t:TRCHR 
00124 CF63 A9 2C LDA #$2C i STORE COt11'lA 
00125 CF65 2£' B6 CF .]:::R :3TRCHF: 
00126 CF68 85 2: 1 STR Et~DFLG .;:::ET FLAG 
0121127 CF6A D0 13n WE OP:;UI1 i ALffAYS 
01312::: CF6C , 
00129 CF6C 4C FD CE Lt'lKUfl ']11P STF.:Ut< i .]UI1P LHIK 
~30130 CF6F , 
~30131 CF6F E' t , Ft CHKLP HIe 11CADDR ; I ~~c l'lACHHlE CODE POItHER 
001 32 CF7 1 D0 0 2 Bt'lE O'./L 
[1£11 33 CF?:3 E6 FC HlC f'lCf<DIIR+ 1 
001 34 CF"?5 C6 2 0 O"/L DEC COUUT ; DONE 8 LOCATI Ot'lS ? 

~3~31 35 CF77 DO B9 Bt'lE UILOOP 
00 136 CF79 , 
001 :37 CF79 A5 I E OP:::UI'1 LIlA 2:UI'ICHK .;Ir'ES - :::Tor;:E :::UI'ICHECK 
001 3:? CF?B li 6 I F LD>:: SUI'1CHHI 
013139 CF7D 20 C2 CF J::;F.: HHA~,: C 
£10 140 C F:::~~' A9 00 LIlA #L1 .: STOI'E LIt'lE TERI'IHlRTDR 
l101 4 1 CF:?2 2~t BE: CF JSR STRCHR 
121 0142 CF85 A5 21 LDA EfWFLG i DONE RLL ? 
~J0 14 :3 CF87 Fll EO' '. ' BEQ Lt'lKLHl 
<)0144 CF:39 Ff:i OI~l LDA #0 .; 'l'E:;:; ,- STOPE pr;:OGPAI'1 TERI1HlATOF: 
~)O 145 CF8B ;;::0 B6 CF T::R STRCHR 
00146 C~:::E 2L3 £:6 CF J::;R 'oTF:CHR 
001 47 CF91 AS I A LIlA BA:::F'TR ; F:E-:::ET VAf;: I ABLE::: F'O HHER 
0~1148 CF9:3 85 2D :3TA '·/ARTAB 
£lf11 49 CF95 AS 1B LDA BA:::PTR+I 
0Ol ~0 CF97 ~,~ 

':0._' 2E 3m VAPTAB+ l 
001 51 CF99 2~1 :3 ::::: A ~5 J :,:R RCHAitl ,: RE - CHA III :-.. '::'~:; I C L.It'IE:; 
~)O 15;;:: CF9C FrO (1 0 LD"r' #1) ,: TF:At,I:::F:": eL.f;: CO I'lI'lHtm 
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~~10 15:3 
~~H) ... 54 
00155 

CF9E 
CFFrl 
CFA4 

B9 E4 
'_l '~ , 
, 

, :::: 
~)0156 CFA,'S CO 04 
00157 CFA7 DO F5 
0015:::: CFA9 :::,~ I>::: 
00159 CFAE: 60 
00160 eFfie 
0121161 CFAC 
Ol1162 CFFle 
0G16:~: eFAC 
Ol1164 CFAe 
~~1l1165 CFAC 

CF-
('1;~:' 

'DATAOft.L . . • . . PACiE 0004 

0[1166 
00167 
~30 11_~-t: 

~~H~1169 
0017'
l101 7~ 
~3017,~ 

0017 -:~ 
~301 '{'., 
001 7~~ 
011 ~ 76 
lH3i ' ? 
001(<: 
00179 
00180 
~3t1l81 
~:}(1182 

013183 
001t:4 
00185 
00186 
€H3187 
t1l1188 
00189 
~~1t1190 

00191 
~30192 
01.3193 
00194 
1.30195 
00196 
00197 
00198 
~30199 
011200 
002lf1 
00202 
0'0203 
'30204 
00205 
00206 
00207 
00208 
00209 
,'0210 
00211 
~30212 
00213 
00214 
00215 
ERROR'3 
S'tt1BOL 

CODE 
CFAC 
CFAC 20 FD AE 
CFAf:' 20 ::::F1 AD 
CFB2 20 F7 B? 
CFB5 60 
CFB6 
(FE:6 
1~:FB6 
CFB6 
CFB6 
CFB6 FH3 lH~l 
CFBt3 91 lA 
CFEA E6 lA 
CFBC DO 02 
CFI:E E6 1E: 
CFC0 18 
CFC1 6121 
CFC2 
CFC2 
CFC2 
CFC2 
C~C2 
CI 'C2 
CH:2 
CFC2 
CFC2 
CFC2 
CFC4 
CFeE: 
CFC8 
CFC9 
CFCC 

86 62 
85 63 
A2 9t1 
38 
20 49 Be 
20 DD BD 

CFCF 85 62 
CFIll 84 63 
CFD3 AIC' '31 
CFIl5 B1 62 
CFIl7 F0 OR 
CFD9 84 64 
CFDB 20 B6 CF 
CFIIE A4 64 
CFE0 C8 
CFEI 90 F2 
CFE3 60 
CFE4 
CFE4 
CFE4 
CFE4 43 4C 52 
CFE7 0D 
CFE8 
CFE8 
~ 0000\J 

TABLE 
S'tt1BOL VALUE 

ADRES CFAC ALL 
Cot1N~:T AEFD COUNT 
FAC.HO 0062 FIXFL.T 
GETNIj;", AD8R HIDEX 
LASTAD 00FD LHiE 
MCADDR 00FB t1SG 
NXT CFD5 OP:::Ut1 
RCHA It~ A533 STRCHR 
VRRTAB 002D 

END OF ASSErlBL't 
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MSGLP LDA MSG.Y 
::::Tt, VE'r'D, \' 
HI'! 
CP"r' #4 
E:t If, 1-t' :I,LP 

"=:T'r' ~'j D>: 
f"T", 

; TO KE'T';:-' IAPT) BUFFER 

, ::::ET CHI1f.._,1CTER COUt·f[" 
,E>::IT TO Jh,:::IC 

::: 1.1 [:r;:'(!!.IT I tlE: T ('I :=;Cl1tl ! r ~i=>ilT l T I--JE At'm E',/ALUI1T I~ 
r:: ' I'-JT~" T' PHF.'fil '1ETEP:::. 01 1 E;=:;1T F1 ::: 1"1::::E:, '" ::;:: L-=:}: 

LIII[ 

ADPE':; J:3R. t 'H·rn 
T,,; E' OETlIUt'l 
T::,P FLTFI>=: 
pre; 

; CHECk COt1t'1A AND GET I'I E:,T CHAR 
; E',IRLURTE PAf<:At'lETER 
,; COtf,IEPT TO DL I tlTEOER 
; PETU"II 

':::IJE:FOUTI: I[ TI~I '3 rOPE A B'T'TE I t,j THE BAS I C TE:"':T 
':!.JF ': loP ,11 IT' JI I', .F'EJ'lnn THE TE:<T PC' HITER. 

STRCHR LDY #0 ;SAVE BYTE 
STA' .: BR:::~F'TFn " 'T' 
I I BI~ ',;PTf<: ,; II'K:RE:t1EIH F'O II-ffEP 
Bt·1E O',/FL 
Hie BA,,;F'TF:+ 1 

O"/FL CL.C 
F:E, ; RETURII 

SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT A DOUBLE LENGTH INTEGER TO 
AI'I li',:CI I :,;TF:HlO Aim STOI<:E IT HI THE BA:,;IC T)(T 
BUFFER. ROI'l F'E:'; I IHIT COI,IVEF:,,; I 01'1 ROUT I I'I~:,; ARE 
U:,;ED FOP THIS OPERI'iTlOl'1. 

ENTRY WI TH X~MSI:, R=LSB 

IIHA9: S;E FACHO 
:::::TA FACHO+ 1 
LD:=< #$9[1 
SEC 

ST'r' 

.1'31" F I )(FL.T 
}::;p FLH1'::C 
STA FRCHO 
FACHCI+l 
LD't # 1 

I'IXT LDA (FRCHO), 'f 
BEQ ALL 

ALL 

ST'r FACHO+2 
JSR STRCHR 
LU'l' FACHO+2 
IIW 
BCC I'IXT 
RTS 

: COI'ISTRIHS 

CFD 
0020 
E:C49 
0£122 
[l01C 
CFE4 
CF79 
CFB6 

. B','TE "CLF:" 

. B'rTE t@ 

.El-m 

BASPTR 
DATGEI~ 
FLTASC 
It·1TASC 
U,I(L HI 
t1";GLP 
O',/FL 
:3TF:LIII 

[l01A 
CED,' 
BDDD 
CFC2 
CF6C 
CF9E 
CFC0 
CEFD 

,; SR',IE t'lSE: m FRC# 1 
,; SA',lE LSB 

; COI'I',IEF'T IIHEGEP TO FF' 
,; COINERT TO ASC I I S;TR 11011} 
; ADDR OF S:TF: HIG - L:3B 
; t'l',;B 
: LO:3E :3 I O~~ 
,; GET CHARRCTER 
,; CHECK FOR TEPrHllRTOR 

,: TF:RI,I:,:FER TO BRS J C TE:,T 

,; AU,JA't',; 
,; RETURN 

,; t'lE:,;SRI3E FOR KE'tBDARD BUFFER 
,; RETURI~ CHARRCTEP 

CHKLP CF6F 
HIDFlIJ 0~321 
FL TFI~: E?F? 
KE'tD 121277 
U'ILOOP CF32 
lID:, 00(:6 
O'./L CF75 
,,;Ut1CHK 001E 



Basic 

3D Wire 
Frame 

Drawing 
This program makes use of the graphics 

software inherent in the Commodore 
1520 Printer-Plotter, in order to give high 
resolution plotting of three-dimensional 
shapes. It gives a 3D w ire frame 
representation of any shape wh ich can be 
made by various cross-sections on a 
stra ight axis. Up to five cross-sections can 
be defined on the axis, and the cross
section may be circular, or square, or any 
polygon with a number of sides that will 
divide into 24. 

The shape drawn can be rotated on its 
axis, or rotated on two other axes to give 
different viewing angles. 

The basic shape is defined by the values 
Rand Z in Data lines 2000 to 2040. All five 
lines are used if there are five elements in 
the shape - one element to each line. The 
R is the radius if the cross-section is a circle, 
or R is the distance from the axis to the 
corners if the shape is a polygon . Z is the 
distance of each element plane along the 
axis. Z can be plus or minus. 

When the Shape Data lines 2000 to 
2040 are defined they are initially defined 
along an imaginary axis coming out of the 
paper at right angles, with Z=O in the plane 
of the paper, pl us values of Z in front of the 
paper and minus values behind. 

The o rientation of the shape is 
determined by Data line 1950 - this 
contains four angles defined as in the REM 
on line 1900, as TH, PH, PS, TW. 

Sphere 

High resolution plotting of 
3D shapes is made possible 

by this program from 
Garfield Davies. 

TH is the rotation of the figure side to side 
PH is the rotation in a vertical plane com ing 
in or out of the paper 
PS is the rotation of the figure on its own 
axis 
TW is " Twist". When " Tw ist" is setto 0, all 
joining lines from element to element are to 
corresponding points. With TW set to an 
angle the figure has a twist because join 
lines are set to join the next vertex around 
on the adjacent element. 

Use only multiples of 150 for all angles. 
When the program is run you will be 

asked two questions - first " How many 
elements?" - type in any number up to 5. 
For the demonstration program all five 
elements are used. However, calculation 
time is reduced if only, say, two elements 
are needed, (then on ly the first two Shape 
Data lines are read). 

While the computer is ca lculating the co
ordinates of the points, the word 
"CALCULATING" is shown on the screen. 
This word is repeated for each element 

There are 15 elements in the sphere-taken 
in 3 lots of 5. 
The axis is of 2 elements 1 "'side'" 

Remember when you build up a shape like 
this with successive run s: 
A. Make the last element in each group and 
the first in the next group identica l. 
B. Do not .move the paper between runs. 

calculated - ie up to five times. 
When all calculations have been done (it 

takes up to one minute) you will again see 
a prompt on the screen asking you to 
" Type in the number of sides". If you want 
your elements to be ci rcular type in 24. If, 
however, you want a square type 4, or 6 
for a hexagon and so on. 

The plotter w ill then start plotting. 
The demonstration program draws a 

wineglass. Fi rst time you try it type in 5 for 
"Number of Elements", and 24 fo r 
"Number of Sides". The program shows 
the glass elevated 600 above the 
horizontal, and rotated 150 to the left. It 
also has a twist which helps to distinguish 
the front faces from rear faces. Try altering 
the Data line 1950 to give different viewing 
angles. 

Note! If you use a figure where Z's are 
positive remember to advance the paper 
out of the printer 3 inches before you start 
plotting. Remember 100 units represents 
about 1 inch on paper. 

Colour:- as the program is w ritten, it w ill 
draw in black. If you wish any other co lou r 
change the second figure on line 800: eg to 
draw in red write 800 PRINT #2,3 

Portabi lity: - since the program is written 
in CBM Basic it should work w ith any 
Commodore having a serial output 
capable of feeding the 1520 printer. 
Remember though, if you use a VIC 20 you 
will need at least 3K of memoryexpansion. 
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READY. 

If} REM 
11 REM 
12 REM 
13 REM 

"SPL INE" 

3D WIREFRAME GRAPHICS 
USING COMMODORE 152f} 

PR I NTE.R/PLOTTER 
14 REM 
15 REM GARFIELD DAUIES 
16 REM 1986 
18 REM 
20 OPEN 1 .6.1 
25 OPEN2.6.2 
30 DIM MC5,32,2) , BC5) 
40 READ TH, PH ,PS, TW 
45 PRINT'TYPE IN NUMBER OF ELEMENTS-NE" 
46 INPUT"NE =";NE 
50 FOR N= 1 TO NE 
110 READ R, Z 
115 BCN )=PS/15+CN-1 )><fW/15 
116 PRINT"CALCULATING " 
12f} FOR 1=0 TO 31 
13f} X=RzCOSCIK«/i2J 
140 Y=Rz S INCIK"/l2) 
150 XT=X 
16f} YT=Y KCOSCPH K2K« /36f})+ZKSINCPHK2K«/36 
0) 
190 XU=XTKCOSCT Hz 2K"/360)-YT KSINCT H-2x« / 
360 ) 
191 YU=XTzSINCTHz2z«/360)+YT-COSCTH K2z« / 
360 ) 
192 XX=XU+240 
193 YY=YU 
200 M (N , I ,0 ) =XX 
210 MCN, l, 1 )=YY 
220 NEXT I 
230 NEX T N 
700 PR I~T "TYPE IN NUMBER OF SIDES UP TO 
24" 
710 INPU T' N=";N 
720 A =24/N· 
80f} PRINT #2, 0 
1000 FOR N=l TO NE 
1010 FOR I =SCN) TO C24-A+BCN)) STEP A 
1015 PRINT"l, "M" ,MCN, 1 , 0) ,MCN, 1,1 ) 
1020 PRINT"I, "0" ,MCN. I+A ,0) ,MCN , I+A , 1) 
1030 NEXT I 
1040 NEXT N 
105f} IF NE=1 GO TO 3000 
1060 FOR H=BCl) TO C24-A+B C1)) STEP A 
1070 PRINT"I, "M" ,MC 1 ,H.O) ,MC 1 ,H, 1) 
1080 J=H+TW/15 
1090 FOR N=2 TO NE 
1100 PRINT"l , "0" ,MCN,J ,O),MCN,J ,1) 
1110 J=J+TW/15 
1120 NEXT N 
1130 NEXT H 
1900 REn TH PH PS TW 
1950 DATA 15,6 0 ,0~,15 
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1999 REM R Z 
2000 DATA 100 ,- 140 
2010 DATA 010, -1 20 
2020 DATA 020, 100 
2030 DATA 100, 120 
2040 DATA ISO, 220 
3000 PRINT" l , "H" 
3100 PRINT"2,0 
5000 END 
5100 REM DATA HAS R=RADIUS OF 

CIRCL E DEFINING EACH EL EMENT 
5200 Z=POSITION OF ELEMENT ON 

AXIS + OR - FROM CEN TRAI_ POINT " 
5300 TH I S ANGLE OF ROTATION OF 

FIGURE!FROM SIDE TO SIDE 
5400 PH IS ANG LE OF TI LT IN FRON T 

TO BACK DIRECTION 
5500 PS IS ANGLE OF ROTAT ION ON 

AXIS 
5600 TW IS AN GL E OF TWIST FR OM 

ELEMENT TO ELEMENT 
5700 ALL AN GLES ARE IN DEGREES-USE 

ONLY MULTIPLES OF 15 DEG . 
6000 NO TE PROG RAM ME TAKES UP TO 

A MINUTE TO APPEAR 
6100 THE WORD- CALCULATING-WILL 

APPEAR AS DAT A FOR EACH STAGE 
I S CALCU LA TED 

READY. 

H 



•• TAPE BACK-UP DEVICES FOR VIC 20 CBM 64 C128 H 

DeL' 
INTERFACE 

DCL. 
INTERFACE 

DCL.4A 
INTERFACE 

The DCL I llnu two-Oetasetles, 10 thf\ ablocl<-up canbemade dinlctty1mmonedalM8!te 
to a second data5etlll w~hout the program entering the computer. No 1011_, .--oed 
Back-up Alj ;>rograms including Turt)os etc. 
·Thousands BOld • ORDER AS DCLl PRICE tl0.oo 
You can make I.back<up copy on tither. second datasette or on ~ standa-d audio rtoOder 
with ItQ irl1en...:e wilhoullhe program ent(!ring the COITIJIUIer. No software .--oed. A LEO 
data rnoniIor shows the start & end of programs. Back-I4)ALl programs induding Turbos 

•• • Very Pop<j. • ORD£fI AS OC:L 4 PRICE tI7.00 
NOWWlTl--! IMPAOVEOCIRCUITIlY 

SIMIlAR 10lheOCL 4 but fitted with an AudibledalB monitor. 
•• NEW" ORDER AS OC:L 4A PRICE 1:18.50 

NOW WTTl-IIMP!'IDVEO CIRCUJTRY 

• NEW • TAPE TO DISK· NEW • TAPE TO DISK· NEW· 

By using. unique use< ;>rogrammabie battery Back-up ..... cattridge. triIo!iIb UIQe 10 d;sk aystern wi. \1anS1 ... 
most programs from tapa to d isk. The opeo-aling software Is downloaded from dOsk 10 not only can )'0\1 uH the 
module or \lIpe 10 disk. but also to emulate most 'om based ;>rograms simply by loading in the appropriate software 
from disk. You canev<!n useit n 'fO<.It omma customi!.ed kemalrornemuiator . etcatc. 

For only £29 .95)'0\1 will <1ICeIY8 a PCM I programmaDla rom cartJide. tapa 10 disk and 6T loader software. 3 
·Fuoction Control Adapt"",. wIli<:tl will allow )'0\1 to: (I ) Program the mo<Ue. (2) Emulate roms. (3) Perform tape to 
disk "ami .... plus smpe ins~ or this easy 10 use. amazing __ cartridge. O<CW .. PC,", I. 

ONLY C5.1i15 FULLY INClUSIVE .... - .... 
CI28 RGBI to vlOao adaptor enableS you to US!! one TV or monitor in any mode. SwtIch selects betw ..... video & 
RGB OU1pu1~V_klns availabtlllot monitO< arrl'or TV SAE lot details from C5.t!I 

St~rxIard service inckJding parts. Labour. Postage. VAT 1:27.50 
Elcptess SlltVice as above but return 01 posl service £34.50 
Replacement CeM 64 powllr pacl<s £29.50 
1541 Disk drive alignment MtyinClus/lle £14.90 
Please statlfaults. Theabovll prices _ eleclrical pMl. ~ keyboard. caM. pcb orpower supplyaxtra. 
Please phoria be10re seoding you! compuIer. 

•• FREE CATALOGUE, Please send 17p stamp·· 

,. FAST MAIL OADER SERVICE. ALL PRICES FULlINCWSIVE ·· 
•• PLUS 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON BACK-UP DEVICES·' 

Cheaper prices IOcallors to<U"S/lOp at 329 Tong Street. &adIon:! 4. Please phOne fitst 10check a"llilability. Please 
send all retumshepairs to (U shOp. 

PAYMENT ACCEPTED BY. CASH, CHEQUE, PO, MONEY ORDER, BANKERS DRAFT. TRANSCASH (For 
Transcash order and pay at any Post Offie<!, OlI account No. Is 650 3e69 EXPORTS Please add £1.00 paymant In 
ste.1ing only plNH. 

TRILOGIC 29 Holme Lane 
Bradford BD4 OQA 

Tel: 0274 684289 

- Commodore 64-

"l"h1, "ow""I""l <;1.1.k 1a r ull or ~ ..... vary l.~ •• ~ 
anO I: ...... t ... ~ tr .. "re.. "tl1I.tle. to .110 .. you to 
t ... ",r... .11. your r.vo" .. l.t. C&III ... 11k .. , 'w",¥ 01" 
thl [ .. "lod1nl: Plat'. ' B •• "" Ha.<1 · .·"'ontv On U,a 
Run', 'Br"no ' a BOk1nc'. ·l ..... ot."·. 'HunC ... b.,,1< II' . 
'11..10 Ov... Ho."o .. •• 'K.r.t.k.' . ' 11. ... 1.. ot 

1 .. ,,0.a1bl11 t ... • .• SlQf l"ox' • '<]","01"'0". · , • Combat t.vn .. •• 
' Sc .. r • .,a" B· , ·Com ..... t.... Plo .. la'. 'H."kl .. '. 
• Pa .... o .. ol<1 · , • c .... "v Co .... t.' .no ... u no .... o, .. 0 .... Th .. 
Olak "O .... l.t.l... '''P ... ,.O. . our "e.t a.l11nc 
SuP ... - B .... k... • ... 1 ..... 1th a hOlt or n ..... outlna. 
to "Ov... tr,. v...... lat.at tur.,o.,.lt "Ova"., 
Ulouna:.t ",.n... "O .. a. : NOvalo&O ...... P.",10 .. 0""., 
Monoll th . HVPI .. lo,O, r la."loa<l. CIS. Arl01 •• Hlkro a.n. 
Burnl:r.Malbourna Ho" • ., . La"al 9 . L .. l a "r.. c anlu • • 
o" •• n, A"tl"lalon. M •• t"rtronl". 'l"l.,lr<l ano ", .. nv 
.0 .. 1. 

Thla olak .. 111.all\lll h.n<l .. <l1 .... 01". _a t 01" 

* 
.. our 0 1 .k t"an,tl .. lna p .. obl •• , .n<l all tor the 

10 .. P .. .1". at onlv .[15 .8e lnclu<llnc VA" and Poa t 
.nO P.cklna: . 
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BEXLEYH ERTH KE .... T 01'17 4LH 

n Disk to Tape Plus 
A ver.iatile collection ofDisk-to-Tapc routines 
for single and multipart programs. Featuring 
our new tape turbo loader with Visible 
Screen and stripey border. Automatic 
disk 10 tape • OlllPU1S program sections to 
tape: as the)' IOld from disk. Selective disk 
10 tape: transfer with or without bootloader 
• Maximum file length 207 blocks 
• Not for protected commercial dbks. 
• Professional vcrs ion ;lVaiJablc--;-includes 
m:tSteringschcduler £12.

0 and dupliC:l.lion , 
rights-£25.00 • 

I!IIMegaTape 
An outst3nding new Thpc-tO-Tapc utility for 
fast loading programs .• Covers aI/the 

n MegaUtl'll'ty Dl'sk m:.;tjorloadingsyslcms. Nocxtrahardwarc 
requin:d • All you need is:it Commodore 64 

A handy collection ofutilitiC:S to make lhe and one up<: deck. No uscr knowlc:dgc 
best o f your 154\ and 64. \'<'ry fast . Very required. Transferred programs load 
convenient . • Alphaload Disk Turbo independently at nlrbo speed with Visible 
l O;Ider. load your programmt:S at over Screen and stripcy border - Double 
FOUR time~ the normal rate. Ex.mlple: 200 V::Uuc:- incorpor.lles RBS Plus to convert 
blocks. Normal speed 130 seconds. With your slow load programs to turbo load 

Alphaload JUSt 30 ~conds. - Fasl Copy ~~'~~~~~~~~;~~~!l~·~ .A1so handles RBS and £950 Backup a whole disk in just 3 minutcs. F2stb2ck programs. -
NO( for heavily protected commercial disks. SAVEl SAVE! SAVE! .\'('hen you bu}' any ~wo 
_ Thrbo File Copy copy selected progr"JmS of MegaTrans(er Dls~. MegaUtil1!y DiSk, DoSo>jt 
from your disks at TURBO speed. _ Fast o~ Disk-OO-T..tpe Plus JUSt £24.00 (smgle 
Format Format your nC\\.· disks at TURBO disk), or All Three at ,£29.99 save'£12 cheque!PQ for fast dt:Spatch to: \ 
speed . • Pro Sprite A high class sprite Or saye .£33 on our Com plete Collection OoSoft (OqJt Y), 2 Oakmoor A"\."e. 
librarykditor.lOO% (t:\er"programmthISAd including BiackpoolFY20EE You'll Do it Better 
machine code. £12 50 Professi0ll21 Disk-IO-T..tpe and MegaT..tpe UK postage inclUded. Europt: add 7Sp. Wl·th DoSoft 
Joystick control. _ at onl}' .£39.99 (single diSk). O \·eISeaS add £1. SO for airmail. 



Utilities 

M aking the most of YOUR micro is 
really what computing is all about. It 

is irrelevant what each individual sees as 
his ultimate goal in computing, as long as 
his computer does its best to help him 
reach it. 

To some it will be enough to beat every 
high score on every game they play. 
Others will need to have explored the 
inner working of their computer, and will 
not rest until they feel they have grasped 
everything there is to know. Both these 
extremes, and the people in the middle, 
look at the computer really as a challenge. 
As such, utilities are one of the ways of 
easing the burden of thp. challe nge. 

Probably the biggest markf~ fo r uti lity 
manufac turers is in disk and tape back-up 
too ls. With each new program a new 
method is needed to create a 'back-up'. 
Also related to this field is the need of disk
drive owners to convert all their tape based 
software onto disk. Programs such as 
Evesham Micro's 'Freeze Frame' have so ld 
in large quantities to this market. 

Again on the more serious side there are 
assemb lers and dissassemblers to hel p 
programmers delve further into the world 
of mach ine code. Mach ine code 
programmers are not the only ones who 

ISPEED LOADERS I 
Product Features 

- -
Over t:he next: 

t:vvo lTlont:hs vve 
are focussing 

on t:hose lit:t:le
t:alked about:, 

but: lTluch-used 
range of 
ut:il it:ies 

can benefi t from utili ties, even the beginner 
in Basic will learn more w ith the use of 
products such as Information 
Development's Blinker, which allows two 
or more basic programs to be joined as 
one: 

For the punter who rea lly wants one 
utili ty that w ill ease a great deal of his 
problems, cartridges ~ more often than not 
~ turn out to be the answer. Proof of the 
sucess of these products is obvious w ith the 
Final Cartridge se lling well , as too are 
Robtek's utility ca rtridge range. 

Another big sell ing uti lity in the 

Machine Price 

s 
Commodore 64 marketp lace is the Disk 
turbo loaders. Due to the ridiculous 
slowness of the 1541, the market for 
products to speed up the loadi ng and 
saving of programs has understanda bl y 
grown greatly. 

On the more jovial, if not less important 
side, we have products such as Robtek's 
Game Ki ller (reviewed elsewhere in this 
issue) which enables avid games players to 
complete more games than they have ever 
before. I was especially impressed when 
th is product al lowed me to fini sh Beach 
Head 11 , no mean feat. 

In conclusion it is obvious tha t to rea lly 
'Get the Best' from you r Commodore you 
must be wi ll ing to accept products that take 
a great deal of the mundane tasks away 
from you ~ the operator. Having done so, 
you can concentrate more on learning to 
understand what you can do to make them 
redundant. Many people believe that using 
utilities is apropos to cheating. 
Realistically, it is more use than spending 
many frustrating hours unsuccessfully 
trying to achieve your desired resu lt. 

This month's checklist w ill show you 
what a wide variety of utilities are ava ilab le, 
and who makes them, the rest ~ as they say 
~ is up to YOU!!! 

Company 

Epyx Fast load Has disk tool s e.g. directory, 64, 128 £24. 95 Centresoft 
Cartridge return to basic function , copy 

(another menu). 
Can be disengaged Withoutlurninf; 
off machine. Can aditdisks, has a ile 
utility, Fortrans-programming you 
haveS.Mon. w hich is a poweriul 
monitor. Numbers may be entered 
in hex. 

Robcom Turbo A I ignment tape kit inc! uded in 64, 128 From ROBTEK 
range package. 8 pre-programmed £24 .95 

functi on keys. 16 different tape and to 
disk commands. Conversion of all £39.95 
graphic and contro l codes into 
readable text. Re-set switch. 

GU1 This cartridge enables your 1541 disk 
drive to load 4-5 t imes faster. M any 

64 £20.00 Trilogic 

usefu·1 features inc! udingabbrev iated 
load/save commands and unique 
on/off switch i ng etc. Designed to 
work w ith most games. 

GU2 As above w ith bui It-i n reset switch 64 £22.00 Trilogic 
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TURBO NIBBLER 4.0 ® *NEW* 
Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibb~r 4.0 
Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 
Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo NibtNer 4.0 
Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

. Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

1\Jrbo Nibbler 4.0 

Turbo Nibbler 4.0 

TurbO Nibbler 4.0 

A big surprise! Now you can copy different speeds on 
a single track. 

The most well known program in Europe. 

Copies a whOle disk in approximately four minutes. 

By far, one of the best copy programs, without using 
any hardware. With a complete new copy concept , 
copies errors 20,21 ,22,23,24,27.29 also kinertracks, 
error blocks , wrong 10 and gaps behind the • 
data blocks. 
Completely sync orientated .. 

Can be used with one or two d isk drives. 

Copies atso non 1541 formats. 

Copiesupl?41 tracks. 

Copies single tracks. 

Has an integrated disk scan, for half tracks, speed and 
sync check. This is why Turbo Nibbler 4.0 can be 
used by anyone! 
Is operable by following a simple menu. 

Is ind j'3pensab le for making your security copy. 

Has an update service at a cost of five pounds, with the 
return of your disk. 

Reviewed in the German magazines RUN October 
1985 and 64'er. 

Turbo Nibbler Can be used with a Commodore 64 and 
a , 541 disk drive. 

£15 
All orders payable by cheque, postal order; or International Money Order and should 

be sent 10: 

EUROSYSTEMS 
For Data Security 

Verlengde Parkweg 6, 
6717GN Ede, Holland 

Telephone 0031-8380-32146 
Please add £2 for handling and postage. we send to all countries in Europe. 

!NEW! BOOKS 
SUPERC 

Language Compiler 
One of today's most popul ar languages. C is excelle nt as a 
development too l. produces 6502 machine code - and it's very 
casy to transport C programs from one computer to another. 
Our compiler makes fu ll use of this versa ti le language: it 
includes an ed itor. compiler. lin ker and handbook. The 
powerful editor lets you create source programs containing XO 
character lines. and features hori zontal sc ro lling. Your source 
program can be up to 41K in length, 53K in object code. The 
linker le ts vou combine up to seven modules fo r la te r 
execution. The runtime library may be called from machine 
language or included as a BASIC lookalike program. This 
really is a Super package . £64.95 

SUPER Pascal 
Development System 

Sup:: r Pascal is a comple te development syste m for 
Commodore 64 and 128 computers. It implements the full 
Jensen & Wirth compiler plus extensions for graphics - and has 
a complete source file editor. a full assembler. and a 
comprehensive utility package. Our powerful program 
features high·prccision J J·digit ari thmetic: a very fast 
compiler: overlays: automatic loading o f editor and source 
program: exact error messages and loca li zat io n during 
compi lation: complete statistics reporting: high speed DOS (3 
times faster than Ihe 1541's): free run time package. and much 
more. £64.95 

DESCENDER ROM 
NOW FOR THE MPS-B01, 1525, GP-1 DOVe, OR MPS-B03 

We have redesigned the character set to allow you to print out with 
true descenders. Because this is a replacement ROM your printer 
will operate exactly the same as before with no change whatever in 

the way your printer will work with any program you may use. 
Easy installat ion with no soldering required. Supplied with complete 
instructions. DESCENDER ROM may not fit some models of the 

7525, GP· 100VC, and MPS-B03. Phone or wri te for details. 
EXAMPLES: .' (;.()r::' .~:I I···d>.' 

ql~.I:i (I< 1 >' par" ::r':~~()ri 
inc £14.95 pip 

TOOLKIT IV 
154111570 DI5K UTILITY 

Includes: DOCTOR V2 - read and write any track and sector including extra 
and renumbered sectors and tracks; repair damaged sectors; look underneath 
read errors. FORMATTER - 10·second format an entire disk or format any 
individual track or half-track from 0 to 41; redefine any of 30 parameters to 
create or recreate unique disk formats. HEADER/GAP EDITOR - decodes and 
displays all header information Including off-bytes and header gap; rewrite the 
enti re header and header gap; renumber sectors; also edit any sector tail -gap . 
ERROR EDIT - quickly lind and recreate all read errors including extra and 
renumbered tracks and sectors and half-tracks from 0 to 41 ; even recreates 
data under errors and allows you to redefine any necessary parameters. FAST 
DISK COPY - copies a disk in two minutes or less with a Single 1541 . FAST 
FILE COPY - transfers fi les five times faster than normal. FILE COMPACTOR -
compacts machine code prog rams; can compact programs by over 50% which 
saves disk space and loading time; compacted programs run exactly the same 
as the original. DISK LOOK - sort directory; recover lost files; display file start 
and end addresses; disassemble any file with standard and undocumented 
opcodes; edit BAM; and much more. DRIVE SPEED TEST, DISK ERASE. DISK 
MON, DISK LOG, BASIC COMPACTOR/UN COMPACTOR, &: FILE MAKER 

+ even more. 

Supplied on disk with comprehensive instruction manual. For C·64/C· 128. 
Send SAE tor £22.95~; complete information 

MPS SOFTWARE (Dept CCI, 
36 Alexandra Grove 

London N4 2LF, England 
Ov.r •••• ordar. pl •••• add £1.00 

The Anatomy of the C-12S 
The authoritat ive source of information about this remarkable 
ncw computer. This is the hi.b.k for Commodore's new thrcc
in-onc computer. Learn the insides of the sound and graph ics 
chips . memo ry management unit. kernal rOtllines. and much 
marc. Includes fully documented ROM li sti ngs of the 
opera ting system kerna1. 495 pages. £12.95 

C-I2S Tricks & Tips 
Continuing the tradition set by o ur famous C·64 reference 
library. C·128 Tricks and Tip..s is a collection of helpful 
techniq ues fo r anyone who uses the C·128 . Learn how to 
produce hi -res graphics in80 col umns. usc windows. access the 
memory ma nagement unit. Covers impor tant memory 
locations and much more. 250 pages. £9.95 

FIRST SOFTWARE LTD 

For our brochure on all the el2S products please send this 
coupon to: UNIT 20B, HORSESHOE PARK, PANG BOURNE, 
BERKS RGS 7SW , TEL 07357 5244 

NAME 
ADDRESS ____________________________ __ 



Utilities 

Quickdisc+ 

Turbo 64 

Warp 5 

ToolkitiV 

1541 Express 

Gilsoft 
2 Park Crescent 

Cartridge plugs inot 64 and 1541 . 64 
Can be switched in and out from the 
keyboard. Fast format, fast backup, 
fast file copier. Reset swi tch. 
Improved DOS commands. Is 
compatible w ith printers and second 
drives. Cure for 'save@ bug'. 

A disk specially formatted with the 64 
fast load feature built in. Once the 
disk is made it w ill load on any 
unmodified Commodore 64 and 
154 1 disk drive w ithout having to 
load anything first. Loading time is 5 
times faster and programs can be 
selected and run from a menu by the 
press of a single key. To make a Turbo 
64 disk all you do is copy the 
programs from your source disk onto 
the spec ially formatted Turbo 64 disk 
using the Editor. 

D isk-will load any program 5 times 64, 1541 
faster than normal. Has DOS 5. 1 
commands e.g. type $ and get 
directory. Unique Header Editor. 
Utility to allow disk drive to play 
music e.g. God Save The Queen. 

Disk w ith comprehensive manual. 64 
Can recover corrupted sectors. Fast 
format (1 0 secs.) Can change about 
30 parameters before format. Fast 
copy (full disk is under 2 m inutes) . 
Fast file copier. 

Cartridge- two leads clip inside the 64 
computer. Wor~swith most business 
software. 

Swihsoft 

Barry S. Glam CF6 BHD 
Dept Cet Venture House 
7 Leicester Rd 

Micro Control Systems 
Electron House 
Bridge Street 
Sandiacre Nottingham NC10 
SBA 

Incentive Software 
S4 London Street 
Reading RG1 4SQ 

Nidd Va lley 
Stepping Stones House 
Thistle Hill 
Knaresborough North 
Yorkshire BGS BJW 

Evesham Micros 
Bridge Street, Evesham 
Worcs WR11 4RY 

Dosolt. 
2 Oakmoor Ave 
Blackpool FY2 OEE 
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Lough borough Leics LE11 2AE 

First Publishing Ltd 
Unit 208, Horseshoe Park 
Pangbourne Berks RGB 7SW 

Computer Support U.K Ltd 
26 Seacourt Rd 
Abbey Wood London SE 12 
9UW 

Eurosystems 
Verlengde Parkweg 6, 
6717 Gn Ede Holland 

Robtek Ltd 
Falloden Way 
36 Market Place 
London NW11 6)p 

Information Developments Ltd 
24 Deerings Rd 
Reigate Surrey RH2 OPN 

£19.95 

£16.99 

£9.95 

£22.95 

£34.95 

Evesham 

Cockroach 

MPS 

MPS 

Ram 

Novagen 
142 Alcester Rd 
Birmingham B 13 BHS 

Dynamite 
27 Old Gloucester Street 
London WC1 N 3XX 

Trilogic 
29 Holme Lane 
Bradford BD4 OQA 

Cockroarch Software 
20 The Crescent 
Machen 
Newport Gwent NP1 BND 

Arrow Microservices 
20 Portmeadow Walk 
London SE2 

Era Soft 
Edenderry Lodge 
Banbridge 
County Down 
Northern Ireland 
BT 32 3BS 



OUTNOW ••• 
SPECIAL64KPLUS/4 0 AIR 0 COMBAT 0 EMULATOR 0 

VERSION , BY CASCADE GAMES ' 

£10.95 
INC. FREE WATCH 

AND POSTAGE 

13~aC,=enlHo"C>JCrle TWO WINGS! 
HE FASTEST GAME ON CALCULATOR WATCH 

ANDAFREE MULTIFUN 
Yooaeihelastfigllef pilot'Wi1hcriyhee 

ACI_21mJ1iroleAl_~1 
TerroinwW JeOOTtxJloicrcJI. Based at 
on allied airtx:Jse, yculask ~ 10 attack cn::j 
destroy the runericcj~ s...perb' enemy 
lord crd air forces crd ctiVe them!rem 
'(OS roe. lte fl'd s1age c/ .. CX>'IIicI 
txMlgdceacli_ ......... O;' 
fcrcesCTdstdci:7wn lheioir !cree, is10ri 
iheerm'l{lJeeIas ~ EMll.OIesiis dteded 
amy. 
ACE - EXPERIENCE IT NOW 

Every computer gaTe too will love ACE
;s ic:d< at fhesefeolLres:· 
• 100% cplmzed mxhir.e code IlleS aD 
""""'" """"'1'. o Feahmg_Gcq:tic ,_ 

(t:...l!..t.8j 
• lhe srroo1hesI, foslest O'ld ITOSI de:aied 
cod:p1 v'f:!w of my fl~t sirrukJticn 
• VreI>IS 01 "" 15, frees, trnks CIld other 
grwd ctject. Aoic/ carooT. grrm:J 
attack cn::j I"'ICNd. attact 
• 5I,n:tm ~e ie.the speech 
00es I'd freeze the cdb\ " 
• TW'Osealcptnl-flyCJld 
fQl wi1h It'eoid c( a 
Irierd. ". 

• N:t.e d.l! 10 rretmy li"riIa:m NJ:. 00 
.. C16croVlC2OI+8KRanJdoool_ 
00f grrm:J ctject 

~REETlf 
I Order ACE today and 

receive this fantastic 

I 20 KEY MULTIFUNCTION 
CALCULATOR WATCH 

I ABSOLUTELY FREE'" I .. , 
PRICE £10.95 (CBM 16 and 

I VIC20£9.95) 
Postage FREE in UK Add £1 for overseas orders. 

I .: Allow 28 days fm delivery. 
I enclose cheque/posta l order for (£ .. 

I 
to Cascade Gomes Ltd. 

i:- : Or tIYough any Post ,Office by Transcosh (Giro No. 655 6655). • I ' Forevenfoster ordenrog 'When charging to Access. Borcloycord and 
~ • Trustcord Viso use our 24 hr S9fV\ce [Tel. 0423 5(4663) 
S : ~ ENTER CREDIT CARD NO. IN BOX:-' ~--

.~ I: ~I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : IfZJ 
~ I : 0 « 64 0 « 16 o « VIC 20 (wi1h 8K RAM 
Q I 0 «PLUS4' 0 « 128 
.~ ; • SPECiAl64\( PLUSl4 VERSION 
~ I : Please lick bolt; 

~ . 
u ' 

I 
I 

!> I " 
~ . 

~ I 

ACE _ EXPERIENCE IT NOW! !~ _ fb,l", ,iate-HGi5ii('''Engl 

I 
'" I 

c~ 
~ ii r.: 

- a -I 



Unless you spend all your 
time playing games (what, 

like you? Ed), it becomes 
extremely frustrating to get to a 
certain point on a game that has 
cost you ten pounds only to find 
you can get no further. 

Some games have built in 
cheat modes so that the player 
can try each level (the most 
famous perhaps is 'I WANT TO 
CHEAT' on the Monty high 
score), and when these get 
leaked out the rest of the world 
knows . Now, however, 
Robtek's extremely clever new 
cartridge - 'Game Killer' 
(£14.95) puts an end to all that! 

In the past people have tried 
to make cartridges that slow the 
game down, but never very 
suc€ssfully. Game Killer 
approaches the problem 
differently. When you turn on 
the machine, you are shown a 
really nice display, with an 
accompanying Rob Hubbard 
soundtrack (he really is getting 
everywhere these days, a case 
of over exposure?). 

What is really impressiv~ 
about Game Killer is that it 
works! There are three different 
functions : 
i) Disables all sprites - you 
cannot die! 
ii) Disables sprite col lision - you 
can shoot things, but you 
cannot be shot! 
iii) Disables all background 
sprites. 

If you are a regular games 
player you really should get 
hold of one of these cartridges. 
Although it works only on 
games where sprite collision is 
used, this includes almost all 
action games! 

I did not find a game that 
refused to load due to it, and 
that fact alone suggests high 
quality. At £14.95 I cannot 
recommend it strongly enough! 

Contact: Robtek, 36 Market 
Place, Falloden Way, London 
NWII6/P. 
Tel: 01-209 0118. 
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UTILITIES 

cant ' d f r om page 47 

MUSIC MASTER CAS. 12.95 DISC 14.95 

PAINT BOX 

GRAPHIC DESIGNER ASS 6.95 D ISC B.95 

WORD PERFECT CASSo 12.95 DISC 14. 9S 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR PLUS 4 

EXTRA DISC 19.50 

G RAPH DISC 14.50 

DESK TOP DIARY DISC 14.50 

TRANSACT 1 D ISC 34.50 CASSo 29.50 

PURCHASE LEDGER DISC 29.50 

SA LES LEDGER-I NVOICE PROCESSOR DISC 34.50 

STOCK A ID DISC 34.50 

TRA BSACT DISC 75.00 

HOME ACCOUNTS MANAGER DISC 19.50 

COMPANY PAC 1'2'3 £130 .00 

SALES LEDGE R 

PURCHASE LEDGER 

INVO ICING 

STOCK CONTROL 

NOMINAL LEDGER 

SUPERBASE PRICE DISC-BO.OO 

BOOKS 

Commodore 16 exposed 
Cl 6 machine language for abso lute beginner 
The worki ng commodore 16 

6.95 
6.95 
6.95 
5.95 
9.95 
6.95 
9.95 . 

The C16/PLUS 4 companion 
Using the Commodore 16 
The comp lete commodore 16 RO M disassembly 
Plus 4 magic for beginners 

HARDWARE 
C16softdustcover 3.50 
16k RAM pack 25.00 
'0 Disc storage box 2.50 
D .S/D.D discs(10) lB. OO 
JOYSTICKS (MICROSW ITCH) 
Arcade Turbo 19.00 
Sure Shot Supreme 18.00 
Sure Shot 16.00 
Competition Pro 16.00 
Arcade Pro 15.00 
Koni x Speed King 12. 50 
10 Disc storage box 2. 50 
PRI NTER RIB BONS 
EPSON 80 Series 
MPS B03/Brother 1009 
Joystick adaptor 
64k RAM pack 
Computer care kit 
Computer to ... 
TV lead 
SCARGplug 
Philips D0007 MON. 
V7001 RGB monitor 
Commodore 1701 mono 
Joystick EXT. lead 
Serial lead 
M PS BOl 
Mannesman Tally 

5.50 
5.50 

4.00 
49. 00 
8.50 

2.00 
5.00 
3.00 
3.00 
5.00 
3. 00 
3.00 
7.50 
5.50 

ANCO M ARKETIN G, 
C16 - Plus/4 Centre, 
8S Tile Kiln Lane, 
Bexley, 
Kent DA5 2BD 
Tel: 0322 522 631 

__ CCISweatshirts 
d T Sh- t Terrific Quality and Terrific Value! an ee Irs Get them for yourself and for giving as presents. 

They're great to look at and 
wonderful to touch! Tell the world you 've got the best! 
Sweatshirts - £9.45 inc P&P 
(grey or white) 

Tee Shirts - £4.45 inc P&P 
(grey or white) 

-----------------------, I TO: Commodore Computing International 
I Finsbury Business Centre I 
I 40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1R ONE I 
I I I Please send me D Sweatshirts @ £9.45 I 
I inGreyD White D sizeSD MD L D XLD I 
I Please send me D Tee Shirts @ £4.45 I I inGrey D White D sizeS D M D L D XLD I 
I Name . I 
I Address I I I 
I I 
I ~I I 

L~~~~~~~~~==:=~~~=:::~~~~~~~_II Please make cheques or postal order payable to CROFTWARD II L TO or state your Access number below 

I I I L _____________ _________ ~ 



The Print Shop 
G.D. Richardson 
gets to know a 

Word-and-Picture 
Processor that sets 
you free to express 

yourself 

A t the Commodore show 
last Summer I saw 'the 

Print Shop'. It was love at first 
sight. 

If you have any need for 
personali sed greeting cards, 
posters, notices, Letterheads or 
Banners, this is the program for 
you. 

It is easy to use, requ ires no 
knowledge of graphics or 
programming, and lets you 
view, select and assemble all 
the parts of a decorat ive 
message in minutes. There are 
eight types of lettering 
available, each in various sizes 
and forms (hollow, solid and 3-
D) and 60 different 'Graphics ' 
and 'Patterns' come on the 
original disk, with three extra 
disks containing 120 each 
available. Or you can design 
your own using the GRAPHIC 
EDITOR. 

It loads fairly quickly (very 
quickly if you have 'The Final 
Cartridge') and presen ts a 
menu: 

GREETING CARD: SIGN : 
LETTERHEAD: BANNER: 
SCREEN M AG IC: GRAPHIC 
EDITOR: SET UP. 

SET UP is to choose your 
printer. The default is a 
Commodore dot-matrix type, 
though if you use this the 
graphics w ill not be quite so 
detailed as with an Epson or 
Similar type. 

Unfortunately there is no 
Centronics interface built in, 
but the program works w ith any 
of the hardware ones, including 
'The Final Ca rtridge'. When 
you have completed the SET UP 
menu you press return and your 
printer types 'WELCOME TO 
TH E PRINT SHOP' 
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"Easy to follow" 
GREETING CARD is used to 

illustrate the method of using 
the program , though it is menu
driven step by step, so that you 
can hardly fa il. If you are 
desperate to see some results 
there is even an option 'Ready
asked to first choose a border, 
~md as you step down through 

the options the border changes 
accordingly. Next choose a 
'Graphic' or 'Pattern' from the 
manual , by number or name, or 
no graphic at all. If you choose 
a graphic you are asked Large, 
Medium or Small ? Choosing 
Medium or Small you will be 
asked if you wish them to be 
Made Cards' . If you choose 
'Design Your Own' you are 
staggered over the page, tiled, 

or used in a 'Custom Layout'. 
This allows you to place them 
where you will. Next you 
choose the type of lettering you 
want, or 'Font ' as it is ca lled . As 
you move down the menu a 
window shows you the 
appea rance of the Font. You 
are then asked to type your 
messasge for the front of the 
card. The letters appear in a 
window as you type, and may 

be centered automatically or 
righ t or left-justified as you wish 
on each line. There are two 
sizes, and the letters may be 
hollow, solid or 3-D. You are 
then asked if you want them 
centered top to bottom. 

"Special Effects" 

The whole process is 
repeated for the inside o f the 

card so you can vary the 
border, fon t, graphics and 
message. The last menu then 
appears. Here you may "G ive 
Yourself Credit" with a one l ine 
message on the back of the card 
such as 'Designed and Printed 
by .... .', or 'Test Paper 
Posi tion ' which prints a line of 
very faint dots on what will be 
the top of the card . These 
should be exactl y on the 
perfo rations if you are using 
tractor feed paper, and are 
mainly useful if you are using 
continuous fan -fo ld paper, but 
are invaluable if you wish to put 
paper through twice for special 
effects. You may choose any 
number of copies and then 
PRINT. 

Your pr in ter begins its run 
and you will see your card 
appear. The Greetings Card is 
printed in four quarters, the first 
two upside down, so that when 
you fold it everything will be 
right way up. I used this 
program to send individualised 
Christmas Cards last year, 
w hich we(e great ly admired. I 
could then pose as a 
program ming gen ius w hen 
everyone wanted to know how 
they were done. 

If you ca n get coloured 
ribbons for your printer or use 
co loured paper you can create 
still better effects. 

SIGN works in similar 
manner to GREETING CARD 
but prints an A4 size single
sheet poster. This w ill enlarge 
on a photocopier to make large 
str iking posters. 

LETTERHEAD does what it 
says, printing a heading and 
footing, w ith graphi cs if 
desired, on A4 paper. 

BANNER is probably the 
most amazing section of them 
air. It prints letters and graphics 
up to 6 inches high lengthwise 
on roll or fan -fold paper-great 
for Garden Fetes, weddings, 
carnival s or charity bazaars. 

SCREEN MAGIC is really a 
quite different program, 
enabling you to print out 
computer-generated patterns, 



with or without lettering: useful 
for small notices. I have seen a 
number of Exhibitors using 
them at Computer Shows. 

"Design your own 
graphics" 

The GRAPHIC EDITOR enables 
you to design your own 
graphics, or alter the ones 

supplied. There are, st rangely 
enough, no churches on the 
graphics disk, so I designed a 
picture of Kirksworth Church 
for my friend the vicar, and it is 
now recognisable on all the 
posters i do for him. A local 
school asked if I could do a 
Peacock for their magazine 
cover. That was a challenge, 
but I don't think it came out too 
badly (in fact I'm jolly proud of 

001 
A comprehensive 
disk utility with 

programs rangmg 
from useful to 

bizarre is reviewed 
byGD 

Richardson. 
came across this disk utility, 
Toolkit IV, when I was 

looking for something to speed 
up back-up making on my 1541 
Drive. This occupation is the 
boring one I know I especially if 
there are several disks to be 
copied, and a really fast copier 
is much to be desired. I was also 
concerned that I had absolutely 
no idea what to do when a 
database or letter disk was 
accidentally corrupted, as was 
happening all too often w ith an 
(unknown to me) misaligned 
drive. 

Toolkit is designed spec
ifically for the 1541 Disk Drive 
(or the 1570 in 1541 mode). It is 
not a single program, but a 
collect ion of programs 
accessed from a main menu. 
These programs range from the 
extremely useful to the totally 
bizarre. Does anyone really 
want to play "Daisy" or 'God 
save the Queen' on their disk 
drive? 

"Fast and reliable" 

The two or three really basic 
and very useful programs which 

even a beginner will wantto use 
are the various disk 
(unprotected) and file copiers . 
These are the fastest I have ever 
come across, and very reliable. 
The FAST DISK COpy will copy 
a full disk in well under two 
minutes, even allowing for 
clumsy disk changing. I have 
timed it!! If you choose the 
option where only those parts 
of the disk indicated by the 
Block Allocation Map (BAM) 
are copied it is swifter still. Even 
taking into consideration the 
program loading time (about 40 
seconds) it is a practical 
proposition, and if you do 
several different back-ups at a 
time then it is even better. There 
are two file copiers, one, for the 
older Commodore 64's, 
working at three times normal 
speed, and the other, for more 
recent versions, working at fi ve 
times normal. 

ERROR LOOK enables you 
to find all the errors which 
software houses deliberately 
put on their disks, and wh ich 
the program looks for before it 
will run. All manner of errors 
can be located, even those such 
as half-tracking (writing a track 
half-way between two normal 
tracks) which the author assures 
us are rarely if ever used. 

ERROR MAKE allows you to 
create said errors so that a back
up will run. There is much 
dispute about the legitimacy of 
such tactics. Anyone doing it for 
money rather than convenience 
would find the process too 
time-consuming to be 
worthwhile . 

it!) You may use the keyboard 
to enter pixel by pixel (time
consuming but very accurate), 
a joystick, oreven a Koala Pad. 

Now available in America is 
the 'Print Shop Companion' 
with new typestyl~s, dozens of 
new borders, calendar maker, 
and an enhanced Graphic 
Editor with mirror-imaging, 
flood-fill patterns and mouse 
control. They also have 

"Does 
amazing 
things" 

FORMAT will do some 
amazing things, including 
formatting a disk norrnally in 10 
seconds, and will also enable 
you to create new disk formats. 
I could wish that the normal fast 
format command did not ask for 
the disk 10 to be given in 
Hexagesimal notation, though 
admittedly there is a conversion 
table on the back of the 
instructions . 

DISK LOG gives you, among 
other things, the loading and 
end address of every file on the 
disk, which is essential if you 
w ish to use the machine code 
FILE COMPACTOR, which 
when it works can reduce a 200 
block programme to almost half 
its previous size with 
corresponding advantages in 
disk space saving and loading. 

"Finding 
lost files" 

DISK DOCTOR will read every 
block on a disk and enable you 
to rewrite any part of it. It also 
lets you know if you are dealing 
with a renumbered track or 
sector. If you have lost a long or 
very important file through a 
disk error you may search for it 
on the disk, then change the 
two bytes (characters) in front of 
the file name in the Directory to 

. indicate the correct track and 

coloured high-quality fan fold 
paper and envelopes and many 
more colours of ribbon. 

I can't wait .... !! 
The program is available in 

this country from good software 
dealers such as The 64 Software 
Centre, Princeton St., London 
and costs about £45. 
Considering the money you 
could save (or make) using it, 
it's the bargain of the year. 

sector where the file may be 
found. I have rescued two or 
three files which wouldn't load 
after the dreaded @ bug had 
struck. This for the uninitiated is 
a hotly-disputed fault in the 
drive operating system (DOS) 
which allegedly strikes 
programs or programmers 
using the 'save and replace' 
routine with the command 
SAVE "@O:filename". I am told 
that if you always specify the 
drive number it is less liable to 
strike. Many people have gone 
years without experiencing it. 

There are numerous other 
programs on the Toolkit disk, 
including a Disk Monitor, a 
Header/Gap Editor and a Disk 
Command-File Maker, one of 
whose built-in fil es will cause 
the disk-head to move much 
more rapidly back and forward 
across the disk, so speeding up 
programs which access the disk 
a lot. 

There are many parts of 
Toolkit which require a deeper 
knowledge than I possess to 
utilise to the full, and there is a 
tendency for the very detailed 
instruction sheets to assume 
that the user knows as much as 
the author, but anyone who 
wants some really fast copiers 
and the ability to learn the 
workings of their disk drive will 
get more than their money's 
worth. Users of the older 
version Toolkit II may send the 
original disk and £10 for an 
upgrade. 

Contact: MPS Software, 36 
Alexandra Grove, London N4 . 
Tel: 07-800 3592 
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Less 
Interference! 
Duraplug Electrical limited has 
re leased a Mains Filter Adaptor 
which plugs straight into the 
wa ll and gives a constant supply 
of electricity without the 
problems of spikes or varied 
vo ltage. 

The Mains Filter Adaptor sells 
for around £18, but for more 
detai ls contact Duraplug on 
0843-6877 1. 

Two For 
One
More 
Fun? 
MBS Data efficiency have 
produced a product that allows 
two prif1ters to be shared by two 
micros. This would mean that 
two computers could share a 
daisy wheel and a graphics 
printer - wi thout swapping 
cables . Prices for a centronics 
two way crossover switch start 
<I t around £165 . 

For more details contac t Data 
efficiency on 0442-60 155 . 

Thinklab 
Expands 
3D, the scient ific and industrial 
interface systems people, have 
recently announced some 
powerful new addit ions to their 
flt'xible and popular 'Thinklab ' . 

The iirst module is a 4 .5 digit 
analog to digital converter, 
which includes eight differential 
dmplifiers and multiplexer. The 
second module is is a full 12-b it 
analog to digital converter, with 
~a mple and hold amplifier. 
Finally, there is a 8 digit 
universal counter/ti mer with a 
crystal controlled 
programmable oscillator. 

The Th inklab can be linked 
up to a wide variety of 
computers, inc luding 
(ommodores. For information 
contact 3D Ltd on 01-387 
7388. 
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Commodore Launches 
New Music Systems 

Commodore chose the Ideal 
Home Exhibition to release two 
new music systems fo r the 64/ 
128. The first is the complete 
music system , including a 
Commodore 64, at £329 .99. 
Without the 64 the system 
comes at under £1 50. 

What is so spec ial about this 

system (as o ur review elsew here 
shows) is the sound expander 
which p lugs directly into the 64 
and provides powerful sound 
fac il ities, using the lastest in FM 
sound technology (previously 
used on the Yamaha OX7 range 
of synthesisers). The 24 preset 

voices should prove adequate 
for most budding Vangel is' . 

Both systems include a full 
five octave music keyboard -
something normally associated 
wi th professional equ ipment, 
and software suitable for the 
beginner . 

Removable 
Storage 
Apstor have recently 
introduced a half height version 
of its 10 + 10 removable 
cartridge system suitable for 
many micros, including the 
Commodore business range. 

The system which gives you 
20 Mbytes of storage costs 
£3,450, w ith ex tra 10 Mbyte 
cartridges costing £.85 each. 

Much More From Ariola 
Following good response to 
DEGAS, Ariolasoft have 
decided to introduce four more 
'affordable, powerful and easy 
to use productiv ity programs' . 

The first is Paperclip, a 
comprehensive wordprocessor 
for the 64, and on the reverse 
side of the disk has an improved 
version w ith more features for 
the 128. Priced at £44.95 it 
should be available in the shops 
now. 

Homepak, is a three-in-one 
system su itable for home or 
small business use. Included is a 

word processor, a fast data 
manager, and a 
telecommunications package 
for use w ith databases and 
other computers. Priced at 
£34.95 it must represent good 
value for money. 

The Consultant is a package 
suitable fo r home and low-end 
business use. It is a profess ional 
database management system 
which can organise, sort and 
retrieve records - as well as 
analysis procedures. 
Reasonably priced at £44.95 
for the 6411 28 it is available 

immediately. 
Lastly is Cut and Paste. 

Originally produced in the 
States by respected software 
house Electronic Arts, Cut and 
Paste features dynamic menus 
and full cut and paste facilities in 
a comprehensive and very 
simple to use package. This will 
be released a l ittle after the 
others and will cost only 
£24.95. 

For more details of these 
products, contact Ariolasoft UK 
on 01-836 34 11 . 



Wanted Audiogenic Renaissance 
Othello cartridge for Vic-20 (£5?)· Also 
wanted VIC Computing Issues 1-4. 
Please write Duncan Harrison, Flat 97, 
The Green, Fitton Hill , Oldham OL8 2LS. 

B032SK computer as new £300 4032 
(upgrade 3032) £125. MPS 801 printer 
new, unused £95 . 64 Modem new, 
unused, years Compunet subscription 
£70. All plus carriage. Phone 
Helensburgh (0436) 3022. 

Nearly new CBM 64 boxed with 
datasette ref guide. Plus 26 titles like 
Entombed, Staff of Kamuth, Summer 
Games II , Beach Head II + Ouickshot II. 
Joystick for £230. Tel: 467 7897 (after 
4pm). 

For Sale Vic 20 & C2N recorder + 3K, 8K, 
16K. Switch able Ram pack + 2 manuals 
47 cartridges + 24 software tapes + 
joysticks. Lots of fast action games, £105 
the lot. Write Mark Sorrell , 14 Squires 
Walk, Kempsey, Worcester WR5 3JB. 
Tel: Worcester 820343. 

Wanted, C16 pen pals to exchange 
ideas, views etc. For sale, Darks DHema 
£3.00. Write to Mark Oakley, 2 Elmore 
Road , Longthorpe, Peterboro, Cambs 
PE3 6PT or phone 0733 - 266449. 

Epson FX 100 printer £300 Centronics 
lead and manual included. Phone 
Walton-on-Thames (0932) 241242. 

Computhink Twin double sided disk 
drive BOOK capacity plus Commodore 
32K computer and spare Computhink 
controller board/plug-in Epron' Board. 
Any reasonable offer accepted . 
Wirksworth (062982) 3207. Evenings or 
weekend. 

4040 disk drive with IEEE cable £375 
4032 computer (upgrade 3032) £175 or 
reasonable offer for both. Numerous 
programs included. Tel: evenings or 
weekend. Wirksworth 062982 3207. 

Final cartridge: Save, yourself £20, if 
two people will purchase above with me 
(write soon). Send cheque for £30 or write 
to Mr N. Birds, Shawcroft, Biggin, 
Hartington, Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 
ODH. 

Commodore printer/plotter. Excellent 
condition. Includes paper etc. Cost £1 00, 
will accept £50 o.n.o. Phone (0642) 
615409 after 6pm. 

Swap " Zaxxon" and " The Staff of 
Karnath" for "Mr Do's Castle" or 
"Popeye" by Parker Bros. Adrian, 15 
Portcullis Road, Leicester LE5 1 SF. 

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE. Swap 
your used programs. FREE 
membership. CBM 64 and 
Spectrum. SAE. please lor fast 
response and details: UKSEC (CCI), 
15 Tunwell Greave, Sheffield S59 
GB. 

KNOCKDOWN 
PRICES 

on 

PLUS4/C16 SOFTWARE 
with over 

125 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM 
DISCOUNTS FROM 10%-50% 

INCLUDING MANY OF THE 
LATEST TITLES 

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE LIST SEND SAE (A2) TO: 
Venturegate Ltd 

(Soft list C16/Plus4) 
17 Harold Road, Leeds lS6 1PR 

W. Yorkshire England. 

BETPRO 
CBM64, 128 £9.99 (INC P&P) 

Are you going to back the winner of 
the Grand National? - Or any other 

horse race for that matter? 
At last punters can profit with the 

Betpro horse racing system. 
So whether you bet occasionally or 

everyday. Betpro is for you. 
(Also inc. comprehensive instructions/ 

advice). 
Send chequelP.O. to Ramsoft. 24 Bankfield Lane, 

Norden, Rochdale, Lancs., OL 11 5RJ. 

CBM 4023P printer, brand new, £250; 
CBM MPP1361 printer, 132 COl, 160 cps, 
psuedo - letter quality £475; also CBM 
71 5 computer, 256K, £700; CBM 8250 
LP dual drives (2 MB) - £700. Phone 
Lionel 01-237 7789. 

CBM 64 with 1541 disk drive, 1701 
colour monitor, Easy Script and Joystick, 
manuals £420 O.n .o. 01-226 8688. After 
8pm. 

American student wants penpals. Get 
latest and useful news, programs and 
products. Exchange latest programs. 
Send photograph of you and your 
computer. I have over 4,000 games and 
educational programs. M. Hyder, Florida 
Air Academy, 1950 S. Academy Drive, 
Melbourne, Florida 32901 U.S.A. 

C.C.I. Back issues for .sale?? 
Need Jan 85, Sept 85. Write S.J.G., 
39B Ossian Rd , London N4. 

e64 owner wants to swap programs, 
views and knowledge with people allover 
the world. Send list to Glen Mason, 17 
Kirton Close, Blackthorn , Northampton 
NN3 4EN, England. 

I would like to get the newest programs 
coming out for sale in England. Especially 
I long for " NEWS ROOM" forthe CBM64. 
Also good old programs welcome. Erwin I 
Gutdeutsch Tresdorfer Strasse 9, A-21 00 
Leobendorf, Austria. 

Commodore 64 computer in good 
condition. Sti ll under guarantee. Plus 
C2N tape recorder, joystick, approx 60 
games, instruction manual. Total worth 
over £600. Selling for £150. Tel: 01-989 
9217. Evenings only. 

Malaysian computer user would like to 
have penpals. I have C64, Apple, IBM, 
Sinclair, Atari. Software exchange. 
Please send list. Write to: Hazman Halid, 
53 Jalan Gasing, 46000 P. Jaya, 
Selangor, W. Malaysia. 

Commodore printer plotter. New £45. 
CalVwrite 16 Hatherley House, Westbury 
Rd, London E17 65D. Will post. 

Great offer. 1541 Disk drive. 20 disks full 
of programs inc. Easy Script, Video Basic 
etc. £150. Also MPS 801 printer with half 
a box of paper £150. Tel: Paul on (0246) 
472963. 

Commodore 4032 £295, 4040 disk drive 
£395, 3032 dot matrix printer £175 or 
complete £795. Up-graded 3 series with 
manuals. To collect , phone (063-087) 
2133 evenings and weekends. 

154 drive, blank disks, games, head 
cleaner £150, also games on disks and 
tape, Beach Head, Zaxxon Games, 
Creator. All £7 each. Also books. 30 hour 
Basic £3. Lots more. 0438 356489 
(Herts). 
I would like to trade software for a printer 
or a modem. Please send disk for my list 
program, then you may pick the 
programs you would like in exchange. 
SD139 PO Box 48, Derby DE6 60P. 

C2N Datasette once used £35. Also 
International Football £10. Both in 
excellent working order. Contact 
G. Antony after 4pm. (01) 319-2751 or 
write to 24 Indus Rd, Charlton SE7 7DA, 
London. 

Monitor Amber unit CBM 64 in use now. 
£40 O.n.o. Buyer collects. Milton Keynes. 
Ring Powell, Milton Keynes 566087. 
Leave message if out. 

Plus/4, Datasette, joystick and assorted 
games. Still under warranty £175 the lot 
or 700 German Marks. Write to LCPL 
M.J. Kopczewski , D SON'IRTR, BFPO 
102. Will swap for C64 p lus cassette. 



With the growing popularity of Commodore 
Computing International Magazine, newsagents and 

bookstalls sell out quickly. More and more frustrated 
readers wanting the one magazine every Commodore owner needs 
are finding they are missing out and some months having to do 
without the latest news, reviews and vital feature articles and 
programs. 

The popular solution is to place an order for your Commodore 
Computing International Magazine with your newsagent or by direct 
subscription to us. 

A subscription means you get the magazine delivered to your 
door. It saves you time and makes sure you don't lose out on what's 
happening in the Commodore world. 

Send in the subscription coupon below and get the best 
Commodore magazine the easy way - through your letterbox. Don't 
miss out on the best, mail the coupon now. 

(If you don't want to cut up the magazine, we're happy to have a 
photocopy of the coupon or a request on plain paper.) 

r cOm-;;;Qdo-;8 =-S-;bscriptionorde';i=Orm' 
I To Subscriptions Manager, Commodore Computing International, I 

40 Bowling Green Lane, London ECl R ONE. Tel: 01-278 0333 Telex: 267247 FINSEC 

I 
Please send me 12 issues of Commodore yomputing International I 
o Cheque enclosed 0 Please debit my Access 

Card No. "I 1---'1--'--1 '-1 '---'1 1---'1-'--1 -'-1 -"I 1-'-1--'1 -'-1 "I 1 
I I 
I 

0 Subscription rate UK £15.00 Expirydate: _________ I 
o Europe £20.00 Cheques should be made payable to: 

I 
0 Outside Europe £28.50 CROFTWARD LIMITED I 
Name 

I Address _ _ ___ --'-___ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ I 
---------------------~ 

I 
I 

County _ _____ _____ _ _ PostCode _ _ ~---\ 

Telephone (home) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (business) _ ___ ___ _ 

Signed _ ___ ___ _ _ _ Date (Subscriptiontocommence) _ _ _ _ ·U 



forCCI Readers 
COl has obtained special 

money-saving offers on games and 
other interesting products for the 
Commodore 128/64, Plus/4 and C16 
computers. All you have to do is send the 
appropriate voucher plus the correct 
amount direct to the supplier and you will 
get the value of the voucher deducted from 
the usual price. 
Don't send photocopies and don't send 
vouchers to CCI as that will delay your 
order, which will be sent to you direct 
from the supplier. 
Look for more free special money-off 
vouchers in forthcoming issues of 
Commodore Computing International 
Magazine. 

To: Bugbyte, C/o A1 Distribution 
Unit 3&4 Baily Gate, Industrial 
Estate, Pontefract, W. Yorkshire 

OFF 
Sky
hawk 
Computer Game 

Please send me 'Skyhawk' at £2.45/usual price £2.95 

To: Bugbyte, C/o A 1 Distribution 
Unit 3&4 Bailey Gate Industrial 
Estate, Pontefract, W. Yorkshire 
Please send me 'Diagon' at £2.45/usual price £2.95 

Name 
It~~~~i --_._. --
(I --------- -

----- ------1 

1----- --- --

SAVING 

To: High-Tech-Units 1 and 2 Conlon Development, Watery Lane, 
Darwin, Lancashire BBC 2 ET 
Please send me 'Deathwake' at £5.9S/usuaf price £7.95 

Name 

SAVING 

Yabba-Dabba 

To: High-Tech-Units 1 and 2 Conlon Development, Watery Lane, 
Darwin, Lancashire BBC 2ET 
Please send me 'Yabba-Oabba 000' at £5.95Iusuaf price £7.95 

Name 

erican Football Game 
To: High-Tech-Units 1 and 2 Conlon Development, Watery Lane, 
Darwin , Lancashire BSC 2ET 
Please send me 'American Football' at £7.451 usual price £9.95 
Name 

VOUCHER 

Spreadsheet,Wordprocessor 
and Database 

To: H.igh-Tech-Units 1 and 2 Conlon Development, Watery Lane, 
DarwIn, Lancashire BBC 2ET 
Please send me 'Triangle' at £14.95/usua/ price £19.95 

-- ---- -------------1 



For sale, worth £120+, package 
includes C16 starter pack, joystick 
£60 of games, games book. Will sell 
£80 O.n.O. Tel : 021 3780518 after 
5pm. Ask for Andrew. Looking for 
cheap C64. 

Want\!d - games and or equipment 
for PlUs/4. Phone 225240 or contact 
I. Turnbull, 64 Birkhall Rd, 
Thorntree, Middlesborough, 
Cleveland TS3 9LJ. 

Floppy disks 5'14". Brand new. 
Only £1 each. Discount on large 
orders. Details from Mr. R. Trett, 24 
Longridge Av. Cochrane Park 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Tyne & Wear: 
NE7 7LB or send £1 for sample disk. 

C64 serial to centronics interface 
incl. 16K buffer £40. Simon's Basic 
cartridge £15. Robcom Turbo. 30 
cartridge £20. All with instructions. 
Bourne End 26576. 

For sale, CBM 64 software 
cassette only. Send a s.a.e. or first 
class stamp for list. To: P.I.Walker, 
79 Main St. , Beeford Driffield, E. 
Yorkshire Y025 8AY. 

Wanted Dot-Matrix printer for C-
64. Can offer 300 games/ utilities 
incl. Beachhead 1111 , Skyfox, GI Joe, 
Exploding Fist, Summer Games, 
Tunga TOzer, Kehribar Sokak, 9129, 
06700 Gaziosmanpasa, Ankara, 
Turkey. 

C-16 Derby Day. Exciting Horse 
Racing Game on screen action plus 
many features. Only £6. Send to A 
McConnell , 58 Grasmere Rd, 
Blackpool. 

MT80 + printer. Never used, 
Includes three spare ribbons, one 
box of paper and Zero Electronics 
interface. Exceptional quality £200. 
Please ring 01-505 3665 after 7pm. 

MPS 801 printer brand new, 
unused £80 plus postage (or 
collect), phone or write to 28 
Bourchier Close, Bampton, 
Tiverton , Devon EX16 9AG (0398) 
31821. 

Commodore SX64, new. Will 
haggle around £375. Wanted 5'14 
disks at reasonable prices. 
Telephone 0619413102. 

------- --- 1I 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I (Private Readers - Free-Max 32 words) t 

Tr~rlA Advertisements 40p per word 

j I make thls_. _ _ words at __ p per word, so I enclose £ I 
I 

Please continue on a separate sheet of paper for trade advertisements 

Name I 
t

Address 

Tel: ::J ------------Send your classified entries to: 
Classified Department, 

Commodore Computing International Magazine 
40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1 R ONE ' 

Tel: 01-278 0333 Ext.280 

C-64 tapes, disks, ROMs, original 
titles for sale. Vic-20 predator ROM 
£8. For sale. Wanted: Magic Voice 
ROM & cheap video digitiser for C-
64. Write John, 30 Highwood Ave, 
Finchley, London N12 80P. 

CBM 64, disk drive, C2N cassette, 
801 printer, £150 worth books & 
over £300 software, i.e. Simon's 
Basic, Pascal , Monitor, Micro 
Assembler, Epyx Fastload, games 
etc. Cost £900, sell for £500 o.n.o. 
Phone: 01-326 0395. 

CBM 64, CN2, 2 Ouickshot 
joysticks, 100+ games including 
Simons Basic, Introduction to 
Basic , carrying case, fully boxed, 
manuals, magazines, books £150. 
SOS 231070,12 Harrison Gardens, 
Hullbridge, Essex any time. 

Wanted CBM/Pet 4040 disk drive 
or equal. Also Pet 3032 software, 
Paul Bevington, 22 Gwaun Miskin 
Rd, Beddan, Pontypridd, Mid 
Glamorgan CF38 2AU. 

Commodore 64, C2N 1541,40+ 
disks and 30+ tape software worth 
£900 approx. Offers over £350 or 
swap for Amstrad, colour, disc and 
accessories. Phone 051 7330090. 
Richard , after 4pm. Liverpool. 

Vic 20 for sale + data recorder + 
lightpen + software. 36 games + 2 
cartridges + joystick and 16K 
switch able ram R.R.P. £250. Will 
accept £140 o.n.o. Tel: (0244) 
531198. 

CBM 64 user requires pen pal aged 
17 -18 to exchange tips, ideas and 
opinions. Reply to Vince, 12 Defiant 
Close, Princes Park, Chatham, Kent 
ME5 7QS, England. 

For sale CBM 64, disk drive, 1526 
printer, datasette, Easyscript, 
music packages, Ultrabasic, White 
Lightning, Scope, many utilities and 
games, Centronics Interface, books 
and manuals, offers. Tel: (0734) 
694226. 

Wanted. Pen pal for CBM 64 owner. 
If interested please write to Mark 
Gornicki , 9 Pen-y-Cwarel Road, 
Wyllie NP2 2HP, Gwent, South 
Wales. All letters answered. 



If you've bought the new 
Commodore 128 or you're 
thinking about it, Pitman 
have news for you. 

A new book from SAMS, the 
official Commodore 
publishers. It's the 
first and only official 
guide to Commodore's 
exciting new business 
computer. 

Now you can read about the 128, 
with its three operating modes - 64, 
128 and CPIM - and learn how it can 
work for you at the office or at home. 
So whether you own a 128 or simply 
want to know more about it, you'll 
find that the official book for the 
Commodore 128 Personal 
Computer is a very wise investment. 

';.1 (':\'~.\:.\:J 
1 ~474::,,\ 

* Use spreadsheets, word 
processors and databases * Choose peripherals * Create graphics and 
animation * Run CP/M programs 

... and more! 

~ ---------------------------
To Peter Marshall, Pitman Publishing 
Ltd, 128 Long Acre, London 
WC2E9AN 

Please send me: 
The Official Book for the Commodore 
128 Personal Computer ISBN 0 672 
224569 Price £11.50 (plus £1.15 p+p) 

I enclose a cheque/postal order (payable to Pitman Publishing Ltd) 
for £12.65 (inc. p+p) Alternatively, please debit my ::EOCO_O~O 

Account Number I I I I I I [ [ [ [ [ [ [ [ I [ [ 
Signed 

Name (capitals please) 

Address 



Choosing the right computer 
is a good start - but can you 

find the right software? 

~ 
SUPERSOFT 

At SUPERSOFT we're very conscious of the 
fact that people who spend several hundred 
pounds on computer equipment are looking 
to do rather more than play Space Invaders. 

Financial planning is a rather grand name 
for sorneth ing you 've been doing all your life 
- making ends meet! Perhaps if Mr 
Micawber had used BUSICALC he would 
have been able to balance the books a little 
better. 

For home, club or small business use 
BUSICALC 1 should pay for itself in no time at 
all; for larger companies we recommend 
BUSICALC 3, one of the few really va luable 
prog rams that you can learn to use in a day. 

Although your Commodore 64 is a power
ful musical instrument you need to be a 
pretty good programmer to understand how 
it all works. Unless, of course, you buy MUSIC 
MASTER! 

To use MUSIC MASTER requires no prior 
musical knowledge, though in the hands of 
an experienced musician it will prove an 
invaluable tool. You don't need to know the 
first thing about programming either! MUSIC 
MASTER is the musical equivalent of a word 
processor, remembering the notes you play 
and allowing you to replay and edi t them as 
you wish. 

INTERDICTOR PILOT is a space flight 
simulator. Nowadays simulators are widely 
used to train pilots and astronauts because 
to be frank - it's a lot cheaper (and safer) 
than the real thing! 

Imagine, if you will, life in the 22nd 
century: space travel is commonplace, and 
on the outskirts of the galaxy the first war 
between civilizations is being fought. A short~ 
age of tra ined pilots has prompted the Feder~ 
ation to develop a computer simulation that 
al lows raw recruits to gain experience with~ 
out paying for their mistakes with their lives. 
With the aid of your Commodore 64 you too 
can learn to pilot the Interd ictor Mk 3 craft. 
But be warned - this is no game! 

SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7SJ 

Telephone: 01 -861 1166 

Other SUPERSOfT products include the 
MIKRO ASSEMBLER cartridge, the only 
assembler that's ideal for beginners yet pow~ 
erful enough for the professional (most of 
our competitors use itO. The VICTREE cart~ 
ridge adds dozens of commands to Basic 
including toolkit aids and disk commands; or 
on disk there's MASTER 64, a really com
prehensive package for the keen prog ~ 
rammer. 

Of course, we do also publish games 
programs, and With classics like STIX, QUINX 
and KAMI-KAZE in our range we are one of 
the market leaders. But we most enJoy 
coming up wi th the sort of programs that are 
going to be in use for months and years, not 
hours and days - the sort of programs that 
make you glad that you bought a computer 
and glad that you bought SUPERSOFTI 

You won't find SUPERSOFT products on 
the shelves of your local supermarket. But 
most special ist shops stock tit les from our 
ex tensive range (and are prepared to obtain 
other programs to order). However you can 
also buy direct by sending a cheque (pre-paid 
orders are post free!), by calling at our 
offices, or over the telephone using your 
ACCESS card . 
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